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NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

public this

SCHEDULE OP MAILS

11_23

WE RENT

effect Sept. 30% JH1X
MAILS

From
From

POBTOrPICB.

ELLSWORTH

In

SAFETY DEPOSIT
BOXES

RCritVKD.

West—7.18am; 4.14,6.25pm.
East—11.06, 11.57 a m; 6.47.10.52 p
MAIL CLOSES AT

m.

POSTOPPICB

Going West—10.90, n.30a m; 5.15,9 p
Going East—6.45 a m: 8.46, 8 pm.

m.

No Sunday mail after Nov 24; until that
date mail arrives from west at 8.11 a ra; closes
for weRt at 4.20 p m.
Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an hour before mall closes.

for $3 per year and upwards.

Open daily 9 to 4; Sat. 9 to 1

Sheriff-elect F. O. Hllsby
worth

was

in

Ells-

Friday.

Parcher is expected home tospend Thanksgiving.
Arthur Phillips, of Livermore, is visiting his brother, H. C. Phillips.

F. L. Mason, who has had a severe atof grip, was at his office yesterday for
the first time in three weeks.

*—^

tack

C. Burrill and wife

F.

|

Portland

“Laying By” Dollars
what yon can spare from time to
time—is your surest way to acquire a competency.
We have a simple and safe method whereby you
can send us your savings by mail and let us keep
them safe for you. We also pay liberal interest
Write for particulars.
on all savings deposits.
Branohoo

Town.

Old

at

Machlaa,

here

are

spend Thanksgiving.

to

Burrill will remain here for

some

from
Mrs.

weeks.

Misses Mary Fernald and Ella M.
Hawkes will leave soon for Portland to
enter a hospital for a training course as

—“sailing away”

|

to

Miss Harriet Rollins is home from Lakewood, N. J., where she has been for the
past month.

EastemTrust & Banking Co
jI

!

nurses.

Harold F. Hawkes, who has been teachthe Surry road school, has gone to Island Pond, Vt., where he has accepted a

Doxtor.

position with a lumbering concern.
Leroy Webber, of Greenwich, Conn.,
formerly of this city, is spending this

]

the

leading
Representing
I
to
am
able
companies,
give my patrons the best
there is for the premium
paid.

Agent,
12 Miii'St.,
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ately.
Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

C. w. & F. L. MASON,

be protected from fire by

placing|their

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

with E. J.

Note These

Insurance, Real Estate.

Insurance

Fire

Bargains:

25c
25c
25c
-5c
25c
25c

S liar* Lenox Soap.
3 pkgs Pop Com Starch.
3 lbs. Soda Cracker*.
3 lbs. Confectionery Sugar.
3 cans Runkel Bros. Cocoa.
3 pkgs Potato Flour,
This Deal For Cash.

P. E.

birch hoop*

jk/

CAKTIIR,

H. P

MsinSt..
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ME.

on

C. C. Burrill & Son
STATE STREET.

ELLSWORTH.

Rossini's

of
some

will

ME

play

“Stabat

sacred music.

the full

Mater”, a
As the piece

length, Mr. Hopkins will begin

All interested to hear the

piece

its

the rural schools will open for the
Beechiand

question

Everybody
can save a

little at

success

is

a

time.

simply

to your

sticking
ing plan—making
any

a

sav-

Temptation
spend.

celebration in

referred

commemo-

anniversary of EllsMonday afternoon, and drew*

of the 150th

worth,

met

program which w’ill be submitted to
a mass meeting of the citizens of Ellsworth at the board of trade rooms in Hancock hall next Monday evening. A full
attendance at that meeting is desired.
a

given by ten young
Hancock halj
ladies of Ellsworth at
Thanksgiving night. Mu«ic will be by
the E. M. C. orchestra. Maskers are all
requested to assemble at the board of
trade rooms in the lower hall previous to
entering the main hall. All must have
tickets before entering the dance hall.
The opening march will be formed at 8.15.
The

Hancock Co. Savings
-Bank

—

May 1, 1873.

a

was

A mask ball will be

your
Stronger than

Ellsworth,
Com me lived Business

of

ration

up

DEALERS IN

Municipal and Other Bonds
of approved legality and ascertained
strength.

M

Hopkins,

Dec. 9. The teachers will
term, except at No. 2, where Martin A.
Garland w ill succeed Lena Hoyt, resigned,
for the winter term, and at No. 5 (Surry
road), where Nellie Treworgy will succeed
Harold F. Hawkes, resigned.

to

Collateral and Commercial Paper
ALSO

Mr.

last

Character

ON

expects to

the interven-

will open
be the same as

matter of

Productive Real Estate;

OF ELLSWORTH.

HodgkinN—all of wnom pronounced no
traces of typhoid.
James Everett Murch, of this city, and
Miss May Lucy Harper, of Castine, were
married in Bangor Nov. 15, by Rev.

CAPITAL.,.*
SURPLUS and PROFITS,

100.0

STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,

100,000

Charles

ASSETS,.J, 400,000

Moore. Mrs. Murch is one of
Castine’s bright and energetic young
in
friends
ladies, and has many
her home town.

Mr.

Murch has

service—these (our form
painstaking
bas been erected. These four we

William J. Con nick and wife were given
surprise party Monday evening, in
honor of the fiftieth anniversary of their
a edding. The party was arranged
by their
daughters, and the surprise was complete.
Mr. and Mrs. Connick were married at
Waltham Nov. 25,1862, but the greater part
of their married life has been spent in
Ellsworth. Their many friends join in
congratulations on their golden wedding.

founded on any incident of the
Revolution between 1775 and 1783. For
the best essay |8 is offered; for the second
best, |5; for the third best, |2; essays to

essays

security, absolute

permanency, conservative management and
the foundation upon which this bank
guarantee to you in connection with any
and all business which you may place in our hands.
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. TYust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
Absolute

many

friends here and in Castine, who wish
the couple a life of happiness. They will
reside in Millinocket.

Though the fourth annual Ellsworth
food fair is still two months distant, plans
are so far advanced that the food fair commute feels safe in promising
better fair
than ever. The committee says there will
be more out-of-town exhibitors here than
ever before, including some old friends
and many new ones.
Special entertainment features are being arranged for each
afternoon. The general plan will be the
same as in past years, with dancing each

O

78.000

State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with
sound banking.

WEST ELLSWORTH.

MILEAGE REBATES.

Annie S. Carter has been ill of grip the

Ellsworth Merchants will Offer Such
to Out-of-Town Customers.

past

week.

Cunningham is the guest of Mrs.
Caspar.
Varney, of Old Town, is the guest of

Mer-

Altie

Monday evening, at
which plans for entertaining Green Mountain Pomona grange Thursday of next
week were discussed, the suggestion was
made that Ellsworth merchants could attract out-of-town customers by some system of rebates based upon the mileage
travelled.
The suggestion met with the immediate

Roscoe

At

a

chants'

meeting

of the

Ellsworth

association

Dr.

friends here.

Winfred Clark, who has been teaching
Brooksville, is spending his vacation
with his family here.
Mrs. Roscoe Caspar has returned to
Surry after a week’s visit with George
M. Cunningham and wife.
in

of the merchants present at the
meeting, and a committee of three, consisting of Roy C. Haines, E. F. Robinson, jr.,
contain not less than 800 nor more than
and Charles L. Morang, was appointed to
1,000 words. The contest is open to pupils interview all the merchants of Ellsworth
of all grammar schools in Maine. Essays
and get as many of them as possible to
Lavinia Grant Elliot,
may be sent to
enter into some such rebate agreement.
chairman of committee on patriotic eduThe merchants so far seem to have entered
cation, Thomaston.

approval

Cunningham, of BluehilJ,
visiting her parents, James
W. Carter and wife, has returned home.
Her father accompanied her for a visit of
a few days.
Mrs. Rubie

who has been

COMING EVENTS.

ELLSWORTH.
heartily into the plan.
David Lovell and Arthur Graves, charged
It is proposed to arrange a schedule of
Thursday evening, Nov. 28, at Hancock
with stealing part of the carcass of a
of
rebates, graduated according to amount
hall—Masquerade ball. Tickets, 25 cents.
cow moose from the
Shea barn on the
goods purchased and number of miles
Saturday evening, Nov. 30, at Society
Hancock, road, where it was left by Game- travelled. These rebates will be in force

Warden

Shea, have been bound

over

for

at least for grange

day next week, and for

1

hall-Dance.

the

Rev.
R.
B.
Congregational church.
Mathews, Rev. P. A. A. Killam and Rev.
E. D. Kizer will assist. The music will be
by a double quartet consisting of O. W.
Tapley and John Blood, jr., tenors; Misses
Mary F. Hopkins and Bertha Giles, sopranos; Mrs. J. A. Cunningham and Mrs.
H. E. Rowe, altos; J. A. Cunningham and
H. L.

Crabtree,

basses.

The

organist for
this service will be H. Everett Hall, of
Bangor, who played for the centennial

includes all the granges of the eastern
section of Hancock county, has accepted
an invitation extended by the Ellsworth
Merchants’ association to hold its annual
meeting in Ellsworth Thursday of next
week, Dec. 5.

course.

course

of five enter-

worth food fair.

forenoon, afternoon and
evening sessions, the evening session
being open to the public. The meetings
There will

Tickets for

tainments, $2. The sale of course tickets
is in charge of Miss Annie E. Gray.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, at Hancock hall—Ells-

be

clbncrtisinuntf

hall. The
Hancock
held at
be
grangers will be the guests of the Merchants’ association at dinner at Odd Felwill

...

All

Financial

to Loan

week.

services last September.
Hopkins read a paper on “American
A meeting was held in the vestry of the lows hall at noon.
Forestry”, and Miss Harrington one on
The program for the day is as follows:
Methodist church last Friday evening to
“Bret Harte”; both were interesting and
torenoon at 10.30.
discuss the advisability of organizing a
instructive. The next meeting will be on
civic association upon the basis success- Call to order.by Worthy Master A I Foss
Dec. 9, with Miss Mary F. Hopkins.
Address of welcome.
Roy C Haines
fully adopted in other communities.
Master
Ellsworth friends of Mrs John Hardwere
from the Response.Worthy
Representatives
present
Reports of officers and committees
w’ick, of Montreal, who was operated upon Congregational,
and Methodist
Baptist
Recess; dinner at Odd Fellows hall at 12o'clock
two weeks ago for appendicitis, are pleased
churches of Ellsworth and the Ellsworth
Afternoon at 1.
to know that she is making satisfactory
Falls church. It was proposed to hold Election of officers, followed by installation
improvement. She was able to leave the meetings each Sunday afternoon, at which
Evening at 7.30.
hospital for her home Saturday. Her civic problems will be the subject of ad- Open session. Addresses by State grange
mother, Mrs. Austin M. Foster, of this dresses and
officials and others.
Special musical
discussions, one meeting each
numbers.
city, is with her.
month to be a men’s meeting. A commitPreceding the service at the Congrega- tee consisting of Rev R. B. Mathews, J. F.

the

FRED L. KENT, Special Agent,

improved,

She

March, spending

The committee to which

Co., of New York.

When

Court street.

winter term Dec. 2, excepting
and Surry road schools, which

pauperism.

Money

on

entirety are reminded to bear in
mind the hour of beginning.

Ellsworth

Mutual Life Insurance

jftttecmcst*.

the

E. K.

in

sinking fund for yourself and family for a time in
life when you may need it.
Protect your family from any

ELLSWORTH,

bouse

masterpiece of

a

chance of

of Verdi’s

ing time in Germany and France.
Mrs. F. H. Macomber, of Seal Harbor,
who has spent the fall in Boston, arrived
in Ellsworth Monday, going from here to
Lamoine, where she was called by the
critical illness of her father, A. R. Devereux, who died this morning.
The literature club met Monday evening with Miss Carrie Harrington. Mrs.

score

Protect Your Family
Create

copies

Rotterdam, Holland.

for

return in

organist,

I want 6 ft. and 6 1-2 ft. hoopa.
..

their

tional church next Sunday morning, the

*7fi

/II

*.

front of

open to

Monday evening, Dec. 2, at Society hall
April grand jury in the sum of |200 the holiday week and the week of the food
the grading is completed, this house and its each.
Judge Hall finding “probable fair. It is possible, if the plan proves sat- —Dancing school a«ci extra.
grounds will make one of the most pic- cause”. The bearing in the municipal
Monday evening, Dec. 2, at Methodist
isfactory in its working, that it may be
turesque places in town.
court, which opened at 10 o’clock last established as a permanent thing. Full vestry—Dime social by J. W. class.
all of details of the plan will be announced later.
The J.
W. class of
the Methodist Wednesday morning, occupied
Tuesday evening, Dec. 3, at Hancock
Sunday school will have a social in the Wednesday and Thursday, many witnesses
hall
Entertainment under auspices of
examined
on
both
sides.
Dec.
2.
There
being
veBtry Monday evening,
GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA.
young men’s committee of the Congregawill be an interesting program and games.
Union Thanksgiving services will be
tional church.
Refreshments will be served.
held to-morrow evening at the Congrega- Annual Meeting Will be Held in EllsSaturday evening, Jan. 4, at Hancodl
worth Next Week.
Mrs. H. C. Hat he way leaves Saturday for tional church. The sermon w’ill be by
hall—Rogers & Creely, musical entertainGreen Mountain Pomona grange, which ers.
New York, whence she will sail Tuesday Rev. O. J. Guptill, of the Ellsworth Falls
First entertainment in Lyceum

is of

* w

his wife.

Kearns has moved into his hand-

at 10.20.

I will pay per
1100 for all 4H

street

thrown

—

■■■■i-i-i-

Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi-

owners will

parents, Horace Webber

accompanied by

quested to bring
“Requiem”.
some new

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late

Property

his
He is

meeting of the Ellsworth festival
chorus for organization will be held this
evening at Society hall. Members are re-

;

Ellsworth

i.iu.i inn

with

and wife.
A

I INSURANCE;
||

week

*%%%«%»•

General

was

Mrs. E. E. Springer entertained last
Saturday evening in honor of her sister- evening.
The daughters of the American Revo
in-law, Mrs 1. E. Ralph, of Northeast
lution of Maine>are offering three prizes for
Harbor.

ing

;! 0. W. Tapley,

Water

the

a

Arthur

night

Of Bangor, Main*.

on

annex

report which has been current that
C. R. Cirone was ill of typhoid fever, is
unfounded. Mr. Cirone has been suffering from a stomach trouble, and is now
about again. To counteract the effect of
the report that he had typhoid fever, Mr.
Cirone called in four physicians-Drs.
McDonald and
Hagertby, Woodruff,

Exect notice— Eat of Spencer Tra*k.
Admr notire-Est of Harry 0 Young.
Chariest C Young—In bankruptcy.
H P Carter—Bargains.
Acbcrn:
The Art Postcard Co—Postcards.

AT

Main St.

new

No. 48.

The

ELLSWORTH

Depository of the' State of
Maine, the County of
Hancock and
two thirds of Ellsworth’s
Merchants

tbe

tS.SZSiVZZZZF!

postoffice

is

gradually utilizing

the

additional room provided by the annex,
though the improvements are not yet
completed. The working-room has been
thrown open to the new part, and some of
the distributing racks have been moved
Postmaster Nealley is now occu*
there.
pying temporary office quarters there
while his offices in the old annex are being remodeled. The new money order de-

Knowlton and

Winfred

pointed
ings

to arrange for
for one month,

Brann

was

ap-

speakers and meet-

announcement of
which w’ill be made later. If the meetings
prove successful, steps will be taken for
the organization of a civic association in
Ellsworth to continue the work.

Concert Program.

Following
cert to be

is the

given

program for the connext Tuesday evening at

Hancock hall under the auspices of the
young men’s committee of the Congregational church, by Miss Agnes O. Hersey,
of East Corinth, a graduate of the Emerson school of oratory, as reader, and Mias
Bertha
Giles, of Ellsworth,
soprano
soloist:
1 « Glad to See You-.-Edward Vance Cooke
6 The Madonna of the Tubs,
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
Miss Hersey
2
*Le Tar late d'Amor” from “Faust”,
Gounod
Miss Giles
3 a
The Way of the World, )
b The Tin Gee Gee,
c
Three Little Chestnuts,)
Piano accompaniment
Miss Hersey
4
The Little God and Dicky,
Josephine Daskam Bacon
Miss Hersey
6 a “The Dearest Place”.Wells
6 “I Love You Truly”. .Bond
c
“My Luve is like a Bed, Red Rose,”
Gunster
M’ss Giles
6
“You Sabe Me”.Will Irwin
Miss Hersey
7
Bringing up the Children (costume),
Josiah Allen’s wife
Miss Hersey

Mistaken for Deer.

Orland, Nov. 25 (special)—
hunting in the vicinity of Dead
river Sunday, George McCaslin was mistaken for a deer by a companion, and shot
in the leg. He was taken to Fred Clair’s
North

While

and two physicians were called.
It is a terrible wound, but the physicians
he will recover unless bloodbelieve
poisoning resulte. Ali the flesh was torn
from one side of the leg by the bullet, and
one bone was broken.

On Sale by
J. A. THOMPSON, Ellsworth.

Monaghan’s ORCHESTRA
MUSIC furnished for all occasions.

PRIAVTE LESSONS in Round Dancer.
INSTRUCTION ON VIOLIN and CORNET.
Write for terms.
C.

£1.

Monaghan, Ellsworth, Me.

EltiUUUBlUMIIlB.

r~....”i
| SALE OF CARRIAGES j
and Other Stock.
I
|
<>

< ►

To settle the estate of the late Henry E. Davis the entire
< >
stock will be closed out at a great reduction for cash or satisfac|1
tory interest-bearing notes. Stock consists of finished, unfinished
and second-hand carnages, Surreys, Bangor Buggies, Runabouts,
•;
Solid-bottoms, Basket-seat rumbles, Buckboards, single and twoseat Express wagons, Concord wagons, 1 natural wood Chancel![
< >
lor, 1 4 horse Brake with 3 Horse Pole and whiffletrees and 2
< >
Horse Pole and Whiffletrees, 2 partly finished Buckboards, 2
]I
partly finished Rumbles, 2 partly finished Farm wagons, any of
>
which will be finished for customers by the same skilled workmen.
LAKKWOOD.
1The carriages are either rubber or steel-tired.
Mrs. Sarah Moore is visiting here.
!!
Sleighs, single and double Puhgs, Jumpers, Speed sleighs,
Mrs. Hattie Frazier is visiting at Bayand light-weight robes and blankets, street and stable
heavy
J
side.
< •
blankets, whips, fur robes and coats, single, double and team
Aby Garland has returned from Ellsharness.
\I

J\

J
<

►

\ 'r
'r
<

■

11
1

►

i
JJ

>

■

! !
*
)
;

>

< >

worth.

Ralph

made a trip to West
Saturday, taking bis nineyear-old son Shirley, who is to remain j
with his grandparents during the winter, !

Sargent

Brooksville

I:
O

HARRIET C. DAVIS, Administratrix.

!I
(

>

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
Prayer Meeting Topic For the
Beg.nmng Dec. 1. 1912.

Week

M iMtlonary achievements and
i may do.-Phil. It. I-!’.
(Missionary
consecration meeting.!
Edited by Rev.
Sherman H. Doyle. D. I>-

Topic.

—

what

No more graphic description
of
Christ's humiliation and His resultant
exaltation was ever written than that
to be found ip this part of Paul s letter
the Philippian*.
The supreme result of Christ's exaltation is to he that
"‘at the name of Jesus every knee shall
to

*
*
and that every tongue
how •
should confess that Jesus is Lord to

the glory of God the Father."
The
aim of Christian missions is to bring
this divine consummation about. It is
for this reason that missionaries “bold
forth the word of life, that men everywhere may know Christ, and. know-

ing Him.

accept Him as their
Saviour, and. having accepted Him. may
exalt Him as the Apostle describes
This is the aim and end of all mission
ary achievement, and every Christian
should take an active part in its acmay

complishment.
No phase of human life has been
untouched by missionary labors.
Political conditions have been made bet
Social life has been uplifted.
ter.
Commercial life bar been extended,
■and the world of science owe* a great
But
debt to Christian missionaries.
the principal missionary achievements
Jjave followed along three lines—evengelical. educational and medical.
The evangelical work of missionaries
is their supreme glory.
They have
gone forth shore everything else to
evangelize the world, to tell the glad
tidings of salvation in Christ to all
men.
In this work they have been
wonderfully successful. The converts
to Christianity in foreign fields number millions, and they are increasing in
great numbers every year. All classes
in every land are being reached. The
missionaries of the world number over
20,000, and the native workers over
00.000, It can easily be seen that such
an army of consecrated followers of
Christ could not but achieve great results. This is especially true when we
remember that in spite of all obstacles
the same efforts in the foreign field
^11 lead thirty to Christ which in
Christian countries will lead but one.
This at least Is the estimated ratio,
and If it be at all near the truth we can
readily understand the great missionary soul winning achievements.
The educational achievements of
missionaries are most wonderful. Religion and education have always gone
The seboolhouse has
hand in hand.
K needs no
ever followed the church.
argument to prove that the mind must
be enlightened as well as the soul savChrist comnranded His disciples
ed.
to "teach.” and Christian instruction
has not been limited to distinctive
On foreign mission
Christian truth.
fields t%gre are today 30,000 schools attended by 1,500.000 pupils! Some of
the greatest colleges In the orient are
Christian, and Christianity has revo
lutionized the educational system of
practically every missionary land. The
last nation to be thus affected is Chi
na. and the schools and colleges of
Japan and India are conspicuous for
their influence and their efficiency.
The achievements of medical mis
sions have attracted the attention of
the world. In no science was heathendom so little advanced before the advent of Christianity as In the science
of medicine.
In this respect a great
door of opportunity was opened to mis
sionaries. and they promptly entered.
Individual missionaries practiced medicine at first and thus gained entrance
into fields hitherto entirely closed to
them.
Then followed hospitals and
dispensaries on a small scale. But today the work Is so far advanced that
the most complete hospitals are found
in every heathen land and hundreds of
thousands of patients are treated every
year.

BIBLE

READINGS.
Isa. 111. 1-7; Ps. Ixxii; Mai. It.
1, 2: Matt x. 5-8: xxviii. 18. 20;
Luke xv. 1-10: John lx. 1-7; Acts
i, 1-11: ii. 41-47: Ui. 1-10; vili, 5 8;
Rev. xxi, 22-24.

Estimate of Christian Endeavor.
I believe that Christian Endeavor is
the greatest movement to Which Christianity has yet given birth. It stands
for the fullest development of the individual Christian and for the evangelization of the whole world. It has
In it unlimited possibilities.
All that
is needed is that pastors and people
use it in a more thorough manner for
the highest and widest spiritual results. Its ideal is the highest that a
Christian can conceive of—full surrender to Christ. Chrlstiikeness of living.
Christ s zeal for the conquest of the
world.
As a training school for effi
riency it gives the pastor an unequaied opportunity to make his work count
both in character development and in
evangelistic results—Rev. J. Spencer
Voorbees in Evangel.

Testimony

to Christian Endeavor.
Dr. Francis E. Clark has had several
kind letters from former President
Roosevelt on the Christian Endeavor
nnciety. Here is one:
■'Christian Endeavor stands pre-eminent among the organizations which
strive toward a realization of the ideal
of true citizenship—that is. for the cultivation not only of a high standard
of civic and social righteousness, but
for the strength, courage and common
sense necessary for living up to such
a standard."

BT "AdlT
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Itt Motto:

tWwrttararnta

brnrtit flolamn

ittatnai

“Helpful

KAMI".

and

HOW GIRLS
MAY AVOID
PERIODIC PAINS

'fopefui

The purpose* of this ©oiutna are wetnBty
Uvums\» ia* t tit an
ouo~U is for the mutua
awn* St, sad at tea am *>e helpfb
sad hopeful
Betn* for the eosaon good. It Is for the common use—s public servant, a purveyor of Information and «u*«e*tlon, * ®sH«» for the interchange of ideas. In tbt* capacity t: solicit*
communications, and ltssueoessdepend* largely
on the support given it in this resort. Communications must be signed, but the name o<
nr .-»ter sriil not oe printed except by pern lason

rhe Experience of Two Girls
Here Related For The
Benefit of Others.

Communications wtii be subject to Approve;or
reject on by the editor of the co>umn. be non*
address
wi fce rejected wtthont **wi
ail cc mmanicat; os to
T»s AweaTCAU.
£> is wort b. Me.

Rochester, N. Y.-“I have a daugh13 years old who has always been

er

healthy until recently when she
omplained of dizziness and cramps every
nonth, so bad that I would have to keep
■ery

entirely new to yoar col a tun, bat
the following hoe* came to one on a post
card and see-ned a good bending for yoar
widely- read column:
I

am

Lira's

ler
o

highway.

pleasant

to

get rrlief.

hear.

As we Journey slong. we pa** many the one
Whose courage sod faith are almost gone;
To such as these, were we only near
And had something to say
That's pleasant to hear.

I

highly.

vised

from

a

found ralisf.

other

and

us

come

Gott*s

My Dear M. B.

am

an-

Give to the worm the orchard’s irnit.
It bat been a long time since*! wrote to the
The wheat field to the fly.
column, but it has not been that i; have had
But
let the good old crop mdora
1
have
often
I
do
eo.
to
no desire
thought j
ought to. but getting ready for winter has ! The hill* oar father's trod.
Still let as for Hi* golden corn
kept tne quite buey.
Send ap oar thanks to God!
It vti with regret that I learned that X. Y
Z., who was called to Bar Harbor by the illness of her father. Capt. A. J. Gott. is now in
hospital for treatment, and had been
through s very critical operation. Ulster
Dell can sympathise with her. It was but a
short time ago that the Got* reunion was at
the home of X. Y. Z.. and she filled the place of
hostess so pleasant and cheerful, when she no
doubt was putting the best* side out. I he pc
M. V. B.
for her speedy recovery.
I
of

j

my home a year
have often wished it

call from her at

more

or

ago, and

It isn't usually the
world who says be has
for.

poorest person in the
nothing to be thankful

We give Thee thanks. O Lord!
Not for armed legions, marching

in their

might.
Not for the glory of the well-earned fight
Where brave men slay their brothers, also
brave;
But for the millions of Thy sons who work—
And do Thy task with joy—and never shirk,
And deem the Idle roan a burdened slave;
For these, O Lord, our thanks!

am indeed sorry to hear of the illness
X. Y. Z. I had the pleasure ;of an en-

joyable

Whittier.

—

j

We give Thee

O Lord!

thanks,
might be repeated. We [join with M. V. Not for the turrets of oar men-of-war—
B. in the hope of her speedy recovery.
The monstrous guns, and deadly steel they
Dell, in taking a trip around the
pour.
fact she circled
entirely i To crash oar foes and make thefh bow the
county, in
knee;
around Aunt Madge, reported to me both
from the north and the south by tele- But for the homely sailors of Thy deep.
The
tireiess
fisberfolk who banish sleep
phone. Borne of her news was cheerful
And lore a living from the miser aea;
and some was sad. The latter was the j
For these, O Lord, our tbauks!
case when she told me ‘she had] called on
We give Thee thanks O Lord!
Ah and found her confined bo her ^bed beNot for the mighty men who pile op gold.
cause of a fall which had injured her back.
Not for the phantom millions, boaght and
Remembering the cheerful courage of Ah
sold.
in the past, 1 was not ksurprised to hear
Aud all the arrogance of pomp and greed;
she was bearing this troble with her ususl Bat for the
pioneers who plough the field.
good cheer. The latestfreport is that she Make deserts blossom, and the mountain yield
has gone to Boston forjtreatment. 1 pretreasures for man's daily need.
hidden
Its
For these, our Lord, oar thanks!
sume if mail is sent to her home address
it will be forwarded to her.
We give Thee thanks. O Lord!
Not for the places that wealth haa grown,
Dear Aunt Madge:
Where ease is worshipped—daty dimly known.
What has become of Aunt Maria? I met her
And Pleasure leads her dance the flowery
at Orland fair and the aatd a letter would
toon be sent by her to the column, and each
week I have loooked very anzioualy to see it.
always to be disappointed.
Now what I want to know is this: Our hog
is still wearing his head but is eating his last
bag of grain. 1 want to;convert the bead into
the nice toothsome cheese such as 1 know can
be made, bat have nofidea how to do it. Will
some of the nieces be prompt in sending their
recipes for the cheese thst 1 may try some.
I received the cook hook from Aunt Msdge
snd was much pleased. Am much interested
in the subject of economy, as the letters are
If space perboth helpful and amusing.
mitted I would relate the possibilities of an
old hen, but fear yon^would think 1 stretched
the ben. also the truth.
Suppose 1 am the only Wilson writer for
the column, but will say that if Dell could
have looked in at our “victory dance” and
seen the large company, including the beardless youths to the old gray-haired men. and
realized that not a drop of the poisonous curse
of our nation was indulged in for the evening, I
know her heart would have rejoiced, and she
would not have been alone in doing so.
We have very recently bad a telephone installed in our home and enjoy it so much.'
Weil, the dishes are waiting for me to wash
and I realiv wish that they were, as I am.
Ail Done.
Orland, Nov. IS, 1912,

“Uncle Madge” could cut that

I wish

hog’s
equal

head up for you. 1 never saw his
He has it reduced to a
for that.

Now,

science.

promptly
for

hog’s

she wrote
an

nieces,

come

to the front with your directions
head cheese, and when All Done

has hers ail
of

sisters and

done,

story
old hen”.
us a

1 wouldn’t wonder if
on

the

“possibilities

THANKSGIVING THOUGHTS.
KKMBMBKB YOUR HBaCIBS.

Heap high the farmer's wintery hoard!
Heap high the golden corn!
No richer gift baa Autumn poured
From

out

her lavish born!

Let earth withhold her goodly root.
Let mildew blight the rye,
Porto ftlcV* New Wonder.
From far away Porto Rice come reports of a
wonderful new discovery that is believed will
vastly benefit the people. Ramon T. Marcban,
of Rarceioneta, writes: **Dr. King's New Discovery is doing splendid work here. It cured
me about five times of terible
coughs and
colds, also my brother of a severe cold in
his chest, and more than 20 others, who used
it on my advice. We hope this great medi
cine will yet be sold in every drug store in
Porto Rice.” For throat and lung trouoles
there is nothing better. A trial will convince
you of its merit. She and $1.00. Guaranteed by
all druggists.

:

At

received.

wi»

application

One

recr.<>

•andwicbe. and coflaw ware aarvad, alter
which a eocial boor was enjoy*!1 playing
etc. Attar race** the lecturer pro

way;
But for the quiet homes where love is qneen.
And life U mo*e than baabie* touched and
seen.

And old folks bless as, and dear children play;
For these, O Lord, oar thanks!
By Robert Bridge*.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Last
met
were

ing

with

Mrs.

the

twenty-five present,

about
a

Forest Hill society
Charles Graves.
There

Wednesday

afternoon

pleasant

and

all spend-

evening.

provided a bountiful supper,
enjoyed. The society proposes

The hostess
which all
to have

an

entertainment and sale Dec.

proceeds to
grounds of the
the

meeting the past president

presented

with

silver

tray.

10,

go toward beautifying the
Forest Hill cemetery. At

the former

a

China

casserole

was
on

a

She thanks the members for

The
remembering her.
society meets every Wednesday afternoon,
the next meeting will be with Mrs. Henry

their kindness in

Branscomb.

All

are

cordially

future.

Several

member* from

grange, Gould*boro,

were

pres-

her

loyal service.

Rptolred. That we extend to the bereaved
husband and three children our deepest symare so sudpathy in the great affliction they
find
denly called upon to bear. Msy they
whom
comfort in the thought that she for
before
mourn is not dead, but only gone

476, P.UAtWOBTH.
Nov. 20, *Mb fortythree in atlendaoce. One candidate was
instructed in the first end second degrees,
BATS1DK.

Bayeide grange

and two

members

new

work and

mol

business,

were

elected.

After

interettiog program waa presented. There will
be degree work at tbe meeting Nov. 27.
a

abort

but

BARVEHT HOME,

MS, WKWT ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met Not. 23. Tbe
tenth annual feast waa
well enjoyed.
There was a clas* of twenty-eight with
three visitor* from Arbnlns grange.
A
Bne program was carried ont, of readings,
solos, songs sad stories. Tbe quartet gave

machine, etc.,

was

opened by

tbe

worthy

steps in houselecturer.
work." was taken up by Sister Alma Cogsave lagins, and “Planning tbe house to
bor,” was presented by Bro. Fred Hodgkins. Music and current events made up
Next week
tbe rest ot tbe program.
former members are to be invited, and refreshments will be served.
“How to

save

CHRISTMAS

ALAMOOSOOE. 40P. BAST OELLAHD.
Alamoosook grange beid a regular meeting Saturday evening, with an attendance
of

thirty-one. Supper wae served at reA program of music, readings and

ive*

conundrums

was

given.

EES’ CESTCBT.

One application

Qentury

on one

was

oandidate.

served at

la New
anal degrees
A fine oyster

received

grange Nov. 23 sod

conferred
supper

366, DEDHAM.

arms

recess, tbe

men

do-

Four bttie Santa Gaines bury
One

IKJOtl

ILL.

W

COREA.

Monday.
Farrar, of Gooldsboro,

burned last

has

rented Elisha Youn:’s house, and expects
to move his family in next week.
The dwelling bouse of William Young
was burned last
week.
The
fire was
caused by the upsetting of a kerosene
lamp. Most of the household goods were
saved. The loss is covered by insurance.
Nov. 23.
8.

to next week

three.

wrere

Is What

Will

Your
Happen
Christmas Joy If You
to

AMHKR.TT

Good Will grange held it regular meeting Saturday evening, with a small attendance.
It was voted to have a pie
social Tuesday evening, Nov. 38.
The
committee chosen for the social were Sisters Annie Giles, Millie Orcuit and Flor-

Shop
Early.

Don't

Giles.

Bnce

_

2UB,

RAINBOW.

NORTH

BROOKS VHXE.

COMFORT FOR

Rainbow grange met Nov. 21.
work was given to a class of two.

Degree
There
Harborside and Sedgwick granges. A supper will be the chief
feature of the next meeting.
All are rewere

RHEUMATICS

visitors from

quested

to

help

in

a

post-cards

on

a

to

First !>«*>
Arid on

Work

Put* the Poisonous Uric

Thanksgiving

Ir» Snow will be given

gram.

Oft*

Rheum*

proshower of

the Run and Brings (Juh k
Relief.

Nov. 29 and 30.

swollen, unsightly
from pain and
back to normal with RHEUM A.

meeting
New !

with

Saturday.

Response.E.

rapidly

XOCXTAIN VIEW, 4h4, WEWT EDEN.
Mt. View grange met Nov. 22 with forty

Lame

one
visitor from Raysid*.
The second and third degrees were conferred on two candidates. A short pro-

members and

gram

was

come*

carried out.

E. Gross

Blood
Has wealth such a bold lu this
and
aside
it
seU
Ignores
that
country
justice and rigbtt If so, In what ways*

Solo..Marcia
Topic:

Lewis Blood.
Recess
Call to order

Binging, quartet
Conferring fifth degree
Paper: Value of Birds to the Farmer,
Hazel CowingTopic: What influence is exerted by the
rightly-conducted farm home upouthe
character and succea* in life of boy*
ana girls reared in those homes?

A

son was

born to

Mrs. Foster Harring-

Sunday, Nov. 17.
H. G. Smallidge is confined

people

walk

without aid.

to those who have
bands that

been

lie in

bed;

cause

of terrible Rheumatism

were

•t'.eep

unable

to

belple**

be-

are now

able

support of tbe

family.
RHEUM A it a wonderful rem* ly for
Rheumatism, for Gout, Neuritis. Lumbago and Neuralgia.
It is a wonder-worker; it never falter*,
never give* up until e%’ery vestige of uric
acid poison is expelled from the body
It acts on Htomach, Liver, Kidney and
Bladder all at once and brings long prayed
for comfort to distressed people
only 50
cents at G. A. Parcher’s, and money back

WINTER HARBOR.

Business
Report of Grange*

are

brought

freed

to do their share for the

ton

to the house

with

erysiselss in the face.
The many friends of Thomas R. Hammond regret to hear of his illness.
Miss Eva Whalen, of Bteoben, is the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Richard Farrar.
Miss Ardeile Parker arriyed Thursday
from a visit with friends in Lincoln and

—

if it i*nTt

as

advertised.

Bangor.
Mrs. Arthur
ited her

Torrey and daughter vissister, Mrs. Ferrin, in Sullivan

NO MORE

last week.

DISTRESS

Bertrand Rand left Friday for Bangor,
where be expects to have employment for
420, FRANKLIN.
Schoodic grange, 420, met Nov. 21, with ; the winter.
The friends of Mrs. Rebie Newman Jathirty-nine members and four visitors
present. One application was received. cobs, formerly of this place, now of AtlanAll members are requested to be present j tic, Mass., regret to hear of her serious illat the next regular meeting as the officers ness at tbe Deaconess hospital in Brookwill be elected for the coming years. After line, Mass., where she is for the second
business. Rev. Q. Mayo and wife, and Rev. time within a year.
Nov. 23.
Mr. Brown ana wife were invited in lot
8.
SCHOODIC,

AFTER
EATING
It'* such a simple matter to get rid
of stomach dietiess that its great
can only be accounted for
y carelessness.
Keep a few M l-O- X A Stomach Tablets with you all the time and take one
with or after meals. They will surely
prevent fermentation, heaviness, sourness or any stomach distress.
No m o ter how long or how severely
yon have suffered from Indigestion,
Gastritis, (.'atari h of the Stomach or
flyspeiaia, Ml-<i X'A Stomach Tablets
if taken legulaily will eud your misery
and put your stomach in first class
shape, or money back.
Laige box for 50 cents at G. A.
I “archer's and druggists everywhere.
Free trial treatment from Bootn's
Mi O N A, Buffalo X. V.

CrevaVnce

SSbntisrmmts.

THINK THIS OVER.
Is there any beverage that costs you
less per cup than

UPTON’S TEA
Goes farthest for the money

Bank Cashier Endorses
j

Scratch!
Icch!
Itch!
Itch!
Scratch!
Scratch! The more you scratch the worse the
itch. Try Doan's Ointment. It cures piles
eczema, any skin itching. Ail druggists sell
iU-Adrt.

knocked

That

Nul 3-Day Driak Trutaeat

_

—

was

and then there

Twisted,

Opeoiug exercises
Address ot Welcome.Ussier Host Orange

Program of host grange
Closing

as

be!

can

___________

Hancock pomosa, 13.
Following is tbe program for tbe

of Hancock Pomona grange
Dedham,
Century grange,
Dec. 7:

1 aoleruniy ewear that them it not
any
aloe* in Dr. True * El.xir. So when
you
need a lata tie* I advise you to take
my
own medicine, Dr. Tiue t Elix r.
Dr. True'* Elixir it compoted of the extracts essence* and juice* of leave*, berks
teedt an J rootrof known value for etottach
trouble* and bowel trouble*.
It Ku tfie
stomach right a d produce* free,
normal,
easy action of the bowels A»o, it expelt
all wormt and other paraaitet from ttomach
or bowds except tape wormt.
These wonderful remedial quaiihm art
combined with delicious hooey-aavored
•yrup and other pleatant-tatting aromatic*,
to that Dr. True t Eliair i* the nireit
poa
nbl* medicine to take.
Thi* maker it
to
to
children
alto. They g*,
eaay
give
•o ther
really like to take it!

following Saturday.

_

the lest
Tbe topic
Device,".
meeting wss “Labor-Saving
to h»re
“Why is it just as much economy
,* on
labor-saving ro*chioery in tbe boose
Strattbe fsrmt” was answered by Nellie
Discussion of tbe firelesa-cooicer.
ton.
vacuum cleaner, meal-grinder, washingbread-machine, oish-srasbmg
macbine,

griping
pile*'
Many people aufter from pile, bccaaw
they a** tome laxative that contain* aioet
Titer* it no law that require* aloe* to
b*
mentioned at an ingredient in a
laxative
to you mutt guard
youradf.

Elect mn of offleen will be in order the
Snt Saturday in December; if etormy, the

ing all the work connected with it, even
to washing the dishes.
Tbe program inthey
cluded s recitation by Maurice
for a little while.
MiUerj
Reioteed. That our charter be draped for j solo, Margie Colby; reading, Hattie Milbe
spread ler; story, O. A. Gray; recitation. Margie
thirty days, that these resolutions
sent to the bereaved I
Colby; atory, George Brewster. Tbe topic
upon our records, a copy
for
to
the
publication.
papers
family and
‘•Beet Book* and Papers in tbe Home for
G W. Tract.
Adnlts and Youths," was opened by
G. E. Hav»ox,
Marcia Blood, followed by N. B. Colby, H.
Klomii Hajscock,
P. Borrill, O. W, Brewster, Ella Bun-ill
Committee.
and others.
LAMOINR, 264.
under discussion st

Aj/V

Beware of laxative*
containing alee* 1
Aloe* aid* in giving free and
easy bow*]
*ctK>n—but it produce*
and

FOUR WEEKS TO

several selections.

M.

A small house owned by Mr. Brown, of
Milbridge, and occupied by E. L. Stover,
William

an tntaraating program.
aocial will be held Nov. 26.

presented

A grange

Cutuniuee.

_

invited.

Nov. 23.

was

tam.

MRMORlAL RRSOimOWS.

Isuxd, Nov. IS.

By

KsMtrnoss1
H'Serai. It has p,cased Almighty God. In
Big else provide ace. to take oat of oar circle
oar beloved sister. Sarah Butler, he li
Besoieed, That oar graog* ha# loot a
worthy member.
Besot red. Thai this graege traders tie lev
toe sympathy to the family and re stive* of
oardeoeaaed sister in this their sad afUcttoo.
finolrrd. That ©or charter be drape,! is
mouralag for a period of thirty dry*, a copy of
these resoiettoes he spread upon our record*
apd a copy aeat to tor family of oar deceased
sister and also to Taa ELtawoava Avnias
I
E- C- Bui#rant.
Ever Corstaa,
E r tm Biwaa.

I

KKAOIKT, 471, SOCTH DRKB IRUEA regular scaaion of Seagirt grange wa.
bald Nor. 16, with a good attendance.

It is with sadness we present to Be hoodie
death of Bister
grange resolutions on the
Carrie Hammond, whose death caused us all
faithful to
to mourn for one who was always
the tow* of the order, and an efficient officer
in the work of the grange room, whose pressence we shall greatly miss: therefore
Re»ol9*d, That we ever cherish a loving remembrance of her many helpful deeds and

t:

the

the

ent.

Hundreds of such letters from mothsrs expressing their gratitude for what
Lydia E. Pinkham’a Vegetable Oomjound haa accomplished for their daup1:*r» have been received by the Lydia E.
Pink ham Medicine Company, Lynn, Maas.

feel that she is

now

again, bringing
helpful suggestion u.o

of

1

ind relief.”—Mias Cora B. FosnaugH,
Stoataville. Ohio, R.F.D., No. 1.

come

invitation of

manifested and promises of much work in

two or three years.
“—~1 cannot express my
banks for what Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound has done for me.
[ had taken other medicines bat did not

greeting
poem is so short we can easily remember it, and there is certainly need to
pot it in practise. Saying and hearing
are important factors in life, and make op
to a large extent the sum of living. Always to have “something to say that’s
pleasant to hear” would insure one a wel-

Ellsworth Merchants’ association. Owes Mountain Poannual meeting at
mona will bold its
Hancock bail. Ellsworth, Thursday, Dac. &.

By

tile*near
Cushman

old, but I have better health than for

a

of the

one

take

only sixteen years

very pleasant
new-comer, and the text

everywhere.
I hope Cavern will

to

had taken the whole
of two bottles I

Friend*;

consider the above

me

Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound. and before I

_

I

bam.

9CHOODIC. 406, wi.vtk* HARBOR.
Scboodic grange. No 408, held ita usual
meeting Thursday evening, conferring the
third and fourth degree# on aeveral candidates. In the absence of the master, H.
G. SmallHge, his office waa^filled by_Over•eeirttrBicktord. Considerable intMwstia

The changes that come, a* we Journey along.
Oft take away friends that are noble and
strong;
And while they are near
Let's have something to say
That’s pleasant to hear.
—Ccviaa.

Pfar M.

DATE*.

Saturday, Dac. 7- Mewling o! Hancock
Pomona with Sew Century grange, Dvd-

Stoutsviile, Ohio. “I suffered from
leadaches, backache and was very irreg1 ..■ ular.
A friend ad—

Beware of Aloes!

|

games,

want

3&*urti*nnm*.

MseoaisL

every good mother
o read what your medicine has done for
ny child.”—Mrs. Richard N. Dunham,
til Exchange St., Rochester, N.Y.
oo

say
That's

borne from school and put her to bed

“After giving her only two bottles of
-vdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComKHind she is now enjoying the best of
tealth. I cannot praise your Compound

;By M.T- Sbeahaa.l
As we Journey along. Just stop by the way
And c.asp a friend's bsad and have something
to

Than kagi-ring program, u follow*: Prayer.
Mr. Mayo; aong, rbotr; Readings. Edith
Flora Perkira
Butler, Etbel Clark.
Dorothy Clark; aong, choir; remark*. Mr.
Feat, Mr. Brown and Mr. Mayo. After
the program a harvest sapper w*» served.

Goodyear Glove Rubbers
Whether heavy or Uffht, are made only of that quality of rubber which
stands the hardest wear and tear. They fit well, too—and never bind
or wrinkle.

DRINK HABIT

They give that solid, elastic,
springy feeling to be obtained only
from the best materials, manufactured in the best manner.

3iDrrU3tmmi»

^

be r-vereoeee ky Ike NKAI 3-DAT
TREATMENT. No hypodermic. used. «*•olta ebeoluiely eertaln. All dealing*
dent lei. DRCO HABITS srCCESSrCIAY
TREATED. Call npon. eddiee* or phone

ean

«o“5

Goodyear Glove Rsbkers
are

made In all

only

one

“From the teetimoay that 1 hare receded
thia sort aeeou to be really mwreUou*. aud
I cincerely trual you raay be able to reach and
help many who are wow under the » way ot thia
From cashier of First National
terrible evil
Bank in a New England city. The

styles and sisec but
grade—the BIST.

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,
Maiwe.
147 Pleaamnt Are., Portland,

MERRILL & HIIMCKLEY, Bluehill, Maine

j

TakphoM 4216.

Drug Habits Specially Treated
with Great Success.

AN UNADULTERATED
THANKSGIVING DINNER

! J thanksgiving thoughts.
Moet newspaper m0n wj|| >(J.
mit that beeidea
furnishing good
stories for the front
page around
Thanksgiving the turkey also
makes good msido matter.
Those
who
knifed
Caoear
claimed they laved him.
The
turkey is a bird Caesar in that
those who love him boat are
apt
‘° *>• ‘ha first to out him.
Americans are born parliamentanana.
Evan at dinner on
Thanksgiving day somebody will
take the chair, and than the cook
will move that the
turkey be laid
on the table.
"Da mortuia nil nisi bonum” ia
Latin that at this season
may
ba tranalatad, "Of the dead
say
nothing but good in the presence
of their bones."

,;

*

J
t

$♦
j

SLYVERS presented himself ,,
I.
at the Krnnke home at bulf
T
past 1 o’clock In the afternoon
I
of Thanksgiving day so hun- ■
*
while he sat In the front room
♦
gry that
I;
to
his
esteemed
host
talked
blithely
,,
and
Z
|>
he felt It would be only by the most
I
restraint
that
seif
he
would
re!
T
heroic
* ►
at
Z
the
from
leaping
bright gilded ■ >
frain
♦
cage that swuug In the window and
|;
f
swallowing the canary bird, feathers
and all. without salt or pepper.
! I
+
This savage attitude of Mr. Slyvers ,,
T
was due to the fact that be had gone 11
a
X
into rigorous training for the turkey |'
barbecue at Mr. Kranke’s.
“You come from out of doors," observed Mr. Krnuke. “probably rode on
A THANKSGIVING COUP.
the stri-et cars—great carriers of disRut never mind. How
ease. street cars.
Pugsloy Rapeliad Advance of Hie
Bit here for awhile. The atmosphere
Mother-in-law.
1* well filled with formic aldehyde,
"Perhaps General Grant was mure
which I am vaporising over the lamp,
actively inhospitable thun 1 am, and
and any disease germs you may hap- possibly O.
Washington shrank from
about
have
will
be
to
deyou
pen
the duties of host with greater
skill,”
stroyed
said Pugsley. with a self congratulaMrs Krnnke and her daughter glided tory grin, “but 1 can
boast some vicIn softly and shook hands with Mr. tories in that line
myself.
same
the
In
enthusiastic
manBlyvers
"Ton see." he continued, “my wife
ner In which they might be expected
decided that it was up to us to have
n
deceased
catfish
k
the
np
to pb
by
the family for Thanksgiving dinner
tall.
this year. Phi I oppose the appalling
“Don't be afraid to eat heartily,”
proposition? 1 did not Did 1 comfort
Krnnke
"Yon’ll
Mr.
not
genially.
said
and encourage her In her nefarious
fever
these
eating
by
oysget typhoid
scheme to Introduce discord aud strife
ters. as I know you fear, although you Into the bosom of my home?
I did.
well
bred
to
so.
These What's the use of war
were too
say
when diplomacy
not
taken
from
are
waocean
oysters
will land a solar plexus?
ter Ailed with germa f om the cities.
"I aided nnd abetted her with the
In fact, they are not oysters at all. utmost enthusiasm and
liberality. Did
from
oyster plant* she think a fifteen
They are made
pound turkey would
raised on my father's farm down In do? I Insisted
npon a thirty pounder.
the country.”
DM she calculate that two chickens
Next came the soup. No deadly hint would make
enough salad? 1 decided
of ptomaine poisoning lurked In that that six were
barely sufficient Did
she figure on a gallon of Ice cream? 1
M
—"W
wouldn't be content with less than

MR

$
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FOR THE WiJniAH
WHO CAN CROCHET.
Christmas Gifts Thai May Ba
Fashioned by Her Needle.

OTIS.
James O. Jordan has sold his span of
horses and bought cf Bangor parties a
fine young horse.
Miss Lettle Lally, of Bangor and Walter
Cuthbertson returned last Sunday, after a
week’s hunting, guestB of her mother,
Mrs. Delia Lally.
Dr. Leonard Ford, of Eddington,
called last
son

Tlie girl

who crochets has a great
opportunity to display her skill, espe-

cially In this day of beautiful handwork.

StriitTUanunte.

COUNTY NEWS.

Tuesday to
L. Salisbury

of J.

quite

but is

ill

Friends

now

was

Carroll, little
and* wife, who was
attend

better.

of Horace T. Salisbury
were pained to learn of his sudden death
at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Sylvia
here

A young girl will be delighted to re- Bunker, in Eddington, at the age of sixtyceive a crochet party bag for Christ- two years. Mr. Salisbury was a native of
this place, moving some years ago to
mas.
The one illustrated Is crocheted
Brewer. He always kept in touch with
of rather heavy cotton and finished at
his old friends here, and his visits were
the corners with band made balls of like
bright rays of sunshine, because of
the cotton.
his happy disposition and good cheer.
The bag may be mounted over a lin- He was the
instigator and president of the
ing of silk or satin in any color that Is

Salisbury reunion, and through his ready
help and suggestions he made the annual
event

a pleasure and success.
The funeral
held at the home of a former neighbor, Arden 8. Young and wife, w’here less

was

than

a year ago the same rites were held
his wife. Kev. O. J.
Guptill, of Ellsworth Falls, officiated at both funerals.

over

Interment

was in the family lot on the
hill, where he devoted much time in loving work during his visits here last sum-

The floral tokens were many and
beautiful. He is survived by three sons

mer.

and

daughter-Willis,

one

of

Mariaville,

Herbert, of Ellsworth Falls; Clifford, of
Brewer, and Mrs. Sylvia Bunker. Of his
own
family there is only one left —a
brother—William King Salisbury.
Nov. 26.

HAYNES & CO.C. W. GRINDAL

WHITCOMB,

Davis.
—

GREAT POND.
Mrs. Annie Mclninch is in Bangor.
Mrs. John Laughlin is in Brewer.
Rev. Ida Garland is
preaching in Old
Town and Alton.

Stickney&PoorJs
Prouucts

"4

J. 8. Archer is home from Livermore j
Falls, where he visited his daughter, Mrs.

~

\

Young.

I-^

™NA™NAL

James Mclninch, of Old Town, is with
brother, T. H. Mclninch. He is in
very poor health.

|_[MUSTARD

his

Game

was

coming

being

killed

Maule iiv

1 Boston,Mass.

fast just after the
many deer are

in

light snow, but not

R

™

so

now.

Fred
his

Williams, who intended moving
family to Lowell, Mass., this week, is

detained

by the serious illness of his wife.
L. Haynes is visiting her sister, Mrs. E. R. Williams, in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Alta

She will make
fore

It Is made to accommodate
the fan, buttonhook and other dainty
trifles that a girl is likely to require at
a party or at the dancing class.

Charming For a Young Girl.
In crocheting a bag on this order it
Is not necessary to adhere to tills pattern.
Any motif used in Irish crochet may be substituted for the rose
shown here. By the use of judiciously adjusted chains re-enforced with
rows of double or triple crochet made
to look like scallops it may be worked
out to form an oblong piece of crochet.
This supplies one side of the bag.
Hows of chains or scallops are run
around the edge when the two sides
have been drawn together with the
crocheting needle in a row of single
crochet.
_

“I

ALSO

•» A

OBTHOnTDBOXT BKNZOIO
BUS PUT ON THIS TUHXBT."

FIND

ACID HAS

soap. Mr. Krauke said so himself. It
had been strained five times through a
Alter.
“What kind of soup do yon think It
Is?' asked Mr. Kranke, smiling at hit
guest
“Baled bay” were the words on the
tip of Mr. Slyvers’ tongue, hut he
checked them and said. "Why, mulligatawny, Isn't It?'
Mr. Kranke frowned as If to Indicate that If he ever knew of a mulligatawny running around In his kitchen
he would catch It in a steel trap and
cut Its tall off close up behind Its ears.
"No.” he replied; “this soup Is made
of four herbs that grow down on oar
farm."
The maid then reappeared, bearing a
great brown Juicy turkey on an Immense platter.
Mr. Slyvers wanted to
throw both arms around the turkey
and lay his bead on Its shoulder and
weep for sheer Joy, but he contained
himself with an effort and waited for
Mr. Kranke to carve.
But Instead of taking up the carving
knife Mr. Kranke waited until the
maid came In with a little tray on
which were three or four test tubes.
Mr. Slyvers looked at the test tubes,
and then his eyes rested fondly and
regretfully on the turkey as he whispered softly, “Goodby, Mr. Turkey.”
“The batcher sent us this turkey
yesterday,” said Mr. Krauke, "and, folsmau

lowing my usual custom,
bits of it and put them In these various solutions for Investigation."
"Ha." said Mr. Kranke as he examined the first tube, "as 1 suspected.
Mr. Slyvers, can you believe me when
I say I also find orthohydroxy ben■olc acid has been put on this turkey?"
“Well," said Mr. Slyvers nervously,
“that's all right. I—that Is to Bay. you
know, I like orthohydraullc acid. Yes,
at home we used to have It on the table all the time. Of course some people like chutney sauce best, but I"—
"Why. Mr. Slyvers." said Mr.
Kranke, “you don’t understand. I
could not permit a guest at my table
to eat poison.
Take the turkey away.
Maggie, at once.”
As the turkey went out the door
Mrs. Kranke said she was sorry she
toox

could offer her guest nothing to drink,
because the test she had made that
morning showed a large percentage
of chicory In the coffee and that she
had sent the milk Into exile because It
was suspected of harboring formaldehyde in its clothes.
It was late in the afternoon, and the
white garbed student In the bacteriological laboratory at the medical college ♦as getting ready to lock up and
go home when Mr. Slyvers In a highly
demoralised condition burst in.
“Hey, barahen’err shouted Mr. Slyvers.
“Make
a germ cocktail an*
Put a bash! 11 oa In it"—Chicago Tribune

‘I ISStSTKD

UPON A

THIBTT

FOCXDEB.”

double that quautity, anil so on all
through the menu. Wherever she proposed to spend a dollar I Immediately
Insisted upon spending at least two.
"Of course she kudws all about my
affairs, and I could see that she was
gettiug uneasy anil frigbteued as she
saw how lavish and extravagant 1 was
determined to be. So 1 promptly boosted my reckless prodigality several
Still she didn't back
notches higher.
down. It was getting pretty near time
to do the Inviting, and I was desperate.
“So I told her to run Into the city
and pick out fresh paper for the hall
and dining room. That pretty nearly
brought her down, but still she wavered, probably on account of wanting
them so badly. So I added that while
she was at It she should get a new
carpet for the parlor and a new set of
dishes and see the florist about sending some men out to decorate.
"Thnt fetched her, though It was
pitiful to see that heroic woman’s
struggle between what she knew was
But she
her duty and her desires.

To Keep Handkerchiefs Neat.
This little handkerchief case may be
made in a short time and will prove a
most acceptable gift to any friend, man
It is fashioned of coarse
or woman.
crochet silk. The pattern is a diamond
achieved by crocheting a chain of
seven and catching it in the center of
the chain beneath it.
A square is tlrst crocheted of these
chains, and then the sides of the bag
are crocheted around and around that.
A piece of cardboard padded and covered with silk is tacked to the bottom
of the bag. This square is scented and
made the same size as a folded hand-

kerchief.
Itlbbons are run through the top of
the bag so that it may be drawn to-

go

away

saying

bow

shabby

;>
1'

1!
!!
]I
< ■

iiiitm i rttt"

REMEMBER THE HYPHEN.
Would it not be well for those
have been blessed with an
abundance to make thi# division
of the day:
Thankswho

Giving?
Mini n i

*

;>
J[
c >

j|
<

J
>

J|
*

Clinton with her mother.
Edgar Mclninch and J. A. Colburn are
at home from Brandy pond, where they
have beeD with Dr. Jones and Mr. Shrimer,
of

Bjthlehem,

Pa.

Dr. Sawyer, of Boston, who is boarding

Williams,

with Ezra

on

hunting trip,

a

while brushing snow from his gun, hit
the lock in some way and fired a bullet
between the fingers of the left band, close
down to his hand. The wound is painful
but he considers himself fortunate not to

finger.
Nov. 22.
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ELLSWORTH
The
retail

|

E.
>1

quotations below give the range of
in Ellsworth:
Country Prodmw

Ratter.

Creamery per tb.35 q40
Dairy.
30g85
Kick*.
Fresh

PURITY

ANP

laid, per doz.48 350

HUBMARK RUBBERS

Fowl.16318
Chickens.

18320

Turkeys.82(285
Hay
Best

loose, per ton.14 316
Baled.I8320

Straw.
Loose.10 312
Baled.
15
Vegetables.
15 Carrots, !b,
02
05 Squash,
02303
03
2**j Sweet potatoes, ft
ft
25 Onions,
04

pk,
Parsnips, lb,
Cabbage,
Celery,
Potatoes,

Fruit.
40 350 Lemons, doz
35 §40
Oranges, doz
10 Cranberries, qt, IO912
Tokay grapes, ft,
Basket grapes,

17322

Groceries.
Rice, per 1b

1b
20

328
38
38

1b—

Roasts,
Lamb:

06808
20s25
06
04

Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
Kerosene,

03

“Standard first quality” means that after 60 years of experience it is the Standard established by us for first quality and
every rubber is branded with the “Hub-Mark.”
Hub-Mark Rubbers are constructed and the compound put
together to give the best possible service under all conditions
and still be sold at a price that will permit everyone to wear
them and get the maximum return for his money. They cost
no more than any first-class rubber.
Try them.
Hub-Mark Rubbers are made in all styles and for all purposes.
The Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark.

If

^
1 15

12

your dealer cannot

supply

15

28
3ia

Chop,
Ham.

24

325

i*

Bacon,
Salt.

25u80
14
15

Lard,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
Stop That Everlasting Pain

Fresh
Mackerel,
Halibut,

ft,

20

14320
50

Oysters, qt,
Haddock.

08

Cod,

08
25

Clams, qt,
Smelts, ft,

15

Scallops, qt,

50

Flour, Grain and Feed.
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
6 00 37 50
Shorts—bag
155 Mix feed, bag
Corn, 100ft bag
1 65
Corn meal,bag
Middlings,bg
1 55
Cracked corn,

Then the handkerchiefs placed
Inside will be held firmly In place.
Such a bag Is a great convenience for
the traveler, for the handkerchiefs
may be thus compressed Into the smallest possible amount of space, and there
wUl be no danger of their wrinkling.

50
1 50 3165
1 65a 1 75
1 65 32 00

LAW RBOARDING WRIGHTS AND MEASURBB.
A bushel of
Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and tit for shipping, is 60
44 pounds.
pounds: of
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;

apples,

of wheat, beets, ruta*baga turnips and peas,
pounds; of corn. 56 pounds; of onions, 62
of carrots, English turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50pounds; of parsnips, 45pounds;
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

IMWWT
A Paint for

Every Purpose

That

Weathers all Weathers
arc sure

QUALITY

~

tpv

this line of

T

absolutely relieves pain
and removes the cause.
Prevents the muscles
from stiffening, wards
off chills, produces a
quick,speedy and permanent relief from rheumatism, colds, sore throat,
sprains, lameness, sore-

pains, chilblains,
lumbago and
manyother similar drawbacks that deprive you
of good health.
ness,

toothache,

of EXCEPTIONAL

every time you
your dealer.

buy

Guaranteed under the
Pure Food Laws.
Composed of gums.oil*
and vegetable extracts.
That’s why it ie perfectly harmless and can be taken inters
nelly as well as used externally.
Don’t •uffer mother moment. On* botUe today of
drugglet. If bn cannot enpply yon eead on ®c.

7

im
'..

Tuttle’s
Family Elixir

indoors and Out.
You

Stobtrt uumcntc.

A re you burdened and held captive by
kinks in the joints.” bruises, sprains,
lameness and pains in the cords and musif you only knew the value of
cles ?
Tuttle's Family Elixir as thousands of
others know it—if you could only talk with
those who have benefited by its use in the
you would get a bottle
past fifty Years
at once if ft cost four times the price.
—

60

Useful Crochet Qifts.
Irish crochet belts lined with a soft
white ribbon are pretty accessories to
Buckles to finish off a
a white toilet.
pretty neckpiece can also be crocheted.
Handkerchief bags to match the Irish
belt are also charming, and opera bags
are made of lace.

us.

Malden, Mass.

20
per tb

Shoulder.

15 325

Lamb,

you, write

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE CO.,

and Provisions.
Pork, ft:

26 345
20330
10§15

Steak,

Cracked wheat.
Oatmeal, per ft

Gran meal, ft

Meats

Beef, ft:
Steak,
Roasts,
Corned,
Veal:

Vinegar, gal

20
Buckwheat, pkg
45-§66 Graham,
04<a05
30 365 Rye meal,
04<a05

Granulated, 06806^
Yellow, C
06806^2
10
Powdered,
Molasses, gal,
35fl60

getber.

|

Poultry.

Oolong,

TRAVELKH’8 HANDEKKCHIIF CASE.

6TRENGTH

RKKTS.

prices

Sugar—per ft—

and what a failure 1 must be.
"That settled It. The family did not
visit us at the glad Thanksgiving time,
and we ate In peace.
"No; maybe I couldn't win the heavyweight championship or capture the
city of New York single handed, but
I can keep the Invader out of my humble domicile all right.”—Philadelphia
Press.

11

be-

Mrs. Archer and the children

very soon.
are now in

Tea—per
Japau,

were

,;

Bangor

here from Woburn,
expects his household goods

He

Rio,
Mocha.
Java,

we

A Thanksgiving Cantarpiaca.
Try to have your Thanksgiving table
and everything that is served look attractive, even if the bill of fare is to
be simple, and try to have something
If you can take time
new this year.
to arrange a centerpiece It will pay
you. A flat oval basket resting upon
a high wire frame is filled with moss,
the frame being concealed by wild
Golden pears and pink
grape vines.
and white grapes are piled high in the
basket and fine clusters of grapes
wired to each end. At the base purple
a
pink and white grapes are heaped on
mass of leaves.

Mass.

Coffee—per

knew that our mortgage was getting
clamorous, and she told me so. 1 was
firm.
I told her that If we were going
to do It at all we couldn't let the fami-

ly

visit in

H. J. Archer is

CHOC HIT PAItTY BAQ.

preferred.

o

short

a

coming home.

Crur■tampa, together with bin

~

yon promptly, prepaid,
meney beek If It done

and we wUl aand
tired bottle.
Tour
do what we claim.

name

large

a
not

j
\

j
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LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
rvBLitm
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AT

ELLS»OltTU,
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HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
?. W. Roll ms. Editor and Maoacer.
W. H. Titcb. Associate Editor.

•moacrlptios Price—#.* 00 a year; #1 «* 1or alx
month*; 50 cents for three months; if raid
•krtetly In advance. #1 50, 75 and 38 cenu
All arreap actively. Single copies 5 cent*.
are

reckoned

at

the

of #2 pet

raw

veer.

Atfvertislrg Rates—Are reasonable and will he
a-ade known on application.
Basin****communications should be addressed
and all check* and mosey orders made pay
able to th* Hancock Cocwtt Pvautamo
Co., ILSlvwvrtb, Mattie.
to,

This week’* edition

of

American is 2.550 copies.
Average for the year of 1811,

WEDNESDAY,

Everett Newman, of Seawall, claims the
record English turnip for Hancock county,
Mr. Newman raised a turnip measuring
91 l-21nch<s in circumference, and weighing nine pounds.

The

The albino deer seen several times during the fall in the vicinity of East Surry,
was shot last Friday by Edwin Bunker
It was a doe.
and George Crowley.
weighing about 100 pounds, and had but
few dark

markings.

NOVEMBER 27, 1912.

“X

wonder if this is the last

of

rose

summer.

“thinks

small weir and pond in the
a half-mile from his home,
and has been fishing in it ever since the
smelt season opened. The other morning
the tide served at 2 o’clock, and the
youthful fisherman lighted his lantern,
He

owns

a

creek about

for his weir.

boat and started

bis

When about half way over he lost one oar
was obliged to return to the shore and

and

get another. This time he didn’t loae an
oar, but when nearly to the weir his
lantern blew out. He stopped rowing and
tried to relight it, but only succeeded in
precious eight
wasting three of his

Finding that it was useless to
try to relight the Isntern in the beat, be
patiently (?) rowed back to shore and
matches.

A PROCLAMATION.
setting
by executive proclamation
once a year of a day of public thank*#' ving
and praise originated with our New England
ancestors nearly three centuries |ago and it
has. in the course of time, grown to be‘a great
national festival.
In accordance with this good and ancient
custom and in conformity with the proclamation of the President of the United States, I.
Frederick W. Plalsted, governor, by and with
the advice and consent of the council, do
hereby appoint and set apart
The

apart

Thursday, November 28,1912,
day of public thanksgiving and praise to
our God, the giver of every perfect gift, in
recognition of His goodness and mercy in bestowing prosperity, peace and happiness
upon the people of oar favored State.
Let ns, therefore, on that day, in our
churches and in our homes, give thanks for
as a

the blessings -re have received and pray for
strength, courage and wisdom to do our work
srell in the coming year.
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this fifteenth day of November, in the year
of onr Lord one thousand nine hundred
and twelve, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hnndred
and thirty-seventh.
Frederick W. Plaibted.
By the Governor.
Crncs W. Davis,
Secretary of State.

Practically complete returns of the
popular vote in the presidential election give Wilson 8,156,743; Roosevelt
3,928,140; Taft 3,376,422, Wilson receiving 1.147,814 lese than the combined vote for Roosevelt and Taft.
Four years ago Taft’s vote was 7,637,676 against 8,393,182 for Bryan.
Wilson’s vote in 1912 was
less than

Brya;.’,

resort

s

sheltered

be crawled under

Honor in Politic*.
[Portland Mnening Erprtnt.)
Newspaper discussion as to the coarse

oi
legislators-elect, when January has come,
or
to
is,
ought
be, fruitless. There is
honor in politics. In business a man gives
bond
a monetary
to carry out his contract.
In politics bis bond is one of honor, tar
more sacred than any financial considerabe.

Ex-Governor Burleigh’s nomination as
candidate for United States senator was

old boat where

an

trap. In there he at
last succeeded in lighting the lantern, but
the skunk was there, full strength, and in
bis hasty retreat the boy lost hia last
match. But that didn't matter much, for
the lantern was lighted and he started
once more for the weir.
This time be
reached it. He hung his lantern in one of
the wings and started to bail when out
went the light. After he trudged home
through the mud and darkness with nine
smelts and one small tomcod, he declared
that ‘fishing don’t pay, no way you can fix
it.’”
he

had

set

s

skunk

ns re
a

a

opinion

the writer there it

of

of

no

importance to tbe ratal

of such vital

communities

United

tbe

States

at

Maine was one of two New England
where the progressive party ran
second at the recent election.
In Vermont Roosevelt cioeely followed Taft in
the poll, while in Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island and Connecticut it was Taft who was second to Wilson.
Bat in Maine Roosevelt was second
to Wilson, and received 40,000 votes to
36,000 for Taft.
This result, which was not unexpected
to those familiar with the peculiar situation in Maine, has put the progressive
leaders of that State in a decidedly cocky
mood, and they are laying out a legislative program which fills the democrat1
with great cheer. The State committee of
the progressive* met in Bangor the other
day and after a long session behind closed
state*

public

doors made

their determination

to

go it alone when the legislature assembles
in January, to hold a caucus for State officials

and

for

There

act

measures

was

officer*

the
to

as

come

specific

no

of

the

two

distinct

party
before the legis-

a

mention

of the

United States senatorship in the resolutions which

were

made

rash of

aame

primaries

at which the

|

j

sciences, in literature and in everything
that goes to make up a high standard of
life, yet we are a thousand years behind
those countries in the improvement of our
roads. This all peraons who toor the old
world repeatedly vouch for.
tbe passing to and fro soon stirs It into a
But enough of this.
Every patron ! beautiful porridge and forms what I am
within this hall knows that our roads are
pleased to call a mod canal.
very, very bod—1 bad almost said a dis- i
strwr change OCR methods.
W
ithout ray going to much
grace to os.
At
tbe
beginning of this paper I intilength to prove the fact, rather let us see,
if we can, why such conditions should ex- mated that in order to improve our
must
roads we
change our
ist in Maine. Certainly not because we country
1 do not mean by this that
have no material of which to construct methods.
macadam
good roads, nor yet because we have been we abould commence building
sections
niggardly in our appropriation for high- roads, tor in tbe sparsely-settled
this would be so expensive, consequently
way purposes, for tbe State of Maine, in
betbe past 100 years, has squandered enough so slow, that many years would tlapae
fore see bad any appreciable mileage or remoney to substantially improve almost
lief from oar present condition. Rather
every mile of road within her borders. So,
have and
after much thought and observation, I. let os make the moat of wbst we
we ate
have decided to put the blame on our sys- can pay for with tbe am money
tem of road building and maintenance. ! each year putting into this work, by
The system in vogue for tbe past 100 years changing or. in some instencM, slightly
or more

has been

continual

one

patching modifying,

public,

but everythis is the big

legislature*
No member was elected under that designation, for a trace prevailed in the State
campaign and the republicans were united
at the September election.
will
control both
The republicans
branches, and have a majority of sixteen
on joint ballot, but if a dozen or a score of
were

elected

as

republi-

their order* from
Chairman Halbert Gardner of the progressive machine, it will mean a deadlock
on organisation,
State officials and the
United States senatorship.
It is more likely that the progressive
cans are

witling

leaders

—

they

to take

much

"Ui

a

new

and

we may work wonders.
On the subject of new tools for road

S. i. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, £ST
necessary In
road bed to

order to

construct

supply material

found along tbe way. In my JudgTelford rock road would be tbe
right thing for such places, being cheaper
to construct than macadam and much lea*

that

ment tbe

to maintain.
This, however,
would necessitate tbe purchase of * portable atooe-erusher by a town or a anion of
1 believe this might be both
towns.
possible snd profitable if tbe taxpayer* of
a town really wanted good roads, but to
case Ibis could not be done, then we have
tbe next best substitute, the V drain, with

expensive

which

we are

all

structed, this
a*

the

answers

Certain it

well.

Properly

familiar.

be
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coal*.
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something
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F

of

3M['F CtlanUt).
(...7,
le*r“ 2.

y' AOgFOHtTOHit -An opoortnnity j*
or two young women
to
v OR*
°* l,l>e~ttlo*
Apply it

Ytfice

Auitur„

fount.

permanently improved by graveling.
are

Tr« uworted cam,*
*
oulow. T«« A”
a .to
*W
Mr

01.0A N OAK
cook «tOT»:
I wardrobe.
J T. fill Rr, Ronlh tit Act,
MS, Kl.worth.

V*
Mr*.

purpose quite

it that

locations.
There are very many pieces of road that
There

Oak Point, in Trenton IS
b.lo« Kll.worth. with good
S#t locwlon for mmiDtr rwlttt&c.
,
Kutyotn Lo»r a Bcildimu
*■ slU.
worth. Me.

con-

tbe kind must be done as a foundation or
we can never bate a decent road in such

can

for Sal*.

good

a

other than

one

or

more good gravel pita within their limits;
these, it not already owned by the town,
tbould be acquired at onoe, then let those
in authority plan to improve a goodly

stretch of road each year.
If I were to offer any suggestion

as

to

how this work should be done it would
be like this. Cat the road machine to
shape up the roadbed, being sure it is a
good legal width, not too high ditched,
well cleaned out to afford perfect drainage,
and the surface rolled as compactly and

SMALL

un of

by
Apply

*****

erty.

Kllaworth.

money. Owner <•*„
pw.tar co*U and pro.I..
at Hot*'* B.itn, Whig?

£S

Sjaual Kouuv.
CAMU OP THANK*.
wUhto thank nil oar friend,
am
neighbor* who «o kludiv a.. I on
during U e sickness and death of oar wif#***
mother; alto for the beautiful flowers.
0*0. W. Bvti.hu «*&

Wg

",

CARD or TMAMKv

rFX) the nomeroos friends in the neiihsop
X lug towns who remembered us to car rt-

cent bereavement with tender me™***, **
construction I shall perhaps speak of only evenly as possible, then deposit the gravel
sympathy and beautiful floral ofleriomL tlS
to tbe depth, aay, of six inches, especially to the ctlisens of
one, which is not in general use. This evenly
Burry, who »»«
such unseidsh aid both then and since. w«n.
and
tbe
road
tbe
roller
drag,
again
apply
Mr.
me
is tbe roller, bet
again quote
THE ROAD MACHINE.
tend our heartfelt thank* which mere word*
as firm and smooth as you can,
it
making
roller
is
fail
to
Eldridge where he says: “The
express.
I am not alone when 1 make the stateMae. B. C. Yoexa.
and
be
very aure to leave it nicely
ment that our roads, in many instances, doubtless the most important place of
HiLUR A. Yocxo
and
word
for
have
a
it,
crowned,
my
you
Esat Jarvis Yocxo.
have deteriorated since the advent of the machinery connected with tbs building
Ma.
axd Mae. H. ». 8c*xvox
beautiful
and
substantial
of
very
piece
modern road machine. Now, I am not and maintaining of roads, and it Is well
that it cannot be used too road. After you have finished, do not err
CARD OP THANK1
condemning tbe road machine; on the to remember
Mr. Kldridge by thinking that so fine a place of road
believe with
wish to thank all the dear friends vks
contrary I believe it to be the neat tool much.” X
should be able to care for itself tor the
were eo kind during the sickness ud
connected with our road management, that every town should own a roller of
at the death of our deer wife and dsashu*
next
but
have
someone
detwenty years,
and sister. Freeds M. Staple*, also for the
when intelligently and scientifically used, sufficient weight, say not less than five
tailed to watch It, and as the natural wear j beautiful flowers* Their acts of love will sibut rather 1 condemn tbe method
in j tons, and use it in connection with the
be held in grateful remembrance.
j
tends
to
start
ruts
or
flatten
tbe
crown, ways
road machine on all new turnpike, for
Uow*ap Bt* rtsm
which it ia nsed.
let him apply the dreg.
X. B Tae«a axd **wuv.
For instance, there ia a certain piece of ! tbe more compact you can get a road
C«A»taa B. Haxoixo axd Wire
RXTK AID.
Swan's Island. Xoe. 2S. in.
road the condition of which has been ; bed the more impervious it becomes to
I
Just s few words on the subject
of
passed along to tbe commissioner in no ! water, and we have seen that water is tbe
uncertain terms and oftimee in very strong greatest road destroyer.
State and national aid to roads and 1 will
Irgislattor Xstirr.
There is soother form of road main- close. I am
language. So, to appease the residents of j
heartily in sympathy with tbe
U hereby gieen u provided by
and
which, if eo-celled Stale road movement, and beimprovement
this part of tbe town who are obliged to tenance
chapter 1, auction M of the revived statdo all their marketing, their going to adopted, would be quite a new method for lieve every town should take advantage ute* of Maine, of the Intent too of HolUa
Barney A. Wat eon and other cftiien*
church and their pleasure riding over it, a large majority of Penobscot county of the assistance offered to ita fnlleat limit. Staple*.
of tbe (own* of halllvu. Hanc-vk and Frankhe starts out with the machine, six strong j towns, although it has been tried in other I believe the federal government should lin. in the eonaty of Hancock, to petition tbe
horses and any number of men up to a places and found efficient. I refer to tbe lend encooragment to the better roads aeeeaty-*Utb legislator* to prohibit tbe flaking or taking of anselu except by hook and
We all movement
man with a horse and dump cart.
dozen, to “build them a piece of road”.
by making liberal appropria- line, la Egypt bay, Franklin bav sod their
and all that part of Taunton bay
He seta the machine into tbe shoulder \ know how difficult it is to get any little tions for trunk line* from city to city and tributaries,
and it* tribotariee lying above Sullivan Falla
of the road, if any shoulder there be, and job done upon the road in modern tiroes, town to town in eacb stste. Let tbe gen- in the county of Hancock.
be scrapes into the place where the road that cannot be done with the road ma- eral government set sside or appropriate
should be all the debris there is in sight— chine. -Of course we know this is all (60,000,000 a year for a term of year*—about
ftontiannciiej
sods, weeds, grass, mud, brush aud rocks wrong, and that there should be some (1,000,000 to eacb state—to go into perma>
of
an
effectual
nature
to
—until he gets within two or three feet of system
adopted
nent roads, then, a* there is nothing
the bottom of the original ditch, tells the care for them other than too much road wArth having that la not worth striving
machine.
boys to turn the sods and throw out the
for, let tbe State and the counties add
In support of tbe dump-cart patrol towns combine to do the rest.
coarsest of the stones, and the road is done.
which
1
have
let
me
J.
mentioned,
And here you have it, a double set of
quote
Now, my brother farmer, let as wake up
ditches on either side and a windrow of O. Sanborn, of Stamford, Yt., in a paper and talk and ttynk and work to tome
AT THE
puron
road
and
mainteboiidmg
sod in tbe middle. The next spring the
practical
pose in this matter. If w« wish to keep
one
of
read
at
our
farmers’
instiselectmen and tbe new road commissioner, nance,
the boys and girls on th* farm we must
sioner and

generation look out

the next

for themselves.

WE

NOTICE

|

j

for of

course we

able to
years,

keep the

no

profit-

oould not think it
same

man

matter what

his

for

a

term of

education and

body in Maine Snows that
experience may have cost tbe town, I say
prize at stake.
they are puzzled to know why that piece I
Nobody knows how many progressives of road that “dam”
built, did not stand up
there will be in the Maine

the members who

By adopting
approved tool

methods.

our

here and there

roada, without any thought or regard for the future, just so it will do for
this year, and let the next road commisof the

better, and they decide there will have to
a little more done to it, so “Bill” takes

be

his six horses and the

it up

out to “slick

a

machine and

little”,

goea
and when be

gets through with it there is another set
of ditches (making three), and a windrow
of rocks and

mud, for he rarely

ever

stops

to throw out the rocks this time.

My brother,
road like tbe
little

thought

is to

blamed?

paying

for

did you
one

ever see

will you

piece of

kindly

tell

me

a

this

kind

of road
are

Help Wanted

tutes in

town

1901.

we

have

a

He says:
“In my own
road six miles long where

more than 100 teams pass daily, many of
them heavily loaded. We had paid out
more than fl,000 a year on that road, and

it

was

in

ployed

a

miserable condition.

one mao

em-

to work the road alone all

with his horse and

summer

We

cart.

He be-

gan at the lower end and worked a mile
the first day; then a mile the second. It
took him six days to cover tbe road and

did the tame thing and
His bill at the end
of the season was f256, and w e bad a better road than we bad had since the memory of man.”
the next week
he did it

all

he

summer.

who

Is it your money that ia

do you feel that you
thing for your money?
And

a

described, and after

road his long been

making? and

getting any-

prefer not to be
LACK or ATTSSTlOfl.
republican candidates for the legislature called boaees—are putting themselves in a
One of the chief ceasee of deteriorawere selected.
His nomination was fairly position to make a few advantageous
tion and rain of a road after it hss been
made. Every man elected to the legisla- trades for the fat plums and then to arfairly well turnpiked with the machine,
ture on the republican ticket it under this range another truce with the regular reit lack of attention. The following four
bond of honor to elect a* a United States publicans.
or six mouths after the work is done deAH tut
two
■
senator the man selected by the republimjiuihwtpuij;, Ik
termine* the life and condition of the roed
can primaries.
Any argument to the con- breach of political laitb it any man for the next tew years. Usually quite dry
elected to the Maine legislature as ■ retrary is sophistry.
when the work is done, the road fails to
In Oregon, a few years ago under that publican tails to vote tor ex-Gov. Burrettle until we here rains sufficient to
state's peculiar direct primary law, a leg- leigh. He woo an overwhelming victory
them
end
thoroughly soak
through
islature of one political faith elected a at the preferential primaries in which
through, ts et the time of repairing
in those wbo now call themselves progressenator of
the other party, and
the
settling or
impacting influences
Nebraska to-day a similar duty it facing sives participated as republicans, and by are
through working for that year, so
the result of which they are morally
an incoming legislature.
when the rains come, if there is much
The Express Advertiser believes that bound. He has maintained a neutral attraffic, especially heavy traffic, the wheels
the men elected as republicans to the titude in tbe presidential campaign out of
immediately commence to barrow into
He is
Maine legislature are men of honor. It is respect to ball mooee sensibilities.
the soft dirt, leaving s trench or rot
totally nnahle to conceive of any man in recognized in Washington and elsewhere and et the seme time throwing np s core
that distinguished body being lalse to as the man best fitted to repreeent Maine or mi mature
dike on either ahonider, so
his pledge to the people, for every one of in the Senate.
that by tbe time the road is again dry we
The republican members of tbe legisla- have two nice little canals
them is under such a pledge. Otherwise
waiting for tbe
ture wbo may be ordered to bolt him in next storm
the direct primary is a mockery.
to commence it* work of deThe men who are being urged to forfeit favor of Senator Obadiab Gardner, demo- struction.
their political honor are committed to crat, or Chairman Halbert Gardner himMow right here is where the King drag
the doctrine of the primaries. It is one of self, in defiance of their popular primary gets in its beet work. If that stretch of
the corner stones of their special doctrine, result, were elected after a hard campaign roed could be
intelligently and faithtolly
and is regarded as not less fundamentally in which they begged for and were given dragged about three or four
times, and
financial help from the repubsubetantial
the
To
the
begin
republicans.
if
more
there has been much rain or macb
right by
committee.
lican
national
the
of
the
through
primaries
people
reign
heavy traffic, from its completion until
Maine progressives should recognize frozen
by refusing to obey the dictates of the
up in the fall, it is my candid
that tbe republican party truce of last
be
an unthinkable inconwould
people
opinion it would lengthen iu period of
summer covered the senatorship.
usefulness si least five years. But do not
sistency.
Those who are advising and trying to
stop with the first year's dragging. Folfraudulent
such
representation
low it np the succeeding years.
Struck Ledge at Baas Harbor.
promote
who see their op“He it e log-drag crank.” Well, to I
are either democrat*
Southwest Harbor, Nov. 25 (special)
dithe
through
to
regain power
While it it not economy to try to
—The schooner Sarah A. Bead, Calais for am.
portunity
or men with
of
their
vision
opponents,
Vineyard Haven, lumbar laden, which turnpike with the drag, yet aa a cheep end
to
believe
refuse
We
moral astigmatism.
stranded on a ledge at Baas Harbor last efficient means of maintaining a smooth,
that the member* of the next Maine legis- Tuesday morning, was floated at high even surface, thus giving perfect surleader*
of
influenced
be
by
lature Will
water that evening with the assistance of face drainage, it has no equal.
Water
either class.
the etew from the Cranberry Isles life- it the greatest enemy of dirt roads, hence
saving station and others at Baas Harbor, it should be gotten out of and away from
The the road by the shortest possible root*.
arrival «f the cutter.
Habit is what makes one hang onto before the
Bear what Maurice O. Eldridge, assistschooner was only slightly damaged.
.chewing-gum after the flavor la gone.
made at the

we

While we, as a nation, area thousand years
in advance of the old countries in the

business, in tbe acwealth, in the arts and

liberated, and your road dries over, sa
My. On tbe other band, I! tbe water
ia allowed to stand on tbe road bed, it
percolates and freeses down to unknown
depths until tbe wbole mass is nearly a
block of ice, and then when tbe softening
influences get to work in tbe spring, tbe
water cannot get down through seven)
feet of frost, so tbe surplus comes to tbe
surface and it keeps coming as long as any
froet remains. This water, not being able
by force of gnvity to get over tbe
shoulders of tbe road, remains there, and
ts

Talking Machines

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS

dry, so to speak, and when tbe warm sun
of spring begins to draw tbe froet, there
being so little water, tbe same sun,
assisted by tbe winds evaporates it M fast

present as tbe improvement of Its country,
or, so called, dirt roads, those avenues over
which all, or nearly all, t he product* of

of

VICTOR and EDI80N

or

bole, if on a level or a water course if
on an incline."
Again, a srell-croword and consequently
well-drained road is very nearly immune
from tbe action of treat, because it freesee
mud

.-■■■■—

In the

If

its

and

pianos!

con-

_

As Other* See l'i.
( Boston Hern Id.)

upon all
lature.

And we don’t believe any aeven governors or any seven timea seven 'lese
one can, along in the spring of 1916,
persuade him to change his mind.

tion

spot. In the lee
of the boat he wasted two matches; in a
clump of firs two more, and then as s Isst
tried to find

branches, and to

iu 1908 by 238,434.

President Tati has announced that
he will not be a candidate for the
nomination for Preaident in 1916.

can

HIGHWAYS.
paper by Amo# G. Fit* read at
meeting of Penobscot Pomona grange ]

From

becomes

flat it soon
middle becomM a pool

at the eidee.

Boynton, of Lamoine, picked last Saturday a perfect roeebud, with the chances the farm* must he transported.
good of its developing into a full-blown
The condition of the public roads in tbe
rose
It is of the United States is probably worse tban in
by Thanksgiving.
Marchioness of Londonderry variety. We any other civilised country in tbe wurld.
H.

took

the Governor.

USUAL PATCHWORK

ROAD WORK—STATE AID FOR

“A certain boy in Gouldsboro,” says a
bustle aod
of the Lewiston Journal, cumulation
correspondent
2,352
a fisherman s life is not all roses.

STATE OF MAINE.

By

FARMER.

subject
linger. Down in
the East Lamoine cemetery is s rosebush
green and vigorous, from which Mrs. N.
Sum mar's blooms still

cent

VALUE OF GOOD ROADS TO THE

FAULT LIBS WITH

^

SbbrrttinnrnU.

in tbe office of road inquiry, ia a relecture baa to My on tbe subject:
“Water being the greatest enemy of tbe
road, it should Boer freely oB tbe surface
by the aides to tbe gutter or ditch prepared tor it. In order to maintain proper
surface drainage, it is neceasary that tbe
road crown be higher 10 tbe middle than
ut

ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

AIN'T.

BT TWA

rearage*

conmr gossip.

were

1

ever

a

bobby

called

upon

with
to

me,
have

charge of the roade in any town 1 ehonld
adopt the method by all means. As soon
as the roads began to settle in the spring
I wontd start s man, two It I Itad seventymore, have him mend and
level up the culverts which had been misplaced by the frost—and they are always
five mile*

with

or

us—fill the boles after draining the

water from every one that be oan; remove all loose stone* and other obstruc-

tions, and dump them in out-of-the-way

places,

not throw

them into the ditch to

be carried back to the road by the
machine or the log drag; clean out ditch-

Later

and open up waterways to take the
water away from the road; tarn the water
from the road on the hills where it had begun to wash during tbs melting of the
es

give them

e

good roed to

bile over, and

when

run

Blood Knitting

tbe eutomo-

surplus agriculincreasing by leap* and
oar

tural products are
bounds, is It not good economy to provide ourselves with good roods to gst
them to market

Mills,
ELLSWORTH.

to lbs various shipping
Maine Central railroad reor

points. Tbe
cently gave out figure* which show
the agricultural product hauled by

that
them

luthe State of Maine has increased 21%
per cent, since 1906, and still the good
work goes on. To show that good roads
are

an

economic

advantage

to

os

let

me

again quote Mr. Eldridge, who says: “It
has been demonstrated that on* botes on
* good gravel road can take to market as
much ts two on s common dirt road, and
on a good stone road one horse will do the
work of fuur, while on s level steel road
one horse will do tbe work of
twenty on a
level dirt road.”

Fifty (80) women and girls wanted;
aterage wages, after from S to a weeki'
instruction, from 81 to $1.73 perdaj.
Apply to Mr. John Blood at to*
office of the company, cor. Church and
•School Streets.

Wm. O.

EMERY

TITLE8
■USWORTM,

Nunduy ■school Institute.
Sunday school workers' institatc,
aooducted by (be board ol Sunday schools
of tbe Methodist church, was held at Bar
Harbor Wednesday and Thursday of laat

SSAIMS

A

SswrehM mss* wad
and conies ftirnlsliad on snort
notice, and at StWMIt mca

week.

MORRISON, JOY t CO. BLOCK.

The

attendance

at tbs

meetings

ernoci

waa

•TATS

good, and tboee in charge were greatly
pleased with the interest manifested in the
institute.

OTRKET.

I.H»»

IdasSaa IM-2

The conferences and addresses

of a practical and helpful nature.
Sunday school workers from many Men and Women
points in the Buckaport district were in every New Knglaod city
were

present and entered with heartiness into

WANTED
Mj

and town
tribute valuable premiums, with “1*°“
and original” Rogers silverware.
Yon may give pan
genteel employment
your entire time to this work. !K° »—
ment plan/'
A legitimate bosioe»«
Writ* stow*
lion. References

Fl**|**!
spirit of the movement.
snow and the spring rains; snd if be were
afternoon’s program inWednesday
P1"?!***
in any way likely to get out of work, 1 cluded addresses as
follows: Child Study,
exchanged.
would provide a few gravel pits and put Prof. Norman
E. Richardson, D. D., of K. C. GALE A CO-. Wholesale Distribute*
Mass.
him to carting gravel on to the soft road
Bostou; Foundation Teaching, Mrs. L. E. Winthrop tkj., Boston.
and
hills
the
between
through the Ware, of
Worcester, Maas.; “Organization
swamp*.
and Equipment,” Dr. Matthew J.
gtaltMtonal ffarDa.
^
Trenery
CULYBBT8.
of Chicago. In the evening Pro!. KichardJust a word about culverts snd I shall
close. If we ars going to improve our
roads and at the same time practice
economy we must break away from the
old wooden culvert, and this for several
reasons.
Pir-t, because of the price of
lumber, they are too expensive; second,
they are always out of place, especially
upon land that is very susceptible to the
action of frost; third, the time spent in
repairing, in digging up and new laying in
a few year* will pay for a good, modern,
everlasting culvert. Therefore, 1 contend
it is economy, it is good Judgement, to
construct concrete culverts where there is
quite a large amount of water to take care
of, and use the modern steel cylinders for
tbs smaller ones, but be sure a culvert for
a given [dace is amply large enough to
take off all tbs water si all times.
On very msny pieces of roed, especially
between bills and across swamps, it is

tbs

gave an addreaa on
Sunday School Work”.
aon

"The New Era in

Thursday forenoon Mrs.
“Story Telling”. In the

Ware spoke on
afternoon Dr
Trenery spoke on “The Adult Bible Class”
and Mrs. Ware on “Things Worth While”
Thursday evening’s address waa by Dr
Trenery, on “The Obligations of the
Church to the Child”,
State of

Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County,

)
\

Frank i.
make, oath that he le
aentor partner of the arm of F. J.
Clheoey A
Co- doing business In th#
City of Toledo.
County and State aforesaid, and that said arm
the earn of UNB HUNDRED DOL»“<! every case of Catarrh that
kF»ht use of HALL’S CATARRH CURL.
FRANK J. CHENET.
Sworn to before me and subscribed la
my
thi‘
day of December. A. D.
(8e“)
A. W. O LEA SON.

Cheney

rl’oJ’V
T?aamffn»0i"d

iW

teSen^aUrnalfy 'end

Bail’s Catarrh Core is
directly npon the blood aad
‘he system
Send for

sets

{JJJ*

mucous

sar-

testimonials

■f-CHENEY A CO.. Tolado, 0.
I>J all Druggists, iso.
TUka Hall a Family Pills for oonati
pottos.

J)R.~C.

II GIBBS,
PHYSICIAN.

office:

over

moore’s drco-stors-

10 central ht.
Telephone Connection.

residence:

Ellsworth.MaiSL

ALICE H. SCOTT
AND
TYPEWR^^C^TING
GENERAL l'LKKICAL WOKR^
Agent Uutoo Sat* Depo.rt A Trurt Co
land, tor turnlahtna ProhM. and Surely
Agent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter »upp«
Cor. Mein sod Water St*, (over more
Store). EUeworth. Me.

Drat

TTU wereAast wko doe. sol advertO***
dull seams maker it more jrro*t«W* /
tkorr wko do adwertier.
i* ol -u
The
to
a

only place

yet bargain*

ttore that advertise* for your trade.

i

_____2bb»rti«nntnt«.

^bbettigfmmta.

BOOST Ellsworth Food Fair, Jan. 27-Feb. i,M3
OBITUARY.

LONG LOST LETTERS.

orirrcs R. dkvkrkcx.
Augu-tus R. Deverenx. custodian of the
station at East Legovernment coaling
as a county
vine, and long prominent
official in Ellsworth, died
and government
borne at * o’clock this
,t hi- Larooina
had been tailing
morniug. Mr. I-evercux
Kim time, and though at tbe
in health (or
to his bed but a few
en(l he was confined
w as not unexpected.
dav*. bis death,
jfr. Devereux was born in Penobscot
At tbe outbreak of the
June 12. I1*3®at Orland on Slept. 18,
Civil war he enlisted
In Co. D, 1st Maine
lSRt, *r * private
He was promoted sergeant in
cavalry
1S82. an I served as such to the end of bis
mustered out In November,
term. bolt)?
Ai

COUNTY

Mailed Over Two Years
Ago, Found
In a Rock Pile.
Brooklin, Nor. 28 (special)-A package
of letters mailed two
years ago last July
was found last week in
a rock pile beside

private roadway here.

s

NEWS.

NORTH CASTINE.
John P. Leach, of Camden, is in town.
Leonard Coombs returned to Bangor

Wednesday.

Ralph Snow, of Belfast, is visiting
Haskell Powers were
repairing a causeway on Miss Jennie Cole's friends here.
Miss Cynthia Perkins is home for a
property when they found a large pack*
age of letters wedged in between some week’s vacation.
recks. The letters were in a good state
Miss Hazel Dunbar is the guest of her
of preservation.
aunt, Mrs. Helen Hatch.
They baa been placed in the star route
Mrs. Florence Guilford is suffering from
bag in July, 1910.
Mias Cole runs a an abscess in the
throat.
summer hotel,
“Tamcrick Lodge,” and
Mrs. Roland Durgain, of North Sedgthe letter* were
mostly written by her
is visiting relatives here.
guests.
One of the letters, addiefsed wick,
months of service,
Mrs. Howard Heath is the guest of her
tSftl, ..II r thirty-eight
abroad, was rather bulky, and
evidently
more lighting than
during which he saw
had been tampered with.
Four or five of mother-in-law, Mrs. Georgia Heath.
(ell to the lot of most companies.
the letters had been
Mrs. Abbie Austin, of Lamoine, is visitOne letter,
opened.
He wss in the battles of Second Bull containing a check for
f1,000, had been ing her daughter, Mrs. J. W. Bowden.
Fredericksburg,
OettyaA’ittetem,
Run,
opened, but the contents were intact.
Misses Lyda and Lora Young, of Otis,
oth ra, besides several
hurg sod many
Miss Cole had written a note to Post- are visiting their
sister, Mrs. Bert Leach.
and
skirmishes.
He
shan engagements
master T. C. Stanley and
placed it in u
Mrs. Mary L. Leach, who was taken
in
tbe
wonmled
a
shell
hip
by
vsa -lightly
sealed envelope, with 13 cents which she
suddenly ill last Wednesday, is much imat Cedar Mountain.
owed him. The money was
gone, but the proved.
at
taken
"as
Sbepardstown note was left.
prisoner
He
Misses Annie L. Dunbar ami Annie B.
in Ju e. Idd3, and confined in the rebel
Robbery seems to have been the motive,
at Richmond,
who teach in Penobscot, are home
but the denomination of the check found Conner,
prism "Castle Thunder",
■' a few days
for a week.
In Libby prison, and
later I
was evidently too large to risk
taking,
finally being transferred to Belle Isle, and the other letters
Wesley Eldridge and wife, of Bucksopened were only of
from which he was paroled in November, a correspondence nature.
It may have port, were visitors at M. O. Leach’s SaturISO.
been that the mail-carrier came too soon, day and Sunday.
Mr. 1 H-vereux saw some lively cavalry and
Devereux Hanson, chef at the U. of
frightened the miscreants away, as the
He
was
one
of
charges and akirmiabea.
bag is placed on the crane only about fif- M. dormitory, will spend ^Thanksgiving
eighty picked by Major Whitney to com- teen or twenty minutes before the carrier day with his family.
municate with .General Hanks, which is due.l
Miss Chrystal Hutchins, teacher in the
necessitated a dash through the rebel linos
Miss Cole has written to the poatofflee Devereux district, left
Saturday for her
at Winchester, which they occomplished
department asking what to do with thes* home in North Penobscot.
In a cavalry
without tbe loss of a man.
which
she
now holds.
letters,
Mrs. Pearl Leach, of Penobscot, with
charge at Aldis, lit took prisoner a rebel
three children, visited her parents, Fred F.
lieutenant-coional, and retained uutil hia
Ward well and wife, last week.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
death t ha officer’a revolver as a momento of
J. W. Devereux left last week for New
tbe war.
Miss Helen York, of Portland, is the
London, Conn., where he, with two shipAlter the cloaa of tbe war Mr. Devereux
of A. W. Ellis and wife.
guest
mates, will care for the yacht Narada.
located at Ulnebill, where be flret entered
'(he study club met on Monday evening
Mrs. Lizzie Perkins, of Penobscot, acpublic office ae a deputy-sheriff under with Mrs.
Edward
C.
Cochrane.
He was
Sheriff Andrew B. Spurting.
companied by Mrs. C. M. Perkins, visited
Miss Rubina Riley, of Bangor, is the her brother, David
elected sheriff of Hancock county in 1873,
Hitchcock, last week,
and re elected three successive terms, guest of C. J. Treworgy and family.
Mrs. Amanda Webster returned Saturyear during that lime as coroner and jailer when a change in tbe term
of office left tbe county without a sheriff.
Mr. Devereux served as shsriff, therefore,
practically nine years, being the only man
in Hancock
ever elected to that office
county for tour terms, and only one other,
D. L. Fields, was aver elected lor three
serving

one

terms.
Alter leaving me omce oi snerin, air.
Devereux served as deputy for about two
years under Sheriff Fields, and later engaged in trade for a short time with Joseph Smith and Charles Davis under
the Arm name of Smith, Davis 4k Co., con-

ducting
block

a

on

general

store in the old masonic

State street.

Devereux was appointed postmaster
of Ellsworth in 1891, aerving one year over
bis terra as a hold-over, or five years in
all. For a few years after the expiration
of his term of office as postmaster, Mr.
Devereux engaged in the life-insurance
busiuess. Twelve years ago, when the
government coaling station was built at
East Lainoiue, he was appointed custodian, and had since held that office, living
Mr.

IX'verenx was twice married. His
first wife was Elizabeth Dunbar, of North
Castine, who died July 31,1901.
On Dec. 4, 1907, Mr. Devereux married
Miss Flora Hopkins, of Ellsworth, who
survives him. He leaves also three children by his first wife-Mrs. F. H. Mscomber, of Seal Harbor; Mrs. William Cousins, of Ellsworth, and George H., of Omaha
Neb. Of his own family, one brother and
one sister survive—Mark C. Devereux, of
Castine, and Mrs. Hattie Grindle, of BanMr.

gor.

acornmandery Mason,
Ellsworth masonic
bodies. He was for years a loyal and active member of Wm. H. H. Rice post, G.
A. K., and had served as commander and
quartcrmAster of the post, and was one of
was

being a member of

the

the trustees of the

post at bis death.
The funeral will be held at the home in
East Lamoine Friday afternoon at 2
o’clock. All Masons and members of the
Grand Army are invited to attend.
NOKTH KLLSWOKTH.
Mrs. Harold Maddocks

N. H. Grover, of Amherst, was here over
Sunday, the guest of his sister, Mrs. C. A.

day

Higgins.

high

Jin.

was

in

Bangor

Forrest Moore is at borne Irom Bar Harwhere be bas been

employed.

Miss Nellie Maddocks spent a few days
at Ella* ortb with ber sister.

recently

Mrs. Louise Moore was tbe guest of ber
daughter, Mrs. Danico, at Nicolin last

Brewer
daughter.

nas

gone to
winter with her

the

B. Hutchings, who has
Bangor the past two years,

Jere
in

been

living

has

moved

William E. Cross, collector (or the town
of Tilden, was here on business Tuesday,
remaining over night.
Harold Stuart moved
Davis house

the

Parsons house at

Monday

on

from

James E.

here to the

Ellsworth.

Mrs. Lucretia Fox and Judson Fox and
wife have returned from Bar Harbor,
where they have been since spring.
William H.

building
Cherry Held,
a

Brown, who is employed in
mill for Wood & Wyman at
was

home

over

Sunday.

Gertrude DeBeck, of Clifton, with
two children, visited Mrs. DeBeck’s sister, Mrs. Alfred V'. Smith, last week.
Mrs.

public greatly appreciate

The

placed.
The play,

4*The Church Fair,” given in
vestry last Thursday evening, was well
performed and liberally patronized. It was
given by the members of Mrs. Hastings’
Sunday school class, and netted about |20.
the

MOOTS!

OK THE

Francis Murch spent
hunting last week.

a

K1VKK.

few

days at

home

Oapt. Allen Holt and family, keeper of
Nash Island light, spent their vacation
with Mrs. Holt’s sister, Mrs. Sue Pray.
Dorr, who was called here by
the illness of her mother a few weeks ago,
returned to her home in Bar Harbor MondayMrs. Etta

Mrs. Etta Moon spend Sunday with her
parents, G. B. Floyd and wife.
Mrs. Isabel Smith, who has been confined to ber bed for the past year, is fall-

ing.
Mrs. Frank Herrick is spending the
with her daughter, Mrs. Effle

week

on

a

vacation among

Boston.

relatives in

Deihl, who has been in Castine
through the fall, returned to New Haven
Mrs. Etta

Bartlett left

Nov. 25.

Phcebe.
BAYSIDE.

A four-pound daughter came to the
home of Charles A. Smith and wife Sunday, Nov. 24.

Mrs. Herbert Look, of South Boston, arrived Monday, returning yesterday accompanied by her husband’s mother. Mrs. F.
A. Look.
Isaac Ivoney, of Northeast Harbor, with
little daughter Lillian, spent Saturday
night and Sunday with Mr. Ivoney’B
daughter, Mrs. E. Q. Doyle.
Nov. 25.
R.
_

Bayside grange held its regular meeting
Nov. 20, with sixty members present.
The first degree was conferred on one, and
two were accepted. There will be work in
first and second degrees next Wednesday.
A

good program

looking

after the

was

closing of

his house for

Miss
Davenport,
spent the
past month in Orange, N. J., and Boston,
Kate

who has

Saturday.

arrived home

Caroline

Miss

Chamberlain

Saturday,

home last

weeks

two

spending

after

in

returned

Deer

Isle

the

among

friends.

Union Thanksgiving services

Congregational

the

held

were

church

John Poole is working for William Cross.
Edwin Frost is lumbering on his home
lot.

Henry Frost’s
ning full blast.

of Castine’s most respected citizens,
Mrs. M. A. Collins, was once more made
manifest Thursday evening by the presentation of one of her large and handsome patch quilts to Dr. G. E. Parsons and
one

Mrs. Collins is

kindness which has endeared her to many
friends in Castine. For many years past

presented each
they have taken

Methodist

she has

Castine, with
numerous

one

other

up
of her

gifts.

pastor,
their work in

quilts,

besides

All wish her

years of health and
for others.

more

happiness

many
do-

in

ing
Nov. 26.

suddenly
bought

since

lew

a
a

pair

Joseph Jordan’s sons, of Salisbury Cove,
in town visiting their grandfather, N.
C. Jordan, and aunt, Mrs. Henry Frost.
Mrs. Lura Bell, of Bangor, is here to
spend the winter with her father, Frank
Frost.
His other two daughters—Mrs.
Daniel Young and Mrs. Harold Salisbury,
of Otis, spent Sunday here.
are

F.

Nov. 2*.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
Sid Nov 21, sch Nellie Grant, Salem, lumber,
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Ar Nov 22, sens Henrietta A Whitney, Northeast Harbor, load staves for Staten Island for
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co; Island Bell, Bar
Harbor
Ar Nov 28, sch Lulu W Eppes, Salem
Sid Nov 27, sch Island Bell, Bar Harbor
Hancock County Port#.
Franklin—Sid Nov 21, sch Robert Snyder,
New York
West Bullivan —Sid Nov 20, sch
Mary
Weaver, Boston
Southwest Harbor —Ar Nov 20, sch M J
Scwall, Gouldsboro for Portland, cargo sardines
Ar Nov 21. schs Annie F Kimball, Effie M
Morrissey, Northern
Fid Nov 24. sch Edward Price
Sid Nov 26, sch Effle M Morrissey
Bass Harbor—Ar Nov 20, U 8 revenue cutter Androscoggin

BENNETT-At Orland, Nov 20, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest L Bennett, a daughter.
BROWN-At Ellsworth, Nov 26, to Mr and
Mrs Fred P Brown, a son.
HUTCHINSON—At Stonington. Nov 19, to Mr
and Mrs Joseph Hutchinson, a son.
JORDAN—At Aurora, Nov 17, to Mr and Mrs
Howard Jordan, a son.
SALISBURY—At Lamoine, Nov 7, to Mr and
Mrs Isaac N Salisbury jr, a son.
SMITH—At Trenton, Nov 17, to Mr and Mrs
Charles A Smith, a daughter.
WARDWELL—At Bluebill, Nov 17, to xMr and
Mrs Perciville A Wardwell. a son.

valuable horse

weeks ago.
He has
of horses in Bangor.

season.

Luther Pink bam has moved to Sorrento
proper to keep a boarding-house for the
workmen employed by Ur. Foster on the
Are

a

which

partly

was

de-

November
brought good
time until April 15, residents will
No
have mail brought to their doors.
cheer. From

that

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

Wight is employed at Castine.
School closed Friday, for the fall vacaFred

tion.
The parsonage is being painted and

re-

paired.
•Mrs. Clara Bowden, of 8argentvUle,

visiting relatives here.
Nov. 25.

TruckB from 1000 lbs. to 5 tons

Models of the Above Cars will be in Stock
CommiBBion jflcrcbants.
The advertisement* below represent some 01
the leading houses of N«-w
England. Otn i
readers will doubtless And them ot value.

Pullets Wanted
HIGHEST PRICES,
IMMEDIATE RETURNS,
We Take Out No Commission

We

is

Q-

Jinks-Boarding in the oountry, now.
do with yourself evenMise Martha Barron came home from eh? What do yon
nights 1 sit outdoors
Lowell, Maas., last week, accompanied by ings? Winks—Some
bed
her niece, Martha H. Gasper, who will to keep eool, and other nights I go to
to keep warm.
spewd the winter here.
Tourtelotte.

•

are

paying

American varieties, 3$tb
**
3tb
Leghorn
4tb
Crossbread

as

or more
or more

25 to 28c tb
80 to 35c lb
18 to 22c lb

CONDITIONS—All pure bred pullets must be
reasonably good colored. American and Leghorn varieties free from feathers or stubs on
legs, to bring full quotations. All birds must
be healthy, free from colds or roup. Pullets
must be readily distinguished from hens*
(Pullets with scaly legs at market price only.)
TERMS—Cash. Delivered at our store. No
commission. Payment figured on weight of
birds when they arrive in Boston. Checks
mailed promptly.
Live Poultry, both chickens and hens at market price.

THE PARK

&

POLLARD

CO.,

46 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

BRAGDON-BARTLETT—At East Sqjlivan,
Nov 19, by Rev E F W'ood, Miss Ruth Wood
Bragdon, of East Sullivan, to George Frederick Bartlett, of Sorrento.
FERNALD—FARRER—At Southwest Harbor,
Nov 23, bv Rev G O Richardson, Miss Uldine
V Fernald to Millard F Farrer, both of
Southwest Harbor.
PARKER—WILLIAMS—At Stonington, Nov
17, by Rev George H Knowlton, Mrs Lavina
Parker to Albert Williams, both of Ston-

ington.
POTTER-GRINDLE-At Rockland. Nov 7. by
Rev James A Flynn, Miws May V Potter, of
Rockland, to Raymond W Gnndle, of Sedgwick.
PRE8COTT-FORD-At Sedgwick, Nov 9, by
Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss Grace E Prescott to Wilbur B Ford, both of Sedgwick.
At North Brooksville,
WILSON-BLAKE
Nov 23, by Ira J Cousins, esq. Miss Anna
Grace Wilson, of Brooksville, to Fred Merrill Blake, of Bluebill.

VT

^mission merchant
WANT

iVeals and Lambs
Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Sec’v State board of health,
Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.
WE

Potatoes and

Apples.

as

Mrs. Henry 8. Wardwell, who has been
at G. Welland

Clay’s during

A

held

was

prettily illuminated,

grounds tastefully

decorated

Refreshments

lanterns.
Nov. 25.

ese

of
The

and the

with Japanwere

served.
D.

ASH VILLE.
John Preble is hunting in the vicinity of
Bluehill.
Mrs. Joan Sargent is visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. M. Pettee.
Mary Goodwin is visiting relatives and
friends in West Goulds boro.

Schieffehn and Hammond herring
weirs continue to catch fish. There is a
The

good sale

for

herring

at

present.

Miss Wilson closed her school on Bridgham hill Friday, leaving Saturday for her
home at Red Beach for her vacation.
There
quiet wedding
of E. E. Bragdon and wife Tuesday afterwhen
their elder daughter, Ruth
noon,
Wood, and George Bartlett, of Sorrento,
The happy couple left imwere married.
mediately for Sorrento, where a ball and
reception in their honor was given at the
was a

SHIP

Boston, Mass.

Rubber Boots, Lumbermen's Rubbers,
Moccasins, Leggings, Taps, TopPieces and Shoe Findings.

18, Mrs
1

days.

WARD WELL—At Penobscot, Nov 25, Weils F
Ward well.

J. A.

at the home

Years of

Suffering

Disease
Catarrh and Blood
Doctors Failed to Cure.
Miss Mabel F. Dawkins, 1214 Lafayette St„ Fort Wayne, Ind., writes:

chocolated tablets called Barsatabs*

Ellsworth.

THE—

CLARION.
range or a fur-

nace—il it is a “Clarion”, it is
to meet every requirement.
by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

Boston, Mass.

POULTRY and EGGS Wanted
WESTON -THURSTON CO

Ellsworth

Main Street,

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

,

Twenty Years' Experience.

New Paneuil Hall Market.Boston

Personal attention to all d»*f
s.
Telephone
hr mail orders promptly attended to.

HALL & COLE.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Fruit and Prodace Commission Merchants

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

—

“For three years 1 was troubled with
I tried sevcatarrh and blood disease.
eral doctors and a dozen different remedies, but.none of them did me any
good. A friend told me of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, I took two bottles oftthis
medicine and was as well and strong
as ever.
I feel like a different person
and recommend Hood’s to any one suffering from catarrh.”
Get it today in usual liquid form or

McGOWN,

No. 8 Main St.,

J. P. ELD RIDGE,

YOUR

demo-

at the home

Conary Tuesday evening.

Charles
house

was

At Swan’s Island, Nov

Staples, aged 29 years, 3 months,

StwcTtiacmenta,

celebration in honor of the

victory

day.

W. W. Benjamin,

Lymburner.
—

Full Stock of Dress and Heavy Footwear

the

summer, has returned home.
cratic

vester

feet.

sure

STAPLES—At North Penobscot, Nov 24, Mrs
Judith Staples, aged 87 years, 1 month, 18

employed

dry

Made

Harold Wescott, C. C. and F. M. Dunbar, who have been employed at Nicolin
five weeks, are home.

who is

Shoe

for hard knocks and

Whether it's a

Chatin Brothers,

Dunbar,

Eunice

Harding&Johnson
Waterproof Work

WAIMT

STAPLES
Freeda M

Jennie Wescott spent
ls9t week with friends at South Brooksville.
Hazel Gillis and

The

and Youths’ shoes enables me to
make selections of best values in
footwear.
Prices lower than others for reliable goods.

BOSTON

teacher at North Sedgwick, is spending
her vacation at home.

P. J. Grindle is caring (or Mr9
William McHowellat Bluehill.

J. P. S. Shoes
for Boys, Youths and Little Men.
Tan high-cut and genuine box calf.
See this line. Absolutely all solid
leather.
Boys’ and Youths’ knockabout shoe, double sole and seamless tops.

My experience of eighteen years
manufacturer of Men’s, Boys’,

APPLES, POTATOES, EGGS, GAME
AND POULTRY, to

improving.

Price, $3.50, $3.75, $4.

follows:

or more

IVIEIM

FOR

Best made shoe in the United
States at any price. Kasy walking,
comfortable and the most sightly
shoe made.
Better than any custom-made
shoe and fit better. Feel better and
look better than any bench-made
shoe on the market.

can handle all the thoroughbred
pullets we .can get and are ready to
pay highest prices for them.

IMMEDIATE RETURNS.

Mrs.

Packard Shoe

as a

DIED.

N. Bowden, who has been ill,

THE

We

BREWER—At Bar Harbor, Nov 18, Mrs Loring F Brewer, aged 59 years.
BUTLER—At Franklin, Nov 19. Sarah L, wife
of George W Butler, aged 57 years, 10
months, 7 days.
DEVEREUX —At East Lamoine, Nov 27.
Augustus R Devereuz, aged 74 years, 5
mouths, 15 days.
HODGKIN8—At Lamoine, Nov 24, Mrs Susan
J Hodgkins, aged 73 years.
LYMBURNER-At Brooksville, Nov 24, Syl-

employed

few weeks ago.

15

THE GENERAL MOTOR CO.’S

MARKIRD.

_

is

Walter PInkham is working for George
Herring
Kane, taking up herring weirs.
Ashing bas been nearly a failure this

cottage,

THE COLE—Three Models

G.

Mrs. Irvin

Charles W. Sargent, Ueorge F. Kane and
J. L. Welch are 111.
die

THE BUICK—Five Models

now run-

NORTH BLUEHILL.

Samuel Stover is very ill.

a

mill is

Jed Salisbury and family, of Otis, will
the vriuter with Mrs. Salisbury’s
father, Samuel Frost.

forenoon.

SORRENTO.

Jackson had

new saw

the

bj’

Foundry & Machine Works,

Ellsworth

spend

Sunday

The sermon was by Rev. Mr.
Lowell, of the Methodist church.
The generosity and freeheartednese of

to be handled

Water Street, Ellsworth, Me.

last week

in town

the winter.

as

carried out.

BORN.

Charles Noyes

at

was

Autos for 1913

MARIA VILLE.

Friday.

past

on

trip.
gratulations.

_

UOMiARDTOWN.
day.

CASTINE.
Edward Brown is

always thinking of
others, and is always doing little deeds of

this neighborhood were sorry
to learn of the destruction by fire of tbe thanks are due the postotHce department,
home of James Salisbury and wife, on tbe but to one of the summer cottagers, who
cross road, at about 6 o’clock Friday arranges for this service at her own exmorning. The fire caught around the pense. Last year she employed Edward
chimney soon after Mr. Salisbury started Fenton to carry the mail, and this year
the morning fire. They were fortunate in she has employed him again. Last winter
saving nearly everything on the ground Mr. Fenton carried it in a bag strapped
floor, but tbe contents of the cellar and of to his shoulders, and tramped the rounds.
the second floor were destroyed.
This winter he is furnished with a team.
Observes.
Nov. 25.

home Satur-

school.

wife.

stroyed by

came

student

a

Y. M. C. A. building at Greenville Junction.
Nov. 25.
L.

the series

lights recently
Ellsworth. Thanks are due Alderman
Heath, who succeeded in getting them

Ewing

Miss Nellie Haynes

spent with
of the

week

a

Mrs. Reuben Devereux w-ent to Greenville Saturday to visit her husband, who is

back to his home here.

Pedric Gilley, wife and two children, of
South seat Harbor, have been guests of
his sister, Mrs. Frank Moore.
of

from Castine, after
Miss Doris Farnham,

chef of the

week.

People

uunnam

mary j.
to spend

William

Tuesday.
bor,

Allen and

installed between here and

at the station.

Mr. Devereux

Kodney

the evening. Mr. and Mrs. >
the late train for a *hort j
Their many friends extend con-

town ball in

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries
our

Specialties.

Send for steucils and

weekly market report.
106-102 Paneuil Hall Market,
Boston, Mass.

APPLE8
BAST POULTRY
S.

Ship To
BURR
&

Boston,

CO..

Mass.

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day: FRIDAY
Bangor Office

:

12 Grove St.

ELECTRICAL
Ful

WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Stencils and Cards Furnished.

AND FIXTURES.
Wlriat sad Supplies Cheerfully Gma
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Estey Building. Htate St..
Ellsworth.

Estimates

aWjrrttBrmmts.

os

IRA B. HAGAN~ Jr,
Civil
Land

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Csrraspssisacs tiilrltM

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

DAVID FRIEND’S

P. OBu 7. All kinds of Bepairing
promptly done.

COUNTY NEWS.

xisly ill, is

a

the church

j

present from out of town. The program
was interest in;, and the perfect weather
made the day an enjoyable and profitable
ow.

Not.

Mrs James E. Parson*, of Labec, was in
Thursday to attend the funeral of
Mrs. George Butler.
Friends of Mrs. Morgan. Mrs. Carrie
Biaisdeil Holbrook and her mother, regret
their continnvd illness.

25._M.

town

NORTH HANCOCK.
visiting her sister,
Mrs. French, in Old Town.
Miss Sadie Mnlian

Freeman Sabine has gone to Milo, where

employment tor the winter.
Mrs. Ida Springer has returned from

extended visit with relatives

touring trip

Chicago,

to

was

Bar Harbor, spent the
week-end with his mother, Mrs. Flore no**
R- L.

de-

Wentworth,

Miss

of

Mm. Charles Ooogins and Mm. J. D.

concert

Springer were
of Mm. Harry

church attracted a large
audience.
Following the opening address by Pastor Brown were readings by
Mr Clifford. Miss Brown, Mrs. Bunker
the Methodist

and

Stratton,

Stratton.

Portland by strews of weather.

Sunday eveuing’^Tbanksgiving

at

an

Bangor.

LafBn.

to

was

m

Mrs Herbert Mayo, of Boston, was the
guest last week of her brother, George

J

Mrs
Marietta Dyer left for Lowell,
Mass., last week to twist in the care of her
sister. Mrs. King, who is ill.
Mis* Charlotte M acorn ber. who

is

he has

Tb< ladies' aid society will hold a Christmas sale the second week in December,
probably Dec. 10 and U.

a

for her.

j

garage.

tained in

care

Epworth league was held at
here Saturday. Many were

deavor and

Him Manou Bartlett, of Eaat brook, was
the week-end guest of ber cousin. Mias
Lola Dyer.
__

join

helping

guests

a

few

days

The many friends of Mm.
were grieved to bear of her

after which there

occurred

week

last

Middocks in Brewer.

George

Butler

death, which
eon Walter

the home of her

st

recitations by Paul Bunker, Theresa in Prankhn Nov. 19. Sympathy is exDane. Leoua DeBeck. and a class exer- ! tended the bereaved family.
-cise by four giria, ail finely rendered. The
Nov. 25.
A3TO2T.
singing by the choir was supplemented by
a
duet by
Misses Emily and France*
NORTH LAMOINE.
were

j

Young,
thank-offering
which

pleasing

was a

for

church

feature.

A

Athol Smith, sn employee at Hollis Austin's, shot a deer last week.

benevolence

taken.

was

There was a hearing Saturday before JusHansen, referee, of Frank £. Blais- i
deli, administrator of the estate of Mrs.
Gordon

Scam noon*.

This

Whittaker
is

va.

Myrtle

property to the valae of about
$3,000, including bonds, real estate and
other property given by Mrs. Whittaker
to

is

Miss Eunice Coggins hs* returned from
Seal Cove, where she has been teaching.

Josephine Linscott is at Trenton, employed at the home of Clarence Mitchell.
j George H. Coggins and wife go to Cam-

action, or rather
tried together.

an

of three different suits

one

Florence Sullivan, of Bar Harbor,
visiting Mias Muriel Linscott.

Mis*

tice

Charlotte

recover

bridge, Mass., this week to visit
Mrs. James Tweedie.

their

j daughter,

j
Friday, taught by
Mrs. * Madge Moon, of Mt. Desert
Perry.
Whittaker at the time of the gift is the Moon has
taught here the past year
point in issue. The hearing was not com- marked success, although the term
pleted Saturday.
cloaed has been considerably broken
Nov. 25.
B.
by reason of an epidemic of chicken
and whooping cough.
EAST FRANKLIN.
Nov. 25.
MLila Hooper is ill of congestion o!
the lungs.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
T. M. Blaisdeil is loading cars with pavEarl Gordon, of West Sullivan, it

to tue defendant

The

death.

few weeks before her

a

School cloeed

of

capacity

mental

Miss
Miss
w

]

ith

just
into

pox
Y.

_

ing

blocks for

ing

j

Forrest Woodwo»th and family have
;nto the house of John G. Went-

j

worth.

days

with

Ralph

Newman.

Wood, of Bar Harbor, is
guest of her aunt, Mr*. George W.

Misa Frances
the

Robert Corbett and wife went to Eastport Thursday to spend a week witb relatives.

last week.

days

Mann, evangelist, of Portland, is holding revival meetings in the
Free Baptist church.
Rev. William

Mrs. Ralph Moore has returned from
Winter Harbor where she has been caring
for her mother, who is ill.

Mrs. T. M. Blaisdeil. who has been visrelatives and friends in Massachuaetts five weeks, is home.

j

Rutter was
The barn and

I

iting

Tuesday,

burned

Nov. 19.

saved, with most of the houseForrest Wood worth and
goods.
family, who lived in the ell part, where
the fire started, lost about everything but
the clothes they had on.
Nov. 25.
B.
were

hold

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Lin wood Young, of Boston, is visiting
his father. Nelson Young.

|

_

Miss

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Austin Williams lost
School

is

in session

horse

a

Berths

village lor the

last week.

*

loading
atone at the East brook siding.

a

car

Mrs. Lettte Fullerton and little

employment.

with

are

Thursday. Perfect in atBussell, Sylvia and Effie Mc-

Young.

Edward Emery, of
Brookline, Mass., were guests of William
Emery last week. While here Mr. Farran
purchased the Samuel Eaton place.
Robert Farran and

The Friday evening meetings have been
on account of bad
traveling ! Nov. 25.
Hubbard.
and engagements of the paator elsewhere
Mrs. Mary Woodworth and children :
HANCOCK POINT.
have gone to Gooldsboro Point to spend j
The sewing circle met at Mrs. C. A.
the winter with her sister, Mrs. Annie
j Penney ’a Wednesday.
Rice.
! Mrs. Pearl Hanna is keeping house for
T.
Nov. 25.
her mother, Mrs. Henry Ball.
WEST FRANKLIN.
S. C. Penney, of Bangor, spent Sunday
W. F. Cousins and vile visited their < with his parents, C. A. Penney and wife.

postponed

_

daughter. Mrs. George Springer, laat week.

■

home
from
Eugene Butler arrived
lightenip 73 Friday, for two weeka’ vaca-

Irvin Springer has
completed, and will go

his
to

Jennie Ball has gone to Massachusetts,
where she has employment for the winter.
Lester Hall has gone to Augusta to join
his wife.
They expect to be away all

tion.
house nearly |
housekeeping

mud

wife

returned

to

EAST LAMOINE.
Farmington Tuesday, after two weeks' in i
School closed Friday. Thursday afterthis vicinity.
were
held, as follows:
Watson Metrown has moved his family noon exercise*
three boys;
Little Yeller Baby,
end bouaebuld goods to Carmel, where be Song.

employment.
Alden Dyer, of East brook,

has

days last week to finish
lumber at the Scammon mill.
Nov. S>.
few

Bennett, Harry Ashmore, Winfield Hodgkins, Lewis Kelliher;
was here a
lialogue. the Johnny Cake; recitations,
.swing long !
Marion Banker, Paul Hodgkins, Harold
Deslsle, Lee Moore, Florence Ashmore;
Ch e ek.
recitation?, March

recitation, order; recitations, Eva
Ashmore, Basil Bennett, Elsie Ashmore;
Boland
recitations,
Duty;
lialogue.
Moore, John Ashmore, John Young; conjert recitation, Bain Fairies; march song,
roncert

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Mrs. Hattie Miller apent the week-end j
with triends at hranklin.
lumber class.
E. K. Bunker, of West Gouldsboro,
friends in town.
| Nov. 25.
spent the week-end with
Mrs. O. G. Newman and Mrs. Nellie

j

were

visitors in

Ellsworth last

j

week.

Alexander Teylor is home, alter being
employed at Hallowelt tor about two
months.
Everard Jelliaon, ot Loe Angeles, was e
week-end guest ol relatives here. Many
old friende extended the glad hand.
Mrs. Elsie Petrie, who bae been BeriFlaggeO Train With Shirt.

Tenrinr his shirt from his beck an Ohio
flamed a train and saved it from a
N. C.. one*
wreck, but H. T. Alston. Kaleigh.
I
-.-evented a wreck with Biectrie E.tiers.
terriwe plight when l began to use
them
fee writes.“my stomach, head, back and
aBected ami my liver
ILdiMS were all badlybet
four bottles of BUewas t whed condition.
A
new nan.
tric Bitters made toe feel [its a
you of their matchless
trial
t
kidney
liBeg
df
stomnoh,
*u>
.trouble. Price » cents tt nil drnggUts

min

wms'ln.a

irUcJiwtpev

snerttTlot

j

Harbor schools, is arranging, with the help of the teachers, a pretty
Christmas operetta for the close of the
present term.
Mrs. William Mason has been seriously

June

forenoo 2

I

;

waa

|

j

Tyler wea tracking a
Spencer was ahead of

|

is

—

—

A lsirfliver leads to chronic dyspepsia and
weakens the whole system.
dissipation
Joan's Begnlcta (J»cent*(per box) correct the
1 Irer, ton* the stomach, core constipation.Ids*.

deer not
him

on

knowing
tbe

j

by

Vinol

broken so much. The
of taking your cod liver and Iron remedy. Vinol, Is that my cough Is gon*.
I can now get s good night s rest
»a4
1 foel much stronger In every way.”
rest was

aaroe

—_____

Cured

Mrs. Maria Primrose,* of 87
NewsC
Street, Brooklyn. N. Y., says: “I had
a very heavy cold which settled
Into
chronic cough, which kept
s
m9
awake nights for fully three
month*,
and felt tired all the time becaujw
my

Fred N. Spencer, aged forty, ot.Monson,
tbot end killed by Charlee Tyler, ot
Koxcroft, in mistake fora deer Tburader.

j

Being

It is the combined action of the
medicinal elements, cods' livers aided
by the blood-making and strengthcreating properties of tonic iron which
makes Vinol so efficient In
curing
chronic coughs, colds and bronchitis
—at the same time building up the
weakened, run-down system.
Try a bottle of Vinol, with the an.
derstandtng that your money will
be returned If It doee not help yon.
P. S.
For rough, scaly skin,
Ty
our Saxo Salve.
We guarantee it,
Goo. A. I’arclier, I'riistnist,

Ellsworth, >le,

j

|

I

the affair

was

due

to the clever

_

ago!”

manage-

EASrBROOK.
"Was I to sit out here and watc! ,
Mrs. Eliza Butler it in poor health,
It?” protested the deacon's wife.
John C. Wilbur, who ba* been visiting
“You ought to have beard the cov
hu daughter, Mr*. C. M. Got l, at Soulhwhen she was trumping it"
weat
Harbor, it home.
“You ought to have taken It bom |
Harold KiDgman and wife and Frank
or carried It along with you.”
t Cowrie and wife have moved into the
I I woods for the winter.
"That's nothing to do with It.
was left here, and It's destroyed, am 1
Nov. 25.
Urn.
--—”
111 be switched If I ever pay you tb
10 cents r’
Her Perfect Work.
"If you don’t I’ll sne yon!”
The pretty trained nurse bent over
"You dasn’t!”
her patient, a young man who was beThere It was, yon see—the first rea 1
ginning to get better.
between
the
’
quarrel
neighbors
vlllag
“Shall I turn your head, airy she
had had In many kmg years.
Th<
asked In her low. kind voire.
minded
and
the
happy
peddler
flghtini :
“No. thank you. Miss Angel." returncow disappeared from the scene, bo ! ed the
convalescent. "You have tumthe quarrel remained. It did more thai 1 ed It
already "—Youth’s Companion.
The
that.
news spread and within tw
hours Mrs. Henderson was saying
A Forced Confession,
“Mrs. Burt shouldn’t try to lay tb<
“Pshaw!
Here's the rain coming
blame off on Mrs. Rush. When a wo
down again and somebody's stolen my
man’s busy making a bed she aln’
umbrella."
thinking of cows. | hope Mrs Rusl
“Somebody's stolen whaty
sues for the 10 cents.”
“Well, the umbrella I've been carryAnd in the house right across thi
ing for the last week or so "—Catholic
street Mrs. Holliday was saying:
Standard and Times.
“I'd let her sue and be hanged ti
her! When a new 10 cent milk pat
Our Emotions
Is left on my back steps by a nelghboi
All things have a resurrection exIfs my duty as a Christian woman ti
cept the emotions.
They are born,
go out there every few minutes ant
they die. they never return. A Joy or
see that It's all right.
I shall certain
a despair once gone la a phantom torly advise Mrs. Burt not to pay th<

of Mrs. Anna Salisbury, who had so
secretly arranged the details of the party
that no intimation of it had come to Mrs.
The guests departed at a late
I Liscomb.
! hour after a delightful evening.
K.
Nov. 21.
ment

WEST SEDGWICK.

WORLDS
GREATEST
CATARRH
REMEDY

_

Mies Stella Carter is home from Mildred
Weasel’s.

fishing

are

for

smelts

the

on

Begaduce river.

Gray’s.
Miss Martha Gray has returned home
Mrs, Brooks Cousins’ wbeie she has
been employed.
An entertainment was held in the
schoolbouse st district No. 7 last Tuesday
evening. Proceeds, |4.50.
Nov.
D.
25._
from

WEST

BROOKSVILLE.

Merrill Farrow is at home from

Maine

Central institute, Pittsfield.
Mrs. George H.

Wednesday,

from

a

Tapley

arrived

visit in

Portland.

home

Miss Mildred Smith has gone to Prinoeton. Mass., to visit her aunt, Mrs. Charles
Woodward.

Irt

Miss Laura H. Jones is visiting Rev.
Harry Norton and wife, formerly of

Penobscot,

in

Nov. 25.

Tomsox.

Leroy R. Plye

i* in

Boston

on

business.

Misses Etta end Jennie Young hare
turned from

a

visit in

re-

Bangor.

Miss Laura Hamilton has returned to
her duties as nurse in the Maine general

hospital

at Portland.

William E. Conant and wife (formerly
Mias Linda Candagej have returned to
Norfolk, Mas*., where Mr. Conant resumes
his duties as foreman on a large
dairy
farm.

Nov. 25.

St?B.
PRENCHBORO.

Mrs. Addie Bird Mclntire has gone to
Belfast for the winter.
Mrs. Millie Smith and family, of Swan's
Island, are visiting her parents, Sanford
Lunt and wife.

Ed Rice, Alex Davit and Leonard Lunt
Swan’s Island Wednesday nigh
to take the third degree in the K. of P

lodge.
Nov. 21.

Q.

For colds in throat or cheat use
PNEUMATIC A. All druggists, 26c.

"

By the next day the Tillage wai
■boot equally divided on the question
though some few were Inclined to biamt
neither the peddler nor cow. It was si
talk for a day or two. and then cairn
action.
The factions no longer bor
rowed nor lent. They bowed stiffly t<

Newport.

W|pt to

Mrs. Susan J. Hodgkins died Sunday,
Sov. 24, aged seventy-tour years. She is
Mrs. Anna
mrvived by six children
lohnson, of LoweU, Mass.; Curtis, of Atleboro, Mas*.; Mrs. Abbie House, of Inlian River; Albert, of Bar Harbor; Mrs.
Alice McIntyre and Adalbert Hodgkins,
Fred
and one (brother
if Marlboro;
Bratton, of Hancock.
A“Nov. 25. __________

—

beautiful

Tbe annuel meeting of tbe Maine teacher,’ aeeociatioa wilt be bald in Hengor in
1913. as tbe result of tbe rote ot tbe executive committee of tbe organization
wbicb met in Aognaia Saturday.

|

Bert Perkins has returned from Boothwith a load of furniture. He will
occupy the Robinson house.

MARLBORO.
Daniel McIntyre is quite ill.
Miss Myrtle Martin, of Hancock,
Forking for Mrs. A. S. Hodgkins.

a

Are

Did yon ever cough for a
month'
Then Just think how
distressing |t
oust be to hare a cough hang oo
for
three months.

| neighbor and best friend Mrs. Burt. track. He saw tbe bushes more, and tired.
"Tinware, ladies?" he asked. "Even I Tbe bullet entered Spenoer'e bead,
I
thing new and bright. Finest milk pa i,
in the country for only 10 cents."
EDEN.
"I'Te always j>ald 15 cents for mil
EUiott F. Jordan ia bare for e brief riait.
ill of grip for nearly two weeks, but is
pans." replied the deacon's wife.
now
Harold Jelliaon waa borne a few days
The
of
safely recovering.
meeting
“Tea. and I’ve sold >tn as high as 1' ^
teat week.
the Sphinx study club at her home has
but they have got a new way of roal .:
been postponed to Dec, 6.
A. B. Higgin* riaited bia sister, Mra. H.
Ing 'em. and I'm giving you the beoefi t
W. Jelliaon, recently.
A Sunday school rally was held at the
of It I'll bring one In."
The pan arrived, new and shin;
Congregational church Sunday mornMiw> Edna Emery ia rieiting ber sister,
ing. witn a
good attendance.
Songs and stood all the tests it was put t<
Mrs. Millard Richardson.
and recitations by pupils, singly and
So leaks, and It would almost serve a
Mra. Flora Allen riaited in Winter Harin groups, made a very pretty Thanksa mirror. A dime was borrowed to pa
bor and Miibridge test week.
giving concert. Sunday morning, Dec. 8, for It, and after a little more talk 1
Tbe Sabermen in thie vicinity ere doing
Rev. A. P. MacDonald will again occupy
was left on the steps while Its owae
a business smelting in weirs,
the still vacant pulpit.
trade a call at another bouse and th , quite
Mias Josephine Letend, who has been
her
own
to
mak
e
wife
entered
deacon's
Miss Marguerite Gilley recently took a
with tbe Miseea Lrltlngwell tbe pest seawell-earned vacation from the New Engup the bed that bad been airing.
son, ia borne.
Now came the cow. She belonged t
land telephone office, and spent Are weeks
Miss Wilde Jordan, who baa been eroa man at the other end of the vtllagi
on a trip to Portland to visit her sister,
stopping on her return at her brother’s There was grass in plenty, but sh s ployed in Ber Harbor tbe past season, is
borne in Rockland. Mrs. Clayton Gilley,
longed for garden truck. She leepe I spending ber vacation with ber sunt, Mrs.
the back fence and helped herself. I II B V. Grant, before returning for tbe winher sister-in-law, accompanied her home,
where
the family will be
joined at her stepping about she approached th s ter.
Nor. 25.
V.
Thanksgiving by Clayton and other rela- kitchen door and saw' that new i*n.
She saw the reflection of her fac !
tives.
NORTH
BROOKSVILLE.
and became astonished amt indignan:
Nov. 25.
Sprat.
The schools to town commence Dec. 2.
A crop eared, one horned critter game 1
SALISBURY COVE.
at her In a defiant manner, and as sb 1
Kenney Grind., has moved into his new
Mrs. Anne Emery, of Bar Harbor, is
I
was a bovine that had ne'er taken
bouse.
bluff she humped up her back am
visiting Mrs. Lacy Liscomb.
A A. Goodell is putting an extanaion on
sailed la.
Leon L. Smith and wife visited Calvin
I bis atsble.
An hour later Mrs. Burt came bac
Chick and wife at West Gouldsboro reFred Wesssl, who bas been very ill ot
after her pan. and her first ye) j!
cently.
pneumonia, ia better.
the
deacon's
wife
ont of th ?
brought
uue ui luv pleas*meat social
garnering*
Harry Young bas purchased tbs store
bouse.
There lay the once shape! r
of the season took place Tuesday evening, ;
and shiny pan tn the dirt, trodden a , formerly occupied by tbe late C. H. PerNov. 19, at the home of Mrs. Lucy Liscomb,
I
!
flat as a pancake. It might do to stu , kins.
it being a birthday surprise party arranged
Nor. 25.
Ca hog hole in the hack fence, but n y
About twenty relatives
by her friends.
artisan could never mold It Into a pan.
BLUE HILL FALLS.
from Seal Harbor, Bar Harbor and Salis"Lands alive!" exclaimed Mrs. Bur)
bury Cove invaded the home of Mr. and
Mr*. Kell* Kane, of Brookiin, U visiting
on
me!”
Mrs
Husi
exclaimed
"Mercy
Mrs. Liscomb, bringing with them bountihere.
"That cow did It!"
1
ful refreshments of ice-cream, cake and
Abram Duffee and wife have returned
"She must have!"
home-made candy. A beautiful birthday
; from Massachusetts.
And you let her.
cake, elaborately decorated, was presented
Mrs. Tbompaon and dangbler, of Gam■'Sarah Burt, don't you say anythin, :
by Mrs. W. H. Liscomb,and served to each
like that to me! I didn't know tber *; den, are guests of Mrs. H. O. Chalto.
the
A
hostess.
guest by
banquet lamp
was a cow In the garden.”
! Schooner Abdel Keens, Capi. Staple*, of
from Shirley Liscomb and wife, satin
"But yon ought to have known. 1 f Vinaibaven, and schooner
couch pillow, A. L. Liscomb's family, fruit
Princeton,
fences like other folk 1 Capt. lulling*, of Deer Die, are in the
plates, Mrs. Olive Smith and Anna Salis- you'd keep yonr
the cows couldn’t get In. I-ook at tha r effing loading for Allen Bros.
s
besides
number
of
smaller
bury,
gifts
Nov. 25.
were presented.
Cmuxzta.
Much of the success of pan that cost me 10 cents an hou r!

bay

Spec.

_

Robertson

was

son

NORTH BROOKU.N.

Henry Ball and wife and Oapt. J. G.
Martin and wife have gone to Lincoln to
Miss Lottie Wooster, of Washington i visit Mrs. George Bail Drew and Dr.
Junction, visited Miss Edith Orcutt last Whiting Ball.
Nov. 25.
E.
week.
Butler

Lawtcn and

the Sonthwest

winter.

soon.

Hiram

Harry

Mrs. Ella McDonald, of South Penobscot, has been visiting at Mrs. Amanda

and Kenneth

It

Joseph re- ! when a tin peddler approached the el
tarned last week from Harmony, where
j lags* of Harrison.
they have spent a month. Mr. Lawton will
He stopped his rig at the first boos
remain for some time yet, as he has a good
The house belonged to Iieacon Bus!
j
position.
On the back steps, seated side by sidi
Miss Gladys Mayo, musical director in
were the deacon's wife and her neare* t
Mrs.

Mrs. Mary Lord and little daughter
Kay, of Surry, spent a few days last week
at Mrs. Lydia Springer’s.

Donald,

George Springer.

spend Thanksgiv-

ing vith Dr. and Mrs. Lemont. They will
be joined at that time by Mr. Lemont.

Mrs. Ivadel Hutchinson’s little daughter. who has been seriously ill, is better.

tendance:

visiting her mother, Mrs. Ann Hooper.
W. F. Cousins and wife have returned
from a visit with their daughter Mrs.

last week to

came

HOW CHR8WG COUGHS

Near England corn show in
Boston test week, Maine won six of tbe
seven prize, in tbe potato exhibit, tbe second prize going to Vermont.
At tbe

Mrs. Arthur Lemont and tier three chil-

Wednesday.

School closed
son

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

dren

Shorrtisrmmt*

Tbe bear school building at Kang*ley,
betlt to replace tbe one burned a year ago,
wea burned Friday, with a I nee ot flS.OOO.

The Congregations! sewing circle was
entertained by Mrs. J. D. Phillips Wednesday of last week. The winter Mia was
set for Dec. 11.

Many

Julia Bartlett, who has been visiting in Lawrence, Mass., returned holbe

inter.
is

wnere she has

Mrs.

again; Miss Frances

Lawrie has moved to the

Frank Bradbury

Persia Young went to Ellsworth

Tuesday,

teacher.

Mrs.

James A. Hill and Mrs Abbie Taft,
West Goulds boro, have been guests of
Mrs. George Allen several days.
Mrs. William H.
Moore and granddaughter, Miss Leitha Temple, are visiting at H. H. Havey's, West Sullivan.
Nov. 25.
C.
Mrs.

of

home of Mrs. G. H.

The

Dyer,

few

Alien.

Cecil Butler and family, of Harrington,
were goests of G. W. Madison and wife

ahed

a

K1TTKBY TO CABIBOl

COUNTY NEWS.

__

spend-

Bangor.

moved

two

j

The local onion of the Christian En-

FRANKLIN.
Thomas Macom ber has gone to Boston
to enter

Mrs.

comfortable.

more

Lorina McKusick is

|

each other or not at all on the street
They revived gossip that had beer
dead fifteen years and rolled It node!
their tongues. Carried Into the church
es? Of course It was
When a thins
like that geta started In a village
there's no telling where It will end
It
drew the elders and deacons and two
ministers In. and It made the attend
ance at sermons and prayer meetings
mighty slim. To all peacemakers the
deacon's wife would reply:
“I wasn’t set here on this earth to
look out for other folks' milk pans, and
I Jest won't do it!”
And the reply of Sire. Burt would be:
“She ought to have known about the
eow. and I'll never pay that 10 cents!"
It was a quarrel and a division that
laated five years and might have gone
on for another five but for providence
taking a hand In the game.
A
tramp who had the nuasles beaded
that way. and he simply handed the
town an epidemic.
Not a acore of
people were spared. While none died,
all went to bed to be doctored and to
do a heap of thinking, and the result
was that as fast as they could crawl
out they eased their consciences
by
confessing their errors and asking for

tTtr-

Only A Fir* Hero
but the crowd cheered, a*, with burned hands,
he held up a «ma>i round do*.
Fellows!” be
■ touted.
»hi- Puck leu's Arnica Halve I bold,
bu etr i-Mu« teat for burns.’* Right! alsofor boll*, uicen, *<fr«. pimples, eczema, cuta.
■prain-, iruiae*. Hureat pile cure, ft auddue» ii.itdoimaiioo, kills pain. Only 25 cents
at &Mtdraer‘ets’.

Infants

TIm KM YnHui
Boars the

Signature of

AhnjsB«{ht

“Here Is the 10 cents.’’ said lira.
Burt as ahe tottered over to the deacon's as soon as she could stand.
“Sarah, I don't want It" was the re“These measles have made me
ply.
see that I ought to have watched
that
milk pen.”
And the village of Harrison loved
Itself and Its neighbor again.

Metcalf’s Fox Decoy
As

$1.00

jM
DUIflHW
*

s

A reliable t

MltMifljf

*■

!’%

p*rv Either

trappiug

C»M»

•

•'*

order.

■. C. MKTCAJJT dh CO.. AJltwd. N. H.

I

Pauper Notice.
vino miitrmcwd with rh. City of tlie
worth to support and care for iho*e «£so
o»*y need aasistance during tbr ne*'. A1*
I
Jre*rr end ere lee*] resident* ofu Bll»wbrth.
on my **forbid ail person* trusting the
r«unt. *s there is plentr of room *c<’ *cco«mo<iniions to ears for them *t the City F*rn»
II. J- Due
howto.

Ha

1

Slice
it as

you
use

it
8moke Sickle Plug.
You’ll like it because it’s good, and stick to k
because it’s best.
Sickle Plug keeps its original flavor and moisture
oetter than smoking tobacco in
any other form.
The moisture and flavor are pressed in
by machinery
and kept in by the tobacco-leaf
wrapper. This natural protection is Car better than such aids as
cans, bags or other artificial covers.

forgiveness.

CASTOR
IA
Ter
sad Children.

.1 ust breathe Booth's IIYOMEI for
five minutes and the penetrating antiseptic air from the Eucalyptus forests
rf Australia will sooth* the sore
Catarrhal membrane and give wonderful relief.
Being such an efficient remedy, absolutely free from harmful dr is. G.
A. I'archer is willing at the makers'
requesi to guarantee IIYOMEI for
Catarrh, Croup, Catarrhal I>eafnrss.
Coughs, Colds. Sore Throat ami Bronchitis or money back. The little book
in each package tell* how simple it '.s
to get rid of all these distressing diseases.
Complete HYOM El outfit including pocket inhaler. $1.00; extra
bottles, U) cents at dealers anjwhete.

S.

1_

NEWS.

COl'STY
'''

roman’s

relief corps, with
companions,
to be present.
Nov.
Thursday,
21, was Wilson and
Marshall night in Bluehili.
At 7 the
sdlsworth band marched to the store
>f 1. E.
and
then headed the proStanley
*es»ion of
triumphant democracy. The
ransparences were very good, one that
nade an
especially good hit being a picure of a bull moose on
its back, with the
victorious donkey
standing over him.
I Several houses were
decorated for the oc•asion, among the most noticeable
being
hose of I^ater Veaztc and Koseoe
Gnndie.
bonfires and red lights were
burned,
Ruminating the line of march. A grand
Mil was held in the town
ball, to which
ire

hKOOKUN.
is In

town.

of Stonington,
j carter,
Griffin, who baa been ill, is

j^EUe

"mu*

Bacbel Cole

we*

Caatine last

in

H- Mayo returned from Boston
yp \

gitarday.

to drain the library building
tbe ditch

M,l*eo completed.

waa put up on the high
Saturday.
*bool budding
and Mm* Dorothy, of AdEterelt Kano
• ,ew "•*** >>««•
upending
ioou,

escape

flre

H 9.
in

ill

North

came home from Blue
Mita Ad* Herrick
where ahe has been teaching,
Saturday,
Mil
la borne from Revert,
Oaorgc Herrick

he has been
ujM., where

visiting

j

Nov. 25.

SEDGWICK.
Eva Herrick, of Brooklin, is
visiting
Mrs. A. F. Robbing.

nra

Mia* Eva Herrick
Mr*. Edilh Phillip*,
were in Rockland last
iai Owen 1. Flye
w*ek.
home from Bar
Herman Bracy came
with four cowa and a
^bor last Monday

!

to attend the funeral of his niece. He
returned to his school Saturday.
Mrs. Frieda Staples died Monday, Nov.
18.
She had been ill a long time of
stomach trouble, and had been to the
Maine general hospital and to the Massachusetts general hospital for treatment,
but all efforts were unsuccessful. She was
cheerful end uncomplaining to the
last^
with a bright word for all. Mrs. Staples’
was one of the foremost ladies of
the
place, always active in charitable or social
work, and will be greatly missed in the
community, as well as by the bereaved
Her
husband, parents and relatives.
funeral was attended by members of the

and wife have moved
Herbert Tapley
of the late Oilman Flye at
,nto the houae

Fred Candage is at North Brooklin
a barn for George Pervear.

and

Mrs. Richard Bracy spent the week-end
with Mrs. Emery Bracy, at Brooklin.

in

knew him.
Retoittd, That, aa a tribute to hia memory,
oar charter be draped in mourning for thirty

Cunningham.

daya.
Retalvfd, That a copy «f these resolutions
be spread on our records and a copy be aent'to
the immediate family and to Tub Ecuiwokth
Askhic&k for publication.
F. D Lose.
L. E. Lbaoh,
W. M Wabdwbii,
Committee.

Mary A. Wood and daughter left
California, to spend the w in-

Mrs.

U«t week for

ter with relatives.

Mitchell, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. U. B. Stover, returned
toOrrington Friday.
Mrs.

Seott ba* received hi* appoiut- I
mail carrier on route No. 3, and
will begin hi* duties Dec. 2.

Portland, ia home.
Angelhie Robbins is

Capt. Edwin Carman
from Boston Saturday.

Saunders.

Stinson, who has completed the
fall term of school, will return for the
winter term.
People and pupils are
pleased.

home of

entertainment in the hall Wednesday evening. It
was

indeed

proceeds
Nov.

an

were

A. M.

is

Toe K*bc*v»h fair Fnlay afternoon in
successful.
Assembly hall was very
Cooked food, home-made candy, fancy
article*, aprons an I ice-cream were on
•Me. Fish chowder was served from 5 to
7. The evening wa* devoted to dancing.

Gladys Parker, who has been visiting her grandmother, left Sunday lor her
borne in Bluetull.
M.
Nov. 25.

of fun

21._H.

Announcements have been received here
marriage of Norman Pearl Merrill

of the
and

Miss

Thursday,

Frances
Nov.

years she has been
office in New York.

•cot

ing

several years ago and opened
business and by bis unfailing

a

!

Mrs.

;

daughter

Mm

Mrs. Brewer

j

|

gu**t of

-—--

Davidson, of Eagle Grove,
Mr.
week-end here.
Havidson formerly lived in the Parker
bouse on South street.
The schools closed last Friday for two
weeks’ recess. The teachers, Miss Augusta

^ighton

A.

the

aud Chelsea

Bailey,

are

spending

their vacations at their homes.

Monaghan’s dancing

day evening

school

opened Fri£

large attendance, ana
^'’eral more will join on Nov. 29. In a
■bort time extras will be given to which
the public will be admitted.
w

ith

a

bewail Snowman and wife have issued a
cordial invitation to all their friends to
their home on December 9, their fiftieth
wedding anniversary. There will be a re^ption from 2 to 5 and from 7 to 10 in the
evening. James A. Garfield post and the
A

—

k.

sicians everywhere
mend Scott’s Emulsion with
absolute confidence in its
beneficial results. Don’t wait
—start nou), but insist on

Great Building Fall*

when its foundation Is undermined, and if
good digeationJoe foundation of health follows.
On the
J# attacked,0f quick collapse King's New
Life
sigoa
Dr.
fndigestion.
“ms should be taken to tone the stomach ana
regulate liver, kidney and bowels. Pleasant,
e»*y, safe and only 26 cents at all druggists.

nesses.
a

There

chorus of

can

be

only

one

Stott

it

IIowkf,

Bloomfield.

N.

Dressing
For Women.
Perfectly Delightful—Full

Pranks, carpenter. High St., Ellsworth, Me., says: “About two years ago
As
I noticed my back growing lame.
constaut.
time passed, the trouble became
so bad that I
Finally my condition was
had to lay off from work for several days.
A. M.

of

and

few doses

j

_

no

other.

A

M A
M
00 f866
9 00
A M
P M

.t8
10 00

1 20.fll 00 fl2 86
AM

AM

PM

PM

Sundays, until Nov. 24 inclusive, a train will
leave Bangor at 7 a m; Ellsworth 8.11 a m for
Bar Harbor. Returning leave Bar Harbor 4 p
m; Ellsworth 5 20 p m for Bangor.
t Daily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
m. and arriving at Ellsworth il.06 a m, 10.62
p m connect with Washington Co Ry.
I Stops on signal to conductor.
§Stops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
p

Passengers

are
earnestly requested to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
especially
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President & General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

cure

Eastern

Steamship
Corporation.

Sedgwick and Boston $3.
Steamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor Mon-

days and Thursdays at 10 00 a m for 8eal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
8tonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with

steamer

for Boston.

Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll Mondays
and Thursdays at 10 £0 a tn for South Bluehlll,
Brookllq, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brookavllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick line discontinued for the season.
RETURNING
Turbine

Steel

Steamship

Belfast

or

Camden
Leaves Boston 6pm Monday, Tuesday
Thursday and Friday for Rockland, connecting,
with

steamer

leaving Rockland 6.16

a

m,

Wed-

nesday ahd Saturday for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll,
Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.
E. L. SMITH, Agent, Bar Harbor.
▲ M. Hkkhick, Agent, Bluehlll.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

KL.UJWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO PAY, NO WA8HNN."
All kinds of laundry work done at abort notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.
Ellsworth. He
Kstey Building. Stale St..

earn

if

Ellsvortl Loan and Boilding Ass’n
A
Is

now

NEW

SERIES

open. Shares, SI each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share.

WHY

PAY

when

RENT

can borrow ua your
a first
and
every month? Monthl>
pitvments and iuterest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and lu about ten years you

you

shares, give
reduce it

mortgage

will

OWN

YOUR OWN HOME.
For

A.

particulars Inquire

of

O. W. Tapley. Sec'y,
First Nat’l bank Bldg.
W. Kino, President.

legal

Notices.

subsetIber hereby gives "notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament and codicil of
GIDEON L. JOY, late of HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as tbe law directs
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlice H. Scott.
mediately.
Ellsworth. Me., Nov. 12, 1912.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
MARTHA J. COOLIDQE, late of HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against tbe estate ot
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Lizzie F. Crabtree.
Hancock, Nov. 12,1912.

THE

legal Notice*.

legal Jfottrw.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss. November 16, 1912.
this 16th day of November, a. d.
1912, on execution anted Oct- 21, 1912, issued on a judgment rendered by the supreme
Indicia) court for the county of Hancock
aforesaid at a term thereof begun and held on
the second Tuesday of October, 1912. to wit,
5n the 17th day of October, 1912, in favor of
International Harvester Company of America,
a corporation organized and exisiting under
:he laws or Wisconsin aud having general
>fflces at Chicago, Illinois, against O. A. Ferguson, of Deer Tsie, in the County of Hancock
and State of Maine, for one hundred and
cents debt
orty-three dollars aud thirty-five
>r oamage and fourteen
dollars and forty
hree cen;s costs of suit, and will be sold at
public auction on the premises in said Deer
ale to the highest bidder on tbe 23d day of
Jecembar. 1912, at two o’clock in tbe aiterioon, tbe following described real estate and
ill the right, title and interest which the said
J. A. Ft rguson has and had in and to the
lame on the 22d
day of February. 1912. at
sleven o’clock and fifteen minutes in the loreioon, the time when the same was attached
>n tbe writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain tract or parcel of land situated in
h'- town of Deer I«le, butts and bounds as
ollows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake by the land of tbe late
Paul Spofford, saio stake being Twenty-th r» e
md one quarter rods from the shore, the
louthwesi corner of said land, aud from said
dake running south thirty-six and three
juarters degrees east to tbe shore to a stake,
u.d thence by the shore easterly to the fence
between the pasture and field on tbe lot
which lot is the line formerly occupied by the
late William Morey, and by said pasture
fence as it now runs to the cranberry meadow
iround said meadow westerly, northerly,
easterly, and northwesterly to a sprnce tree
on line of land of the above named Spofford
snd by said line southwesterly twenty-three
and one-ruarter rods to the bounds begun at.
9aid lot contains ten acres, more or less.
Also one undivided half of another lot of
land adjoining the aoove conveyed premises
upon the northeast, butts and bounds as follows, beginning at the shore by tbe beforenamed pasture fence and by same to the cranberry meadow, and thence by the before conveyed land to the tree above named on tbe
line of the Spofford lot, and by same northeasterly to land of Ezekiel Marshall and by
said Marshall’s land southeasterly to tbe
shore, and by the shore westerly to ihe
bounds begun at, said lot contains thirty
acres, more or leos. And also the one undivided half of tbe house standing in the field
reserved as occupied by Sylvanus Q. Haskell in deed dated Feb. 12, 1873, and recorded In vol. 146, page 608, both of the above
described lots being the same premises conveyed by Sylvanus G. Haskell to Franklin B.
Ferguson in deed last above referred to, and
Franklin B. Ferguson to Charles A.
rguson
by deed recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds, vol. 484, page 448.
D. Wellington Torrby.
Deputy Sheriff.

To all persona interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, In and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of November, a. d. *912.
attars having been prefollowing
sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the third dav
of December, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

County

of

TAKEN

Ksaid

THE

see cause

Delia

L.

Harden,

late

of

Eden,

in said

executor therein named.
Ann
R. Feunelly, late

of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
presented by Charles H.
probatethethereof,
executor tberni-t vw.-ri.
Wood,
Mary Jane Pocnro.t, 'ate f Hw ■-* ok. in said
a ce* !t»in ii.*..ncui-nt
county, deceased
purs nment of
porting to be tho Inst wi iv
Srtid deceas' d, tog elite; wan ^tiition lot probate thereof, presented by Weston Ji. Pomroy,
the executor therein nannd.
Sarah E. Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Mabel N. Joy, a
daughter and a beneficiary therein named.
Emetine Rinalda, late of Trenton, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, and for the appointment of
Alice H. Scott, administratrix with the will
annexed, the executor named in said will having died prior to the death of the testatrix,
presented by Harry B. Ober and Lizzie A.
Ober, devisees and legatees, named in said
will.
Phebe M. Hooper, late of Brooklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Clarence M.
Hooper or so e other suitable person be apadministrator of the estate of said
eceased, presented by Clarence M. Hooper,
widower of aaid deceased.
Austin E. Freethy, late of Brooklin, in aaid
county, deceased. First and final account of
Mark L. Dodge, administrator, filed for settle-

Sointed
ment.

Samuel P. Cousins, late of Lamoine, in aaid
county, deceased. First and final account or
Marjory Cousins, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
ease***
Lucy Ann Pert, a person of unsound mind, of
Sedgwick, in said county, account of Austin
H. Dority, guardian, filed for settlement. Also resignation of Austin H. Dority, guardian,
»

filed.

Gherman, minors, of Castlne, in said county*
ieceased. Petition filed by George L. Sherman, guardian, for license to sell certain real
estate of said minors, as described in said

George
F. Peabody
Katrina Trask
THEGeorge notice
that
have been
subscribers,

H.

county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition lor probate thereof, presented by Aluion Harden, the

Nichols,

ana

hereby give
they
duly
appointed executors of the last will and testa-

petition.

Reuben W. Thom, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by A. C.
Hagerthy, administrator, for license to sell
certain real yestate of said deceased, as deSPRINGS,
in the county of Saratoga, State of New York, scribed in said petition.
Fannie Douglass, late of Oastine, in said
deceased, no bonds being required by the
terms of said will.
Not being residents of county, deceased. Petition filed by Ralph H.
Condon,
administrator, for license to sell cerMaine the subscribers have appointed A. H.
tain real estate of said deceased as described
Lynam, of Eden, Maine, whose postoffice ad- in said petition.
dress is Bar Harbor. Maine, their agent for
Edward E. Upham, late of "Winter Harbor*
purposes specified in revised statutes, chap- in said county, deceased. Petition tiled by
ter 66, section 43. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are Warren L. Russell, administrator of the esof said deceased, that an order be issued
desired to present tbe same for settlement, tate
and all indebted thereto are requested to to distribute among the heirs of said deceased. the amount remaining in the hands of
make payment immediately.
said administrator, on the settlement of his
George Foster Peabody.
third account.
Katrina Trask.
Ira Robertson, late of Sullivan, in said
Geo. L. Nichols.
county, deceased. Final account of Will R.
Oct. 11,1912.
Bavey, administrator, filed for settlement.
William Fennelly, late of Eden, in said
Notice of First Meeting.
Petition that Elmer J.
county, deceased.
In the District Court of the United States foi
Morrison or some other suitable person be apthe Hancock District of Maine.
pointed administrator d. b. n. with the will
annexed of the estate of said deceased, preIn the matter of
sented by Elmer J. Morrison, a son-in law of
Charles C. Young,
said deceased, the executrix named in said
Bankrupt,
will being now deceased.
To the creditors of Charles C. Young, of Trenton, in the county of Hancock and district JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
is hereby given that on the 21st
of
a.
d.
the
said
1912,
November,
day
SHERIFF'S SALK.
Charles C. Young was duly adjudicated
STATE OF MAINE.
bankrupt: and that the first meeting of his Hancock ss.
November 15,1912.
creditors will be held at my office, Ellsthis 15th day of November, on exeworth, Me.,on the 12th day of December, a. d.
cution dated October 21, 1912, issued on
1912, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at which a judgment rendered by the supreme judicial
the
time
said
creditors
attend, court, for the county of Hancock, at the term
may
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine thereof begun and held on the second Tuesle bankrupt, and transact such other busiday of October, to wit. on the 17th day of Octoness as may properly come before said meetber. 1912. in favor of Edward. E. Chase, of
William E. Whiting,
ing.
Bluehill, Hancock county, Maine, adminisReferee in Bankruptcy. trator of the estate of M. K. Chase, late of
Ellsworth, Me., November 25, 1912.
Bluehill, deceased, against Stephen R. Chat to,
subscriber hereby gives notice that of Brooksville. Hancock county, State of
rpHE
for one hundred and thirty-nine dolX he has been duly appointed administra- Maine,
lars and fifty cents debt or damage, and fortytor of the estate of
one dollars and fifty-four cents costs of suit,
HARRY C. YOUNG, late of SURRY,
and will be sold at public auction at the office
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and of Edward E. Chase, in said Bluehill. to the
All per- highest bidder, on the 20th day of December,
given bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate 1912, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the followof said deceased are desired to present the ing described real estate and all the right,
same for settlement, and all indebted tkeieto
title and interest which the said Stephen R.
Chatto has and had in and to the same on the
are requested to make payment immediately.
28th day of March, 1910, at two o’clock in the
Sherman S. Scammons.
West Franklin, Nov. 19,1912.
afternoon, the time when the same was attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit, an
subscriber hereby gives notice that undivided half of a certain lot or parcel
she has been duly appointed admin- of
and
land
situated
in
Brooksville,
istratrix of the estate of
bounded as follows: Beginning at the waters
ELLEN A. HODGKINS, late of LAMOINE, of the South Bay. so called, by land owned by
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and Kenney 8. Grindle; thence pouthwesterly by
land to the highway that leads
bonds as the law directs.
All persons said Grindle’s
thence northerly by said
aving demands against the estate of said de- to M, H. Grindle’s;
until
it strikes the
leading
highway
are
desired
to
ceased
present the same for to Walker’s Mill; thence highway by said
southerly
settlement, and all indebted thereto are rehighway tu land of John E. Staples; thence
quested to make payment immediatelv.
easterly by said Staples’ land to the shore;
Addie F. Hodgkins.
»
thence northerly by said shore to the place of
Lamoine, Nov. 8,1912.
beginning, meaning ail the real estate of the
late Mark H. Grindle. lying to the easterly
subscriber hereby gives notice that
be has been duly appointed adminis- side of the road leading to Walker’s corner*
trator of the estate of
including the buildings thereon.
William G. Gbrene.
JAMES HIGGINS, late of EDEN,
Sheriff.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
iu
LUC
CBIBLLC
t'Ciovuo
given bonds as the law directs. All perhereinafter named.
sons
having demands against the esAt a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
tate
of
said deceased are
desired
to
for the county of Hancock, on the twelfth
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payday of November, a. d. 1912. being au adment immediately.
R. J. McGakriglb.
journei session of the November a. d. 1912
term of said court.
Calais, Me., Nov. 8. 1912.
following matters having been presubscriber hereby gives notice that
sented for the action thereupon hereinshe has been duly appointed executrix
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that noof the last will and testament of
tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
ANDREW J. HARRIMAN, late of BUCK8- by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the EllsPORT,
worth American, a newspaper published at
In the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds Ellsworth, in said county, tnat they may apbeing required by the terms of said will. All pear at a probate court to be held at Ellsdemands
the
estate of
against
persons having
worth, in said county, on the third day of
said deceased are desired to present the December, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock in the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
are requested to make payment immediately.
cause.
Elizabeth L. Hakriman.
Nahum H. March, late of Ellsworth, in said:
Bucksport, Nov. 18, 1912.
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
suosenber hereby gives notice that
rpjbc.
said deceased, together with petition for proX he has been duly appointed adminis
bate thereof, presented by Sarah G. Dow, the
trator of the estate of
executrix therein named.'
M ARY C. AUSTIN, late of HANCOCK,
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
A true copy of the original order.
given bonds as the law directs.
All perAttest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.
sons having demands against the estate o'.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
Amos 8. Hodgkins, of La•\\rHEREA8
requested to make payment immediately.
moine, Hancock county, Maine, by his
??
Thbo. P. Austin.
need dated January 30. 1901. ana remortgage
Egypt, Me., Oct. 9. 1912.
corded in Hancock registry of deeds in vol.
858, page 254, conveyed to A. C. Hagertby, of
subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpHE
in said county, two certainjlots or
X she has been duly appointed adminis- Ellsworth,
of land situated in said Lamoine with
tratrix of the estate of
he buildings thereon and fully described in
AH
G.
late
of
J081
BUNKER,
FRANKLIN, said mortgage, and whereas the said Hagerin the county of Hancock, deceased, and given thy thereafterwards, on the 20th day of Novbonds as the law directs. All persons having ember, a. d. 1912, assigned to me, the underdemands against the estate of said deceased signed, the said mortgage, the debt thereby
are desired to present the same for settlement,
secuied and all his right by virtue of said
and all indebted thereto are requested to mortgage to the premises thereby conveyed;
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
make payment immediately.
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
Alice V. Bunker.
the breach of condition thereof I claim a foreFranklin, Nov. 19,1912.
closure of said mortgage and give this notice
Walter W. West,
subscriber hereby gives notice that for that purpose.
he has been duly appointed adminisRy R. E. Mason, his att’y.
trator of the estate of
Ellsworth, Me., November 20, 1912.
ISAAC W. BLAI8DELL, late of ORLAND.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All per- "TTTHEREAS Amos 8. Hodgkins of Lamoine,
given bonds as the law directs.
Hancock county, Maine, by his mortfV
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present gage deed dated May 14; 1901, and recorded in
the same for settlement, and all indebted Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol. 863,
thereto are requested to make payment im- page 261, conveyed to A. C. Hagertby, of Ellsworth, in said county, two certain lots or parTracy N. Eldbidge.
mediately.
cels of land situated in Lamoine in said
Orland, Nov. 19, 1912.
county with the buildings thereon, and fully
subscriber hereby gives notice that described in said mortgage, and whereas the
JL he has been duly appointed adminis- said Hagertby thereafterwards on the 20th
trator with will annexed of the estate of
day of November, a. d. 1912, assigned to me,
the undersigned, the said mortgage, the debt
EPHRAIM E. PENDLETON, late of ORthereby secured and all his right by virtue of
LAND,
said mortgage to the premists thereby conin the coanty of
Hancock, deceased, and veyed; and whereas the condition of said
bonds as the law directs.
All persons mortgage has bet n broken, now therefore, by
aving demands against the estate of said reason of the breach of condition thereof 1
deceased are desired to present the same for claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
settlement, and all indebted thereto are regive this notice for that purpose.
Walts» W. West,
quested to make payment immediately.
Lincoln N. Gilkey.
By R. E Mason, his att’y.
Isles boro, Nov. 19, 1912.
Ellsworth, November 20,1912.
ment and codicil of
SPENCER TRASK, late of SARATOGA

v

NOTICE

TAKEN

6rove

THE
given
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_Deputy
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Banking.

Beauty

helped
drug-store, and the Urst
After 1 had used two boxes of this
me.
Into hair.
East fall I
remedy, 1 was entirely cured.
on my kidneys,
caught cold and it settled
Use PARISIAN Sage and your hair
causing another attack. 1 had not forgot- won’t turn gray; won’t look faded or
had previ- !
ten What Doan’s Kidney Pills
grow thin and scraggley.
the
Dandruff will disappear, hair stop
ously done for me, and 1 began using
I
I
will become imremedy. I was (quickly cured,” (State- falling; the scalp
i maculately white, and all germ life
ment given February 7,1906.)
will
be
i
promptly destroyed,
AFTER MANY YEARS.
At dealers everywhere, 50 cents.
Mr. Franks was interviewed several : Sold by G. A. l'archer, who will refund your money if you are not satishe said: “I confirm all I
years later and
endorsement of tied. The girl with the Auburn hair
said in my liprevious
its is on every package of PARISIAN
Doan’s Kidney Pills and authorize
of Sage.
continued publication for the benefit

For sale by|all dealers. Price 50 cents,
Poster-Milburn Uo., Buffalo, New York,
lolc agents'for the United States.
Remember the name-Doan’s-and take

AM
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Refreshing and Invigorating -Qualities that Put
Life, Lustre

suffering in that way, I got a
at Moore’s
BUpply of Doan's Kidney Pills
When

plaint.”

6 68 11 68
7 00 11 69
AM

J. lt-65

Finest Hair

verdict—

1 have never had
of my former cominy serious recurrence

PM
5 60

AM

—

approval.

other kidney sufferers.

PM
4 60

PM

Boston via Dover lv
Boston via Ptsmth lv

SCOTT’S.
c No alcohol or drugs.

are
Doan's Kidney Pills are on trial
being tried every day for weak kidneys—
for exhausting kidney backaches. What
is the verdict? Read Ellsworth testimony
experiences of Ellsworth wit-

j

6 281.
6 33 Jll 84

Bluehtll and Boston $3.50.

body and brain.
Scott’s Emulsion corrects
nervousness— it is essentially a
food—a concentrated, nourishing, curative food to restore the
healthy action of body cells,
fortify the blood, sharpen the
appetite, make strength,
health, energy and vigor.
As pure as milk, it is readily
assimilated nourishes every
organ and every tissue. Phy-

K.

—personal

12 69
1 06

*12 60 ° 4 60
Portland.ar.
7 56.°880
Boston via Dover ar
9 06 6 16.
Boston via Ptsmth ar
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

run-

for

L. Dorr, of Bucksport. visited

Hear the Testimony of Ellsworth
People ami Decide the Case.

the

wife.

actually weak,

down—they are slowly
deteriorating—they need
strength and nourishment

U.

William Dodge, of Ellsworth, was in
towu laat week
calling on friend*.
Mr*. 1. E. Kalpb and son, of Northeast
Harbor, have returned home, after spending a few- days with George Ralph and

speut

are

You Are The Jury

in

12 00
12 06

Fare Reduced.

SUforrUcniunta.

Rufus Stover and wife.

William H.

B.

PM

Bar Harbor and Bouton $3.50.

—

Stover, of Boston, is

Rufus

recom-

Horace Herrick *pent laat w«ek in New
^ork on business and pleasure.

Inwa,

E.

Nov. 25.

J.

Amo*

of

npBHpappn

Stubbs, of Buckaport, was
here laat week conducting repairs on bis
bouse, now rented by R. T. Carlisle.

BLUE HILL.
Mr*.

(laughter

__

Mias Nellie Leach, of BluehilL, viaited
grandfather, 8. E. Grindle, last week.
Mra. Elisabeth Bowman, of Boston, was
the week-end guest of her lather, B. E.
Grindle.

Capt.

their bereavement.

Nov.*25.

the

was

Abigail Gordon, of Franklin, and had
in Bar Harbor, for many years.
She leaves, besides her husband, two
nous —Victor, who lives in Massachusetts,
and Calvin, of New York, and two daugbBernice
Mrs.
Henry and Miss
| terM
lsapbine Brewer, of Bar Harbor.

her

courtesy

—

law

resided

tailor-

Miss Ethel, a student at the
mho have the sympathy of all

a

and

relatives here last week.

and strict attention to business had many
friends. He is survived by a w idow and
of

in

employed

Lizzie L., wife of Ixiring F. Brewer, died
Monday, Nov. 18, aged fifty-nine years.

WEST SURRY.

He had
time, and unable to attend to his business,
but no immediate danger was anticipated.
Mr. Bland came tofiucksport from Penobtrouble.

on

Mrs.

Mich.

daughter of Mrs. John T.
Hinch, of Bar Harbor, and is a former
Bar Harbor girl.
During the last ten

_

heart
from
morning,
been in poor health some

Monday

Detroit,

Merrill is the

Miss

The community was much shocked by
the death ot Richard A. Kbind, which occurej

Foster

Elizabeth

il, in

Mr*.

recovery.

Tht remains of Mrs. Margaret Barnard
• former r^-si
lent, who died at Sheiburu
Falls, .Vla»s., Th irs lay, arrived Saturday
accompanied by Rev. Margaret Barnard,
of Boston.
The burial whs in tbe family
lot at Oak Bill. Mrs. Barnard was ninetythree yean of age.

Brewer June.
BANGOR.... ar.

Mias Hattie Whittaker is at home from
Addison wbere she has been teaching.

Eugene Simpson, of Millvale, is the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Ralph Lowell.

hop

and the

AMIPM

Egery’s Mill.1
Holden. fll 48 12 89

the

and

slight improvement

a

BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR.
BAR HARBOR ....It
9 00
tIO SO f 4 IS
Sorrento.
4 46
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry.fll 20 t 6 16 t 9 60
11 27 6 22 9 68
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
Hancock. 11 80 6 26 10 08
Franklin Road.til 40 t 5 88 10 14
Wash’gt’n June.
fll 00 fll 60 \ 5 41 10 46
ELLSWORTH.
11 08 11 67
6 47 10 52
Fllaworth Falls., a
fll 10 12 02 5 62ill0 67
Nicolin. Ill 22 112 15 8 07 11 10
Green Lake. fit 80 12 24 • 17 11 19
Phillips Lake. ill 87 *12 31 1 8 25 11 26

employment.

Miss Bennie Coulter of Bradley,
guest of Mias Hattie Whittaker.

Mrs.

Gould, sr-,
who wra* sinfully injured Tnursday evening, by falling from the platform in the
Methodist vestry, will be pleased to learn
that there is

enjoyable evening,
satisfactory.

Forsyth has gone to Bucksjiori,

wbere he has

ance.

The many frl *nda of

an

BAR HARBOR.

Rtdge.

Mrs.

full attend-

In Effect

Sept. 30, 1012.

Portland.lv.

The ladies' aid society gave

Gibbs is teaching at Back

Misa Grace

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Laura

EAST ORLAND.

Tbe B. H. 8. club held its regular meeting
a

came

aimrrtismnuftb

as

Thursday evening at the
William K. Beazley, with

wife

and

Ralph Saunders’ family is suffering from
grip; also the family of Mrs. William

N. B.

men:

Isle with

at Deer

Mrs. Frank Marshall.

brother. Edwin Ashworth, therefore be it
AMotred. That Kaat lUaiahill A. O. U. W.
ha« lost a trne and faithfal member, who by
hi* ftympathy aud kiud words for all had endeared nuuaelf in the hearts of thoae who

Miss l’)um» Lunt Crowther spent tiatonlay and Sunday with Miss Margaret

ISLE.

Saunders ia home, after the
aeason’H yachting.
Ernest Bye, who had spent three years

10c., 25c.

anti Steamboats.

AM

S.
SOUTH DEER

j

Irving L. Brown and wife will leave
soon for Houlton for tbe winter.

a

Charles

Melvin Green, of South Brooksville,
goaioa Thursday.
lave a dance in Riverside hall Saturday
Mr*. Boy Toloott and Master Lawrence, |
*
evening.
Ol Somerville, Mast., joined Mr. Toloott at
and
John
William
Lane
have
Capts.
A. W. Bridge* Saturday.
been at Marshall’s island on business the
Col. w. B. Tbotnpaon ia having a large
past week.
the
cctuge built at “Pinecreat”, formerly
School has closed for two weeks.
The
of John I.- Weils.
property
teacher, Ethel Stover, has returned to her
Copt. Fred Phillip* and family are home Pome in Bluehili.
(tom New Bedford, Maas., where they
William Stanley has gone to Arooatook
bate (pent the past three weeks.
'ounty to visit his daughter. From there
Pr. Hunt, of Bangor, waa in town SatPe will go to Alabama for the winter.
snuy to perform an operation upon HowNov. 25.
S.
He waa
ard Freetbey tor appendicitia.
assnted by Dr*. Hagerthy, ol Sedgwick,
EAST BLUEHILL.
and Hemck, ot Brooklin. The operation
MKMOR1AL UMOtmON*.
wa* luMcasful, and at the patient ia doing
ITA^rea*. The ailent meaaenger, Death, ha*
well.
I'sfK Femme.
! again entered oar mid«t and removed oar
Nor. 35.
BICKPSORT.

la boiM

JjUilroatJs

lodge, to which she belonged,
large number of friends and rela-

Nov. *23.

Mrs. Albert Rich, of Camden, visited
Per sister, Mrs. Charles Canary, last week.

,

PILLS
Sold Tcrywhcrc

tives.

re-

pairing

BEECHAM'S

Kebekah

Irving Candago went to Rockland Thursday returning Saturday.
Henry Kenney is at South Bluehili
Minting for Alice Eaton.
A. I. Ingraham, of Rockland, was the
(uest of J. A. Closson Saturday.

horse-

the good health which comes
from regular action of the organs
of digestion and elimination—to
freedom from pain |nd suffering—
to physical grace and beauty—
is the harmless, vegetable remedy

I

;

Help

j

to

recently visiting relatives.
Rev. Janies K. Whitmore, on a recent
fishing trip, caught a cod which weighed
nearly thirty pounds.
Austin Joyce came from Providence, II.

II,

bis aia-

fly Point.
WtUace Hmlth, who has been in Maaaareturned home
choeeit* a few weeks,
Wednesday.
bet H. Powers and Gleason Allen, who
weeks here, returned to
have spent two

Dr. H. W. Small and wife, of Deer isle,
were in town

sere

Kane and wife are visiting friends
Concord, N. H., and Freeport.

Woman’s Best

ATLANTIC.

welcomed, and where party ties'
dropped and all enjoyed a good
j
irne. The grand march was led
by Harry
liiuckley, with Miss Constance Holden, of
ledgwick, followed by eighty couples.
were

3m>ntioemtnt&

county news.

especially invited

?^areals

THE

|

rpHE

fiven

luiti LD1/CU

lttrrr''sct&rnts

It Data* From tho Tim* Thot tho Brio
Canal Waa Opanad.
If we seek the original creator of
landed wealth in New York we must
I look oTer the heads of Astor and the
I Goeiets to He Witt d-'llnton. the man
who in 1825 poshed to completion the
Erie canal.
t"p to that time New York waa not
Inevitably marked out for the American metropolis. In 1900 Philadelphia
was actually a larger city, and Baltlmore, with Its splendid harbor and it*
Inland river commontcatton. confldently expected to grasp the nation's commercial leadership.
But the Erie canal changed the situation in a twinkling. It placed the city
In communication with Inland New
York—an agricultural empire In Itself.
whose wealth had previously flowed
by way of the Susquehanna river to
Baltimore—and New York liecame the
seaport for the agricultural states hotdering on the great lakes.
Catil the Erie canal waa opened «
had cost $88 a ton to transport wheat
With this
front Buffalo to Albany.
new waterway the cost fell to somethlnr more than $5. A string of cities,
several of which became large ones,
sprang up along Its course, all tributary to New York.—Burton J. Hendrick
In McClure's Magazine.

Royal

BakingPowder
Adds Healthful Dualrtlestolhefbod
Prof Prescott, of the University of
Michigan, testified before the Pure
Food Committee of Congress, that the
acid of grapes held highest rank as an
article of food and he regarded the results from baking with cream of tartar
baking powder as favorable to health.

Royal it the only Baking Ponder made
from Royal Crape Cream of Tartan

Unconscious Bravery.
At a place called Anghln. about forty miles aouth of Bangkok, a Chinaman and hla wife cultivated a small
The man had
sugar cane plantation.
Music was by Roberts' orchestra
success.
been greatly annoyed by having his
bis neighbors’ buffalo
of five pieces.
cane eaten by
Mrs. James Hill sod Mrs. Abbie Taft calves. Coming home ODe evening Just
at dark, be saw what he thought was
in Prospect Harbor visiting Mra.
were
one of the marauders at work on the
George Allen last week.
cane.
Stealing silently up behind it.
John H. Tracy anl wife left Friday to
he struck It a mighty blow with a
Mra
her
winter
with
the
daughter,
spend
heavy club. The animal dropped withThomas Smith, at Portland.
The Chinaman told his
out a sound.
Mrs. Alice Winslow, of Brockton, Maas.,
wife what be had done and added.
who has been visiting her sister, Mra. E.
“That calf will steal no more of my
D. Noyes, returned home Saturday.
cane." In the morning he found that
Mra. John Shaw left Tbur day for Bar the “calf was a full grown tiger. He
Harbor to visit her daughter, Mrs. E. N. had killed it by breaking its neck. Just
Benson, before going to spend the winter | as the woman of Nam had done. And
with her son Fred.
j John was so much impressed with hla
Mias Edna Bunker and Emery Albee were : awn narrow escape that he took to his
tied and was sick for a week.—Youth's
married Sunday, Nov. 17, at the church.
It was tne first wedding ever solemnized Companion.
in the church here, and was largely attended. Kev. Gideon Mayo, of Franklin,
A Glass Neddie Stiletto.
officiated.
As diabolical a specimen of murderL.
Nov. 25.
ous Ingenuity as ever was discovered
by the police was found one day in the
SARGENTV1LLE.
possession of a Chinaman who had
Chandler Bowden is visiting bis sisters
been working In a laundry In Sew Or
in Medfield, Maas.
leans and who was believed to have
Ralph Harding spent part of last week Intended using It upon his employer
It was a tiny stiletto, with a handle
in Waterville.
about as thick as a carpenter's pencil
Lawrence R. Eaton, M. C. I. ’13, is st
and a blade four Inches long of glass,
home for his vacation.
pointed as keenly as a needle. A tiny
week
Sherman A. Sargent spent last
groove had been filed around the blade
with friends in Bangor.
close to the blit. Suppose it was drivMrs. Clara L. Bowden is spending a few
it would be cer
en Into a man's body,
days with friends in Penobscot.
tain to bre»k off at the groove and
F. Long, jr., of Hoboken, N. J., spent j leave th^ee Inches of glass deep In bis
I flesh.
last week with Charles Foster and wife.
What is more, the puncture
1
would be so tiny that It would probWalter M. Nevells, who has been emshow no mark,
ployed on the steamer Booth bay, is at ably close at once and
not even a single drop of blood.
home.

NEWS.

COUNTY

8TONINGTON.
Schools will close Nov. 27

for

three-

s

weeks’ vacation.

Capt. Conners, of Bar Harbor, is on a
business trip here.
Arthur Spofford and Fred Joyce are at
Spoon island gunning.
Roy E. Fifleld and wife, of Bar Harbor,
are visiting friends here.
Miss Linda Beverage, of North Haven,
is spending her vacation at C. C. Wood’a.
Irving Simpson and wife, of North
Haven, are the guests of Mrs. Sarah Simp-

|

son.

Ernest Weed and

family

have moved to

Brunswick, where Mr. Weed has bought
farm.
Cards

are

out for the

a

marriage of Miss

Ivy Gross and Eugene Cou-ins,
place Dec. 4.

to take

_

The Standard Oil Co. his established an
agency here and put in a large tank. R. R.
Cousins is agent.
Juanita chapter, O. E. S., will hold its
fifteenth anniversary Dec. 8. The chapter
now

has

over

200 members.

Conary, who has been in
Portland for medical treatment, returned
home Wednesday, much
improved in
Mrs.

Alva

health.

|

Clayton Gilley and wife, of Rockland,
visiting Mrs. Emma P. Grindle. Mrs.
Gilley will go to Southwest Harbor the

are

coming week.
been received

Letters have

from Rev.

H. B. Haskell, who is on his way to Jerusalem. The steamship arrived at Gibraltar Nov. 11, after a pleasant voyage.
John L. Goes, of Dorchester, Mass., has
been in town the past week. He presented the Congregational church with a
check of flOO for the purpose of putting in

lights

of

meet the

some

Horace B. Eaton
Miss

Vera N. Harding has returned
East Blaehiil, where she has been
teaching.
Scott

E.

8.,

will

be held

Saturday

DEER ISLE.

tion with

friends

spending

in

Mrs.

Minnie Smith left Thursday for

Boston,

where she has

employment

mother—Mrs. Ida M. Wardwell,
and three sisters—Mrs. Annie Davis and
Miss Horten sc WardwelJ, of this place,
and Mrs. Hattie Emerson, of Bluehill.
The family has the sympathy of all. The
funeral was held Wednesday afternoon,
JRev. A. E. Carter officiating.
WOODLOCKE.
NOV. 26.
WEST UOULDSBORO.
Sargent, who has been at S.
O. Wood’s, returned home Sunday.
Mrs. Annie

Albert and J. D. Wood, who have been
island, are home for the winter.
The election ball Nov. 18 was a decided

at Starr

The

high

school

Harbor View
sent

the

mar’rn”,

closed

King,

Friday for
the

a

aasistant,

chapter, O. E. 8., will pre-

drams “The Village
in town ball Thursday.

School-

Tbe fine weather during the last week
has been improved by a number of
and gunning parties down the bay.
Mrs. Rosa
and

wife

Haskell and

were

in

on

oppe for a roan every time yon meet
Yon know be never has any
him?
Slobbe
money.
Merely In self defease. my boy. If 1 didn’t strike him
he’d strike me.—Philadelphia Record.

board

Masaasoit.

—

Nov. 25.

Rjex.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
Miss Leila Merchant has returned to
Bangor, where she has employment.
Capt. E. J. Wooster, who has been with
his sister, Mrs. Martha Walker, for two
months, returned Saturday to the hoapita1

DEDHAM.

Alphonso Davia,

of Wellington, visited
daughter, Mrs. C. L. Burrill, last week.
Albion G. Goodwin, of Brockton, Mass.,
is visiting his sister, Mrs. G. W. Brewster.

bis

at South Portland for treatment.
•

Ira Colwell has been

p>osition

on

obliged to give up

the lobster smack

Bert Venadeatioe and wife, of Orono,
visiting relatives here.

of hie

are

brother, G. W. Colwell, on account ol
stomich trouble.
Mr. Colwell ia being
treated at Bar Harbor.

Edwin Wellington Moore died suddenly
Nov. 21, at bis home in East Holden.
While be had not been in good health for
some time, he —as about as
usual, only

C. R. Wooster, of Everett, Mass., who
has spent a few weeks at his old home foi
Expression,
complaining of feeling iU a few moments
the benefit of bis health, returned Saturand is usually an judication of some
before bit death. He leaves a wife, who
day. Mr. Wooster was accompanied by
that
will
desickness
so-m
serious
has been very ill for some weeks, one
his mother, Mrs. A. E. Wooster, who will
is
used.
unless
the
right
remedy
the
winter.
velop
Mrs. D. 8. Burrill, of Ellsspend
daughter
There is one sure, safe remedy for
Nov. 25.
W.
worth; and four sons —Herbert D., of ElleDyspepsia, Biliousness, Sick Headworth; Edwin 8., of Bar Harbor: Maurice
ache, Constipation and Cold in the
MT. DESERT FERRY.
first stages.
| E., of Boston, aud George H., of Holden.
Verner Grant, of Boston, is visiting hit
He was a veteran of the Civil war, servThe True “L. F”. Atwood’s Mediing in the 6th Maine. The funeral was
cine, used and proved for over CO parents, Joseph Grant and wife.
years. Here is one of the proofs:
Frank Foss, who is working in Eastport, held Nov. 23, Rev. Jsy Greenly officiatthe
existence
here
‘‘I owe my
past spent Sunday with his mother, Mrs. G. A. ing. The large attendance and profusion
eight years to this wonderful com- Foss.
of beautiful flowers showed the esteem in
bination of roots, barks and herbs, the
which he was held.
True “L. F”. Atwood's Medicine.”
Leroy Webber and wife, of Greenwich, ;
Nov. 2S.
B.
Mrs. O. M. Harrison,
Conn., recently visited Mrs. Webber’s paBrewer, Me.
rents, 1. L. Crabtree and wife.
The other day a child said to her mother:
If you have never used "L. F." AtHarry Rowe, field secretary of the Y. P. "I wish I had a new doit, mamma." "Bui
wood’s Medicine, write to-day for a
old doll," her mother answered, "is
your
discourse
in
S.
C.
an
interesting
E., gave
free sample.
just as good as ever.” "8o am t as good as
"L. T." MEDICINE Co., Portland, the Ferry hall, Sunday evening.
ever,” the little girl retorted, “but the
I Nov. 25.
C.
doctor brought you a new baby.”
Me.
a

Flowered aatln cut lu two piece* end
with two deep acallop* across the top
for this
[ of neb section was selected
Plain satin to match
charming hag
I the predominant shade in tnc dowers
A easing was
was uses! for the lining.
! made
for the narrow satin ribbon,
which served to drive the month of the
the four seal
j hag together and gave
lops the appearance of being a big
;

Borne twenty year* ago Reginald 1>*
Witt, a young American, after being
graduated from college went to Italy
for a brief trip before settling down to

j|
I

a

j

Roman young ladv. Klena. duugb
of Signor terntrl, a prominent
citizen and member of tbe Italian par.
11aincut, captured tbe heart of the
American, and he proposed for her
band. Her heart he already possessed
Considerable time elapsed before be
could induce her father 'to give her to
him. for hla fortune was no* more than
(20.000. and be had no income except
what he derived from tht* source. In
deed. It was not till he received a sub
ordinate appointment in tbe archaeological corps of tbe Italian government
that Signor Ferrari consented to the
ter

j

|
j
BIBBOB THKATBB

BAO.

A ribbon niching W»1
used to trim the outline* of the bag.
A spray of ribbon flower* ™ knotted
at one aide of the bag. Thta make* a
pretty bag to carry to the theater and
for bolding the opera glasne*.
Brocade work bags also are moat
fascinating and are quite fasblooableMagnlflcant bit* of fabric may be ueed
In thl* fashion, *Dd If the piece# sre
too small to form the entire bag they
are used with the satin or silk.
There are an Infinite number of way*
In which they may be adapted In thl*
manner, and even the smallest pieces
are available for the decoration of the

glowing flower.

>

;

Common

—

j

profession
A

i

marriage.
Boon after his betrothal De Witt waa
directed to take charge of tbe excavations being prosecuted at Pompeii
While thus engaged be heard of some
graves that had been discovered far
bark in the hills back of Vesuvius that
had remained undisturbed for many
Such places of sepulture
centuries
are a treasure to the archaeologist, for
men have always been prone to bury
with their dead such articles as they
have been accustomed to use in life.
De Witt determined to go alone to the
graves and trust to luck to find three
near at hand to assist him In opening
them. Bnt when be reached them, be
tng disappointed in (hiding laborers, he
borrowed tools from a peasant woman
and set about tbe work himself.
Removing the top earth from one of
the graves, he uncovered a headstone,
and this he raised with a crowbar. In
a stone coffin lay a skeleton, on the
arms of which were antique bracelets,
while ecattered about were a stone
lamp, articles of toilet and dishea of
food.
De Witt was about to remove
these archaeological treasures when he
heard a voice behind him say:

bag.
If there la enough of the brocade It
la acme time* uaed in a deep band with
the silk or satin shirred on the lower
If the piece*
or upper part of the bag.
are emaller the brocade I* made Into
medallions and aet Into the sldea.
Tbeae medallions may be bordered
with gold lace or gold braid or with
fine shirring* of satin; Bags are safe
things to present to a wt«nan friend,
for now, when they should match her
and are so generally worn,
she Is scarcely likely to have too many.
costume

AMUSING TOKENS.
Character Brooms For the Colleys Boy
or Girt.
If In doubt what to give to the college boy or girl you will amuse and
please ^>y dressing a whisk broom In
nny of the quaint style* suggested
here.
Separate covers may be made for the
whisk brooms, or these decorations may
be applied directly to the handle*.
One whisk is dressed to represent a
plantation mammy. A colored doll's
head ts glued to the handle or to some
foundation that will slip over the hanThen a dress of gayly flowered
dle.
fabric Is made, the waist being filled

Refined Rooting.
The
Enplish root very politely.
When a cricketer lands a fly the
well
“Oh. Jolly
bleacherltes yell:
Oh. very well caught Incaught!
Sometimes when a player
deed'"
plays unusually well they write him a
note the next day.—LoulSTille CourierJournal.

Precautionary.
Blobbe—Why do yon strike Hard-

last

“AILING”

Is

Generally Approved Gift

iranmiK,

ujumuiu iwcnuuaua

PAHCY whisk brooms.

with cotton, so that the owner
may use it for a pincushion If be
wishes.
A gay handkerchief is made
for the neck, and another tiny one is
knotted, bandaua style, over the head.
A little white apron with pockets is
put on over the dress, and the sleeves
of the gown, stuffed with cotton, are
thrust into the pockets and tacked
there so that the absence of bands on
the figure will not be noticed.
Another doll's bead is dressed to represent a French maid and fitted to the
whisk in the same way.
For the friend who is fond of outdoor sports the whisk representing a
dog will tie acceptable. If you cannot
pet an artificial dog's head make one
»t canton flannel or velvet and tint
with water color paints. The cap and
coat should be of bright red cloth with
brass buttons.
A bolder for the whisk broom may
lino lie mode thus: A thin piece of
board—the cut ?Iown lid of a cigar box
will do—should be covered with tluen,
an which a little embroidery has been
Worked. Then cover a serip of buckram or cardboard with linen decorated
with embroidery.
Fasten it over the
whisk with thumb tacks and attach
bows of ribbon on each side. A ring
to which ribbon is added will finish
the acceptable gift.
A Christmas envelope of lavender
linen filled with dried lavender flowers to
perfume household linen will
please the housekeeper.
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Vesuvius, emitting smoke from n,
•p«*. Had It not been for the probable loss of the gtrt be loved be
would
not bare deplored being robbed
of
hi* fortune, for hi* wa* an Intellectual temperament.
He carried, rolled
In paper, the article* he had taken
from from the grave he had oj-eneii.
and fhl* wa* some enlace. Riccdonna
had persisted In regarding the matter
a* a sale and had handed him the
trln
«ets Just before leaving him.
The neighborhood was familiar to
I *e Witt. and. den-ending a Steep deollr.
Itjr to lt>* left, he struck a road that
wound around down tnto Sorrento.
Hrorn there lie proceeded northward
to Naples and took a train for Home.
Having communicated with Signor
Ferrari, he was Informed that If he
had nothing to settle on bis daughter
the marriage could not be permitted.
Kirns wrote him a tearfn1 letter, resigning Idm. for Italian girls are
brought up with the understanding
that marriage for them Is to he arranged by their |>arents.
A year passed, during which De Witt
and bia Italian lore pined for each other.
Signor Ferrari arranged several
matches for his daughter, but she
would not give her consent to any of
them, and be was loath to force her Into
a marriage against her will.
One day It# Witt was walking on the
Via National#, one of the most crowd,
ed streets In Borne, when be met a
man whom by a single feature he recognised Instantly. Giovanni Ricadonna bad an eye eapecially fitted for terrifying his captors. De Witt had looked into it and been convinced that
without the surrender of hi* fortune
he must die. Without this festure be
would never hare recognised the bandit, for Rica donna was dressed In the
costume of an ordinary Italian gentleman.
on seeing De Witt looking
him. knew that he wa* recognised.
Throwing all the vengefnlness that he
could call up Into hi* expression, be indicated to De Witt that If he informed
Rut It
upon him b> would klTI him
was no easy matter under the circumstance* to frighten the man whom be
had robbed of hla lore. The Via Nationals wa* a very different place from
the lonely mountains bordering on the
bay of Naples. De Witt turned and
followed his captor.

Rlcadonoa.

at

Rlcadonna went on down the street
tin he came to Trajan’s column withAt
out turning to look behind him
that point De Witt saw a couple of the
carabinieri coming toward him and.
attracting their attention, pointed to
A moment later a hand
Rlcadonna
was clapped on each one of the banHe turned, ready to
dit'* shoulder*.
spring upon his enemies; but, seeing
that he was about to resist them, they
pinioned his arm*, and he was i*ower
less.
“He 1* Giovanni Rlcadonna. the bandit." aald De Witt.
The vlllnln gave De Witt another of
his terrifying looks, but it was of no
avail. He wa* hurried away and lodged iu prison.
De Witt, hoping to recover some pan
of hi* lost fortune, went to the jail to
see the captive.
“Signor Rlcadonna.” be said. "1 have
Whether
a proposition to make you.
I can do my part In It depend* upon
the will of the Italian government. As
to your doing your*, that depend* upon
whether you have spent the money
if
with which 1 purchased my life
not It Is possible that you may now
purchase your life with It”
“It remain* Intact where 1 placed It,”
aald the robber.
"And you will give It for your life?"
The bandit considered for a few moment*. then said that on a promise of
the government to spare his life be
would tell where the money was concealed.
De Witt made an application to the
government to be authorized to carry
out the agreement, bnt was refused on
the ground that the robber should no
De
longer terrorize the Dalian people
Witt, seeing the Justice of this, did not
press the matter, and Rlcadonna suffered death, but before he was executed be attempted to bribe his Jailer
to permit him to escape by the promise of buried treasure. The jailer Insisted on knowing the location of the

; the terror of the environs of Naples.
A threat from him to kill If a ransom
were not forthcoming was always made
good. De Witt mv at once that this
misfortune would not only deprive him
of his little estate, but bis love.
He
did not yield at once. Indeed, he told
the bandit that be was In doubt
at a
whether to accept death or assent to funds, and Rlcadonna. catching
was hidden
It
him
that
told
straw,
his demands.
Kicadonna took him to
I one of those cave dwellings formed by back of Sorrento.
The Jailer, either because he was inan inclosure in
the rock and partly
! made by hands that were probably corruptible or liecause be did not trust
Rlcadonna. took no action in the mat
j used by some peasant centuries ago. ter.
but after the bandit’s death told
There he succeeded In convincing his
in
! captive that he must either die or De Witt about it. De Wirt at once
surrender his fortune. De Witt wrote ferred that the hiding place was near
1
where he had tieen left by Rlcadonna
a note to his banker to turn the propWitherty Into gold and send It by the on the heights back of Sorrento.
bearer.
The messenger was a grape out much ho|>e of Sliding it. he determined to make a thorough search
grower who lived In the vicinity.
of the region in question.
A week passed, when the messenger
Had the money beeu buried in the
returned with the money. The author
j Hies did not dare to have the police ground with nothing to mark the spot
1 track him foi** rear the captive would a search for it would have been fut! e
lie killed.
lilcatonna took the treas- As it was. Its finding was more easy
Not
than would have been supposed.
: ure and. blindfolding his prisoner, put
him on a horse and traveled with him an eighth of a mile from where De
for the greater part of a day: then, the Witt stood when his eyes were un
bandage being removed, they stood on bandaged was a culvert, through
: which a ainall mountain stream Bowl'd
the heights back of Sorrento.
••Adieu. Signor De Witt.” said Rica- under the road. De Wirt explored the
donna. “I would advise yon to return culvert, and near the upper end he no; to America, make another fortune and ticed two rocks that appeared to have
Removing one of
bring it to Italy. They say money is fallen together.
j made very rapidly In your country. them, he came to a small opening
and I shall doubtless In a few years be Pulling away earth and small atones,
selling yon some more archaeological the Hfierture became larger, and
Into an
| treasures."
; through It the- explorer passed
So saying, he turned his back on the excavation in or under a rock that
In the room, among
American and led his followers in the formed a room.
other things, was an Iron box filled
direction of Amalb.
De Witt stood for awhile looking out with gold and silver pieces.
on
an entrancing
There was more than enough to rescene
before him.
Directly beneath was Sorrento perched store De Witt's loos, but he took nothSince
on
the cliff, the waters of the bay ing away, notifying the police
curling in on the atrip of beach or he had made the discovery the governagainst the stretch of rocks at Its ment paid him the 100.000 francs he
base.
The waters today were deep bud i’Mt and kept the balance for ree*
sea green, from which protruded the
toration to these to whom It belonged.
rolcanie rocks Capri and Ischia, while
De Witt renewed his proposal for
northward and to the east towered Elena's hand and was accepted
■

out

l'»u

be pleased with what yon have found
on my domain."
De Witt turned and sew a man covering him with a rifle.
the
newcomer,
continued
"But."
You
"these antiques are extensive.
can't expect to get what has been sealed up for 2.S00 years for nothing.”
“1 will pay you a fair price for these
articles. What do yon ask?"
“In the first place, aignor. I know yon
and what you have with which to pay.
Friends of mine In Rome have Informed me that you have satisfied Signor FeTnrl that you possess 100.000
fra oca in American bonds. These bonds
are deposited with Barnote Bros., bankIn payment for these
ers. In Rome.
articles of which you have proposed to
rob me I shall require these securities
turned into gold. You will send for the
gold, and I will permit you to depart
with these relics of a past age.”
“And if I leave your treasures?'
"The bargain Is already made."
“Suppose I refuse to complete It?"
"In that case It Is quite likely that
some archaeologist several centuries
hence will open that grave and find
your boDes in it."
De Witt understood this perfectly. It
meant either his fortune or death.
“Are you Giovanni Ricadonna?"
"I am."
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For Woman

What Jens Said.
“Did you bear the satirical reply
Jane Sharp made t« Tommy Glider?”
“No; what waa ttf
“He laid. ‘It wouldn’t be my money
jroo wonkl marry me for, wonld it?’
“And what aid Jane say?"
“She said. ’What awful conceit!”"—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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Herbert Pickering left this week for
Portland, to enter an Automobile shop to

Misa
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j

the winter.
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Portland and At-

week’s vacation.

number of years, but was confined to the
house only a few days at the last. He
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is at her home in

Wells F. Wardwell died suddenly at bis
Monday evening Nov. 25. Mr.
Wardwell had been in poor health for a
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Refreshments will be served.
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the death
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Miss Merle Small is
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were

by
brother,

Lymburner’s

evening, Dec. 7. After the election, the
degrees will be conferred upon one candidate.

wife

Nov. 25.

Leon Bridges returned Saturday from
Bucksport, where he has been employed.

O.

and

Smith.

Mrs. Celia Sellers, has closed her borne
here, and gone to Orland for the winter.

chapter,

Mrs.

of

Penobscot

Lymburner

R.

called to lalesborc last week

PENOBSCOT.

The election of officers of

in

Miss

Nihil.

Mrs. Clement, of Ellsworth, and Mrs.
Carrie Hagerthy, of
Bucksport, were
guests of Mrs. H. C. Perkins last week.

home

from

coming week to decide about the

Miss Laura Bowden left Saturday for
West Upton, Mass., where she will be employed this winter in a hat factory.

and leturned to her

They

Wouldn't Have Missed.
battalion was returning from
rifle practice at the ranges a shot was
discharged from the lending company,
apparently by accident, but the bullet
passed uncomfortably close to the colonel. "Look here," he roared to the cap
tain of the company, "who fired that
shot?” "Sir." replied the officer proud
ly, 'fit can't be a man of my company,
for they are all first class shots."—Lon
don Globe.
As

Biuehill.

lights.
Nov. 25.

several

Lilia McIntyre closed her school

Friday

here

The committee will

kind.

spending

is

weeks in Portland.
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